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collaborative programs with faith community leaders designed
____________________ •••• to impact culturally diverse communities.

1he Special Feature Section Book Reviews includes
an essay by Keith Hwnpbreys on four books about MBrcus
Garvey and implications for an Amcan American self-help
movement. In addition, Thorn Moore reviews Hrabowski,
Maton. and Greifs recent book about raising academically
successful Amcan American males.

I am pleased to confinn that the Spring TCP issue will
have a Special Feature Section on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender issues in Community Psycbology wilb guest C<>-
Editors Gary Harper and Marg Schneider. It will also include
the full program of the 7th SCRA Biennial Conference (see
this issue for higblights). Please also see the SCRA
Community News section in this issue for descriptions of
upcoming Special Feature Sections and calls for submissions.
Also, mule we have some Special Feature Sections ah=dy
planned (i.e., International Community Psychology, Training
and Mentoring. Social Policy, and Culture, Socialization &
Identity), if you have ideas for additional Special Features.
please share 1hemwith me by phone or emaiI.

I hope that you find this issue both stimulating and a
resource for your own world

SCRA Community Answered the Call
Shelly P. Harrell

CaliforniaSchool of Professional Psychology, Los Angeles

Oam very excited about this issue of the TCP! When I
put the Special Feature Section "Call" out on the
SCRA listserv and in the Division 45 newsletter _Foc_~_

I could not have predicted the tremendous response. We
received nwnerous manuscripts, many of much are included
here. In addition, several people contacted me with interest but
were w>ableto make the January deadline. I am also pleased to
have two faculty in the Multicultural Community-Clinical
Psycbology program at CSPP-LA serve as C<>-Editors. Sylvie
Taylor and Elaine Burke contributed significantly to the
review of the submissions. and to the planning and
organization of the Special Feature Section. We divided the
section into 4 parts: Training Perspectives, Research
Challenges. Applications & Action, and Book Reviews.

The section on Training Perspectives includes 5
articles that describe training approaches and strategies.
Chemiss summarizes the results of the Council of Program
Directors in Community Research and Action (CPDCRA)
survey questions on mutt graduate programs do to promote
cultural competence. O'Donnell shares an approach used at
the University of Hawaii and provides helpful resources.
Soon, Bishop, & Garvey describe Ibeir guiding fiamework and
the implementation stmtegies used wilb students in Australia,
and YuII7enka, Caraway, & Todd-Bazemore share their
process at the University of South Dakota. Finally, Renaud,
Suarez, & Middleton present challenges to developing
culturally competent training.

1he Research Challenges section includes 4 articles
that describe individual experiences and transformations.
Examples of and suggestions for conducting culturally-
competent research are provided. Both Canning and Wheeler
share personal learning and growth experiences relevant to
designing and implementing community research with
culturally diverse groups. lea and Mmguia present important
considerations in conducting culturally-competent research
wilb Latinos. West-Olatunji and Watson provide an example
of action research in a housing project in Louisiana ftom an
AlHcan-centered theoretical perspective applied to a needs
assessment of residents in a housing project in Louisiana.

Applications and Action includes 7 articles that
describe both general recommendations, as well as specific
examples of programs. Mock shares a "social justice"
perspective on services to culturally diverse communities.
Sasso describes his work to apply principles of cultural
competence in his work with Asian adolescents. Taylor &
Brinkley-Kennedy describe the development of a training
consortiwn and primary prevention efforts in South Central
Los Angeles. Malone & Brown describe their program
targeting AlHcan American youth and Gloria describes an

Shelly P. Harrell
Editor

IMPORTANT NOTE: Due to modlftcations ID our
publicatioD timeliD<, the remailliDg 1999 TCP submissloD
deadliDes bave heeD revised. AD submissions (illdudiD&
SCRA eolumns) should he submitted by May I, 1999
(Summer issue) aDd August I, 1999 (Fall issue). GlveD the
IeDgtb of time that bulk maiIiDg caD take, the deadlines
were revised to iIIerase the likelihood that memben will
let TCP iDa more timely lIUUIIIer.

Erratum Notice

We apologize for mistakes that occurred in the article "How
Distinctive are the Values of Community Psychologists?" by
Kathleen Tocco and Michael Monis in the Fall 1998 issue of
The ~ Psyehologlsl A sectionbegiMingon page 10
and ending on page 11 repeats an earlier portion ofche article. The
conclusion ohhe article was not clear and should read as follows:

"The Rokeach Value Survey is obviously jusl one method for
examiningvaluesMIdvaluediIf••••ces.Itis••• designed'" capture!he
ridmess and depth of detail that more qualitative IUd context--sensiDve
approochescanproduce.Neva1hel•••. asa UIOI furmakinglarge-scale
comparisonsof valueprofilesacrossfieldsof study.It is YayuscNI.
Indeed. even with a small sample such as ours., it succeeded in
iclc:n1il)'inga valuepriority- Equality-1haI haslongoocupieda key
nicheincooun..utypsychologyideology."

The ('.~." •.".11 Psychologist. Volume 32. Number 1. Winter 1999 Page 3
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UCh is bappening within SCRA. In this column I
report on three emerging developments. The first is
a multidisciplinary initiative focused on the minority

pipeline and affirmative action in higher education. The •
second is a set of actions proposed to further address
diversity concerns within SCRA. The third development is
a proposed dues increase to enhance membership services,
support current initiatives, and for the first time allow us to •
hire a membership staff person. As always, feedback
related to any aspect of SCRA activities, including those
presented in this column, are welcome.

• students) fiom 1996 to 1997. Similarly, the enrollment of

P A t .•.•.•.I t ~ ~ ' .• 1'1 ~ l .. _ ~ Hispanic students declined 23 percent over the same
.• ". ,. .•• ~ ". \,; - - - .•• interval, fiom 108 to 83. Similar reductions (though smaJ--------------------i ler in magnitude) were also reported for African American

and Hispanic students in other fields (both social science
and natural science). According to the report, the declines
can be attributed in part to federal and state rollbacks in
affirmative action programs. These rollbacks may create a
perception among minority students that they are not
welcome in higher education settings, in contrast to recent
research indicating the value of a diverse student body
(Bowen & Bok, 1998).

The organizational leaders involved in the current
multidisciplinary initiative have decided to prepare a
report that will serve as a basis for advocacy, education,
and programmatic action. Initial efforts will focus on:

SCRA Moving Forward:
MultidiseipUnary Minority-Pipeline

Initiative, Diversity within SCRA, and
Member Dues Increase

Kenneth Maton
University ofMlII)'land-Baltimore County

Multidisciplinary MInority Pipeline!
AfJIrmative Action initiative

As reported in my previous presidential column, at
APA in San Francisco last August a working session of
leaders of six disciplinary organizations whose missions
focua on enhancing the public interest was held. The
organizations represented were: I) SCRA, 2) Division 45
(Society for Psychological Study of Ethnic Minority
Issues), 3) SPSSI (Society for the Psychological Study of
Social Issues), 4) Community Development Society (CDS),
5) Public Health Education, Health Promotion (PHEPP)
Section of American Public Health Association & Society
for Public Health Education (SOPHE), and 6) National
Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA),
American Anthropological Association. A two-fold topical
focus for a collaborative multidisciplinllI)' project was
enthusiastically decided upon in December: enhancing the
minority pipeline in our fields and advocating for
affirmative action in universities and colleges. These
topical areas were viewed as central to the missions of each
of the participating organizations, and of special concern
given new developments in higher education.

The importance for psychology is seen in a recent
American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) study, reporting a dramatic decline between 1996
and 1997 in the enrollment of ethnic minority students in
psychology graduate programs (Malcom, VanHorne,
Gaddy, & George, 1998). Specifically, the first-year enroll-
ments of African American students in a sample of 93
major research institutions fell 30% (from 212 to 148

Obtaining dsta on the trends/changes in enrollments of
undergraduate and graduate students of color in our
respective fields, in light of the current anti-affirmative
action climate.
Obtaining data on the graduation rates for
undergraduate and graduate students of color in our
respective fields.

• Compiling a profile of best practices, and supporting
empirical findings, that highlight programmatic efforts
colleges and graduate programs in our disciplines bave
made, and can make, to: a) enhance enrollment rates
for students of color in graduate programs and in our
undergraduate majors; and b) increase the od~< that
enrolled students of color succeed academically at
high levels and successfully graduate.

The scope of the data collection and best practices
compilation will be kept open, as a restriction of focus
(e.g., to graduate programs or undergraduate majors only)
appears premature at this time. Decisions about specific
advocacy approaches, such as lobbying within our
professional organizations, lobbying legislators (perhaps
using spssrs lobbyist), or joining with emerging
coalitions, will also be made at a later point in time.

To support the above effort, the Executive
Committee decided to establish 0 task force to contribute to
the work of the Initiative. To date, Ana Marie Cauce,
Shelly Harrell, and Brian Smedley, along with myself, are
the members of this task force. Additional nominations,
including self-nominations, are currently being sought and
should be forwarded to me. Questions and feedback .bout
this initiative are welcome.

SCRA Member Dlvenlty Survey Relulla:
Stratecies for Action

The 1998 Fall Presidential Mailing included a
membership survey. Two of the survey questions addressed
issues of diversity: "What do you see as the outstanding needs
for our continued efforts to promote diversity," and
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A third respondent suggested that "invited work for
AJCP, AP A, and Biennial programs dealing with
... [diversity be] more aggressively sought and
conspicuously placed ...For example. I have yet to see any
men. or European-Americans. or heterosexuals, etc .• write
consciously fiom their social position and world view ...and
talk about the implications of their socialization and .tatus
for the work they do." ,

Nor have those of us on the EC. We decided to
seek out and encourage specific SCRA members to
contribute one or more articles to TCP focused on this issue

One survey respondent suggested that "Each of privilege. Perhaps a special issue can be developed, with
executive committee person make a commitment to involve majority and non-majority members collaborating together
at least two non-traditionallnon-white persons in SCRA in the effort. I welcome suggestions as to appropriate SCRA
activities." The EC discussed this idea, and agreed that, as members to tap for this effort.
an ongoing responsibility, each EC member on a yearly More generally, the continued efforts to diversilY the
basis would invite at least two members of Editorial Board of AJCP, the upcoming issues of AJCP on
underrepresented groups to become involved in specific feminism, and the Winter TCP issue on multiculturalism, all
SCRA activities. For instance. these members can be represent movements in the direction suggested above by the
invited to serve on specific task force or committee survey respondent. We welcome other specific ideas or ways
initiatives, or to provide feedback and perspective on we can maintain and improve our current efforts to promote
particular SCRA issues. From the EC perspective, diversity. and the work of underrepresented subgroups. in our
facilitating member involvement and drawing on the publications and conferences.
strengths of the full range of our SCRA membership
constitutes the foundational process for a viable, inclusive. 4. Outreach to Minority Professional Groups;
and empowering Society. Getting Others Excited

"Can you share any ideas or experiences which could help
us make progress related to these needs." In response to
these questions, 39 respondents provided myriad ideas and
suggestions for promoting diversity. The responses
encompassed nine topical areas: I) Leadership roles (e.g.,
institutionalizing a mentoringlgrooming process); 2)
Member recruitment efforts (e.g., outreach to public
agencies and groups); 3) Involvement in research. action.
and publications (e.g. creating a standing column on
diversity in TCP): 4) Involvement in conferences (e.g ..
invited panels and addresses): 5) International members
(e.g., holding the Biennial in other countries); 6) Expand
our definition of diversity (e.g., including disabilities.
sexual orientation, social class); 7) Undergraduate student
recruitment and retention (e.g .. learning fiom model
programs in the natural sciences); 8) Graduate student
recruitment and retention (e.g .. partnering with historically
black colleges): and 9) Faculty recruitment and retention
(e.g .• institutionalizing a mentoring network). A summary
of the suggestions, grouped by topical area, is included in a
table at the end of this column .

At our recent mid-winter meeting. the Executive
Committee reflected upon a number of the survey
responses. Stemming &om this discussion, a number of
action strategies were suggested, five of which are outlined
below.

1. Executive Committee Members to Reach Out to
SCRA Members from Underrepresented Groups

1. Graduate Programs Paired as "Partners" and
"External Critics" to Enhance Focus on Diversity

One respondent suggested the importance of
"Never ending self-conscious efforts to be inclusive in how
we conduct our work and how we involve others." 11rls
reminded the EC of Jim Kelly's ("taln't what you do, it's
how you do it") emphasis on the importance of process (as
well as similar emphases by many other community
psychologists). It also brought to mind Meg Bond's
presidential emphasis on the need for accountability

mechanisms. and Seymour Sarason's idea of the "external
critictl··someone who knows well what we are doing, but
who is not involved, to be a sounding board and help keep
us on track.

In terms of graduate training programs in
particular. these ideas led to the proposal that the Council
of Program Directors develop a set of materials related to
diversity self-assessment. Based on such materials, perhaps
pairs of graduate programs could partner up, each ""rving
as the other's "external critic." This proposal is \being
forwarded to the Council of Program Directors, with strong
encouragement to review. develop. and implement it if at
all possible. Do you have thoughts or ideas about this
particular idea. or about other ways andlor other domains in
which to build upon the survey response quoted above?

3. Conspicuously Placed Articles on Diversity,
and the Special Case of Privilege

One respondent aptly noted the importance of
"Getting [minority] populations excited about what we do.
Contacting Black/Amcan American professional groups."
11rls emphasis on "getting the word out" about who we are
and what we do, especially to groups containing members
of underrepresented populations. is echoed as well in a
number of other respondents' comments.

One way to approach this is to develop project-
focused collaborations and partnerships with a diversity of
disciplinary, professional, and community-based groups (an
approach explicitly suggested by a number of respondents).
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In this light, the EC committed itself to contacting several
minority professional groups this spring to examine
possible areas of overlap and collaboration, including the
possibility of linking webpages. Do you have any
suggestions as to particular groups we should contact?

Another approach is to distribute materials to
various groups (including prospective students) and A total of 104 members responded to the Fall,
through various media. Indeed, we have just developed a 1998, Dues Increase Survey. Option B ($2 increase for
packet of materials for the APA Multicultural Summit and students; $10 for all others) received the strongest support
Conference that highlights SCRA's efforts to promote (see Table I, percentages, mean. median for all options).
diversity through our research, action, values, and Almost two-thirds of those responding indicated this option
representation. The EC also will explore the feasibility of was one of their top two choices and no one indicated it as
placing a subset of material on our SCRA web page. Do their 4th choice or as unacceptable (however, 24.0"10did
you have other ideas and thoughts for additional efforts "to not rank it at all). For all three of the other options. not
get the word out?" more than 40% indicated any of the options as one of their

top two choices, and 10% or more in each case indicated
the option as their 4th choice or as unacceptable. It is not
known if the 104 responses are representative of Ihe
membership at large IOne survey respondent suggested "more emphasis '- _

on undergraduate mentoring. Probably this is useful as a r
general step to expand and strengthen the pool of
prospective grad students." Indeed, it is unlikely we are
doing all we can to mentor, early on, undergraduate
students 1T0m diverse backgrounds who might one day I!.IIWn&
become community psychology graduate students. To ~~d~'~ 14.40% (15)

obtain more information about emerging developments in 3rd~: :i:~:~::~
this area, the EC decided to contact the Council of Program 4th Choice 20.20"/.(21)

Directors and the Undergraduate Awareness Interest .Group ~~~,:"",,I' ~::::~~;:
to find out about current undergraduate efforts lD our 8

psychology departments. For instance. do some depart- Surnmarv Statistics lratinlZs ofootion 8J "unacceDtable" coded as '~')
ments have organi2ed mentoring and support efforts for
promising students of color, perhaps including early ~:111
outreach, financial support, summer research opportunities,
and academic and social integration for such 1---------------------
undergraduates? Have any departments tapped National Examination of the write-in comments provided by
Science Foundation or other funding sources to organize 59 of the respondents revealed:
such efforts? What other approaches to undergraduate
mentoring should our members be aware of! I welcome
your input in this area.

The EC hopes to continue dialogue and activity
within SCRA as a follow-up to the survey responses. As
part of this effort, we are forwarding the full set of ideas to
the following SCRA groups: Racial and Cultural Affairs
Committee; Women's Committee; Disabilities Interest
Group; Community Action Interest Group; and the Gust
approved) Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
(LGBT) Concerns Interest Group. More generally, this
year's efforts represent a continuation of previous efforts to
enhance diversity within SCRA. For instance, last year the
EC initiated a policy requiring all committee, task force and
interest groups to include in their biannual reports to the EC
a section addressing "issues of diversity and differential
access to resources - both within your membership and in
the substance of your activities." In addition, the EC last
year agreed to institutionalize a midwinter agenda item to
take stock of how well we are addressing issues related

Table I. Ranking of Dues Increase Options (N-104)

to diversity. Finally, to help SCRA to continue moving
forward in the diversity area, we hope you will attend the
diversity town meeting the EC plans to host at the biennial.

A concern among international members about any increase
at all, given exchange rates sud the relaovely lower levels of
benefits of membership perceived.
A concern smong some members sboUIsuy increase grester
than $5, given the possibility that we could lose some
percentage of members with suy gresler increase.
A concern among some members that suy increase less than
$10 would not meet our needs as su orgauizaoon. The $10
option was seen by many as the compromise choice: meeting
our needs while minimizing the potenoalloss of members.
A concern among some members that in order for us to be a
strongand activeorgani2ationat leasta $25 increaseis needed.
Msuy voiced support for a sliding scale such as thai used by
SPSSI; however, some members expressed the concern that
although wonderful in theory, in practice major practical
obstacles in implementation would emerge. Others were
simply unsure what a sliding scale would mesu in lenns of
their personal dues level.

2.2
2.0

2.9
3.0

1.6
1.0

I!£S1JlQJ !:ill;.lli) IUSlidiIW
42.30% (44) 15.40%(16) 29.80%(31)
22.10%(23) 12.50%(13) 09.60%(10)
11.50%(12) 08.7W. (09) 16.30%(17)
00.00010(00) 18.30%(19) 05.8CW. (06)
00.00% (00) IO.tq;,(l1) 05.80->'.(06)
24.<:10%(25) 34,EQI, (36) 32.1()1'/.(34)

Member Dues lDerease

2.6
3.0

5. The Undel'lraduate Pipeline and Our
Mentoring of Undergraduates
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Foculty* Recroiunent (increase proactive effons in departments and draw on faculty
on other campuses
Rctenlion (institutionalize mentorina netWOrks)

Graduole Slud.nts
* Recruitment (examine admissions criteria; enhance departmental.

commitment; work with historically black colleaes and with master's
programs; and. reauit faculty of color)

* Recention(enhsK:emen~ am from ethnic minority av.wd~__ •..xnuc.
kcuJtural aaitical

mass of graOOateSNdtnts &. faculty of coler, &.c:n5iR that all students.
including those with diff'aina interests and abilities. have their needs and career
"'offinnod)
Tflinina (enhanced diversity training in research and action)

Table 2. Summary of Fall 1998 Survey Responses:
Promoting Divenity witbin SCRA

M.mber R.crullmtnl* CoUabonte on common I.endu with Division 45. minority professional
poup$. and allied disciplines
OutreaCh to public;: aaenc:ies and community pups; intep'lte professional'
from diverse communities; involvement in community coalitions
Celebnle the diversity within our division
Advertise our successes
Include our hip..cti\lenity representation on EC in promotional materials

SCRA Ltod.rshlp Rol ••
• Maintain and enhance emphasis on diversity on executive committee and

other SCRA leadership positions
Institutionalize I mentorin. and aroomina process (EC and Racial.culnual
Affairs Committee)
Hive each EC member make a conuninncr'llio involve alleut two
individuals from undareprcsented SCRA subgroups in SCRA activities

SCRA Confe"nc ••
• Have- invilcd panels and .ddresses conspicuously placed in proaram

Include I diversity posler series I( each SCRA event
('onllnue and expand oppor1unities for infonnal contac:t and meaningful
involvernenl~ ensure that ·voices- of aUlfOups are heard
Create settinp 10carT)' out -difficult dialoSUes-

SCRA Member Research, Actlonj SCRA Publications
* Make never-ending. self.conscious effons to be inclusive in how we

conduct our work and how we involve others; extents] -friendly critics·
Concb:t research and coIlabcntive kIcal actIOnsensitive 10culture &. diversity
Enwre a diverse editorial board
Develop diversity.focused AJCP iV1dTCP special issues and.odes e.&. white
men \NIitingIbolC impliadions of privilege &. sociaIizMion fof the wed. they do
C~lte a standing column in TCP on diversity efforts in SCRA

International
• Develop an intemationaJ member directory

Hold the biennial conference in other countries
Appoint an International student rep and faculty/professional rep

Brood Deflnilion of Diversity
* In addition 10ethnicity/race and aender. include disability. sexual

onentation. SES. and members in applied settings

Undergraduate Students
* Recruit diverse students into psychology/community psycholOJ)'

Work 10enhance psych010iY textbook coverage of diversity • ."d of
community psychology
Retention in psycholoty/community psychology
Increase mentonn. (stan early)
Develop financial. academic. and cultural suppa" prolflllU

* Lam from c:urn:ntprogrwnntIIic initiltives. often fedenlly ftJnded. focused on
the success ofSNdents ofcolor in the natural $cienctI
Advocacy against anti-affirmative action movement in hiJ.her ed~ion

Taking into account both the survey results and the
needs of the division. especially for enhancing membership
services, removing fi'om tbe Treasurer position the
excessively tedious tasks related to membership services.
and fmancing cUlTCnt SCRA initiatives. the Executive
Committee at its midwinter meeting recommended the
following new dues structure:

$20 for stUdents (increase of$2)
$35 for international members (no increase)
$45 for all others (increase of$10)

1bis option would generate moneys to continue
current initiatives, and to enhance membership services. in part
by hiring a membership staff person. Unfortunately. since
APA members must aJJ be billed at the same rate, in practice
the $35 fee for international members will be applicable only·
for those international members --no are not APA members.

We do 1\111 the risk of losing some members if we
increase dues (although SCRA remains a great deal at Ibe
proposed. or even higher. dues levels). The sliding scale
alternative needs further research to examine the practical
problems people foresee. and the likely range of dues levels.
The potential loss in members of a $25 increase does not seem
to make the benefits of such an increase worth"hile.

At our recent executive comminee meeting. we
also decided to develop a "development" (fundraising)
committee. One responsibility for this committee will be to
solicit tax-deductible donations from members who feel
they can contribute more. Nominations. including selt~
nominations. of those interested in serving on the
development committee are welcome.

Your thoughts and reactions are welcome! The
above dues-increase proposal will be voted on by the
membership at the SCRA Business Meeting at APA in
Boston. Sunday. August 22.

In summary. much new is happening mthin SCRA.
only a portion of which can be presented here. We continue to
move forward. Watch out for my next colwon. which mil
include a discussion of our ongoing Division 27/37 resilience
advocacy initiative. new developments in the social policy
area (our own congressional briefing series). additional results
&om the faJ\ survey. some tantalizing previews of innovative
sessions planned for our upcoming 1999 Biennial conference.
and an invitation to conaibute to SCRA's co-sponsorship of
the Society for Applied Anthropology (SfAA) annual
conference (Spring. 2000. in San Francisco). As always.
please contact me and share your feedback on the emerging
developments discussed in this colwon. or concerning other
SCRA issues. I look forward to hearing &om you! E-mail:
MaIon@UMBC2.UMBC.EDU. Pbone: (410) 455-2567. Fax:
(410) 455-1055. Mail: Psychology Departtnent. UMBC.
Baltimore, MD 21250.

Reference.
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I SCRA PRESIDENT-ELECT I
Cary Chernlss, Ph.D.

Candidate for SCRA President-Elect

Educational Bacmound

A.B., University of California, Berkeley
Ph.D. in Psychology, Yale University

Current Position

Professor of Applied Psychology, Graduate School of
Applied and Professional Psychology, Rutgers -- The State
University of New Jersey.

Summary of SCRA Involvement

Steering Committee, CA-RC Project (formerly known
as the "Woods Hole Project")
Chair, Task Force on Specialization and Prevention
Chair, Seymour B. Sarason Award Committee
Chair, Executive Committee, Council of Program
Directors for Community Research and Action
(CPDCRA)

Recent Publications

Cherniss, C. (1991). Confronting the social context
of school change. American Journal of Community
PsvcholollV 19, 389·394.

Cherniss, C. (1993). Pre-enlly issues revisited. In
R. T. Golembiewski (Ed.), Handbook of oraanizational
consultation (pp. 113-118). New York: Marcel Dekker.

Cherniss, C. (1995). Bevond burnout· HelDina
teachers. nurses. theraoists. and lawvers recover from
stress and disillusionment. New York: Routledge.

Cherniss, C., & Herzog, E. (1996). Impact of
home-based family therapy on maternal and child
outcomes in disadvantaged adolescent mothers. Familv
Relations 45,72-79.

Cherniss, C. (1997). Teacher empowerment,
consultation, and the creation of new programs in schools.
Journal of Educational and Psvcholoaical Consultation 8,
135-152.

Cherniss, C., & Deegan, G. (in press). The
creation of alternative settings. In J. Rappaport & E.
Seidman (Eds.), Handbook of community DsvcholollV.
New York: Plenum.

Key Issues and
Vision Statement

As I pondered what to write for this statement, I
began to reflect on why I initially was attracted to
Community Psychology. More than any other area, this
field stood for two values that were especially important
to me: social justice and critical inquiry. Put another way,
Community Psychology spoke to both the head and the
heart. This is what has attracted me &om the beginning. I
suspect the same is true for most members of our society.

SCRA now faces many new challenges. But I
believe the most important one is to remain true to our
founding principles, and especially the dual commitment
to both justice and the pursuit of knowledge. There are
many individuals in psychology and related disciplines
who share these values. However, they often find
themselves alone. SCRA can serve such people well by
seeking them out and helping them to fmd kindred spirits
- others who share their values and work. In doing so,
SCRA also will address one of its most critical challenges:
to grow in both size and visibility. Fostering a sense of
community among current and potential members should
be one of our highest priorities.

Another important role for SCRA is to nurture
and support worthwhile initiatives among the members.
A particularly good example is the Community Action-
Research Centers (CA-RC) project, spearheaded by Bob
Newbrough (and formerly known as the "Woods Hole
project"). I believe that this is one of the most exciting
new ideas to emerge &om the society in many years, and
it deserves our support. But the CA-RC initiative is not
unique. I think there are many other worthwhile ,deas
within our membership that only need a little
encouragement in order to bloom.

One other challenge facing SCRA is to utilize
more effectively the diversity within our midst. Although
we share much in common, we also differ in many ways.
We belong to different identity groups, and these
differences, based on race, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, and religion, mean that we bring different
experiences and perspectives to our common work. We
also differ in the problems we choose to address and the
way we address them. The challenge for us is to find
ways to benefit &om this rich diversity. SCRA' s
leadership can help by finding more ways for us to work
with and learn &om each other. In fact, I can't think ofa
more fitting goal for a society devoted to community
research and action!
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I am Mel Wilson Professor of Psychology at the
University of Virginia. I received my Ph.D. in psychology
fi'omthe UniversityofDlioois, 1977. I bave been involved in
the Society in a variety of roles including Chair of the Etlmic
Minority Issues Committee, the Southeastern Regional
Coordinatorand the Associate Editor of the American Journal Edneatioual BaclamJnud
of Community PsvchoI02V.I bave also served as a member
and secrelaly of the Board of Community Psychology
ProgramDirecton. Since 1997,I bave served as APA Council
Representativefor SCRA.

As President, I will work to accomplish thn:e goals.
First, I will cooIinue to promote OlD' organization's efforts at
fosteringcultural diversity and ethnic minority participation. I Curreut Posltiou
believethat SCRA bas a wonderful tradition of embracing a Professor and Chair, Department of Psychology,
divme membership. The strategy that OlD' orgaoi7Ationbas University of South Carolina _Columbia.
adoptedinvolves not only rcauitiog other professional level
penons into OlD' orgaoi7Ationbut also ideotifYiog.rcauiting, SCRA Involvemeut
and eocouragiogethnic minority and women students. Once
they havejoined, we mentor them. Second, I will focus on •
advancingOlD' traditional paradigm of community research •
andaction. In my opinion. we give much lip service to these •
dual goals. but all too often neglect them in our public •
activities. I believe that we bave accomplished considerable •
successesin the areas of preventive intervention and research, •
communitydevelopment and evaluation and mutual support
group implementation.However, we need to develop closer
linkage between OlD' academic and practice brethren by •
increasingcollaborative efforts among them. Third, I will
workto strengthenthe organizational structure of our society.•
Iamconcernedwith the financialweU-beingof our organizaIion •
andwillfocuson developinga moresolid6nancialfuuodatioo.

President-Elect, President, Past-President, 1987-90
SecreI8Iy-Treasurer,1982-85
Editor, Thec--:t,. ~ 1994-98
FeUowsCommittee,l990-93 (Chair, 1990and 1991)
Continuing Education Committee, Chair, 1991-92
Co-Chair, Fifth Biennial Coofereoce on Community
Research and Action Planning Committee. 1995-97.
conference hosted by USC-Columbia,May 28-30. 1997
Chair, Biennial Planning Committee, Second Biennial
Conference on Community Research & Action, 19~ 7-89
Publications Committee, 1987-91(Chair,I990-91)
Program Review Committee and On-site Coordinator.
First Biennial Conference on Community Research and
Action, 1986-87,conference hosted by USC.columbia,
May 20-22, 1987

• Chair, Membership Committee, 1985-87
Wilson, M. N., Pius, L. M. Chao, R. and Soberaois, • Chair, Committee to Examine Divisional Terms of

D. D. (1998). Ethnic Minority Families and the Majority Office, 1985-86
Educational Systems: African American; ChiDe••• Long Range Planning Committee, 1985
American. Hispanic American and Native American • Co-chair, Task Force on Women, 1983-1986
Families. H. Fitzgerald (Ed) Children of Color (pp 257- • Program Review Committee, 1979-1989.1991-1993
281).New York: Garland Press .• NomiuationsCommittee, 1986-89, 1992-94, 1996-98

Wilson, M. N., Cook, D.Y. and Arrington, E.• J ofCommunitv PsvcboI02V.Editorial Board, 1997-2000
(1997). Amcan American Adolescents and Academic • American Journal ofC'.ommunitvPsvcboI02V:Editorial
Achievement:Family and P- luflueuces. R Taylor and Board, 1981-1984; 1986-1992; 1998-2001
Wang(Eds.) Issues of Urban Minority Youth (pp. 120-
134).NY: Lawrence Erlbaum. Reeeut PubUeatioua

Wilson, M. N. (Issue Editor, 1997). Women of
Color: Social challenges of dual minority status aud
competin8 community contexts. American Journal of
CommunityPsvcholollV.25 (5).

Wilson, M.N. (Issue Editor, 1995) Afiican
American Family Life: Its Structural aud Ecological
Aspects. In W. Damon (Series Ed) New Directiou for
ChildDevelooment San Frausclco: Jossey-Bass.

Jean Ann Linney, Ph.D.
Candidate for APA Couucll

I SCRA REPRESENTATIVE ITO APA COUNCIL

1972,B.A., cum laude, William Smith CoUege.Geneva, NY
1976,M.A.(Psychology),Uoiv.ofDliooisat lJrbana..Champagn
1978,Ph.D.(Psychology),Uoiv.ofDliooisat Urbma-Champaign
1996, Harvard Univ., Management Development Program

Linney, J. A. & Waudersman, A. (1992).
Prevention Plus m: A_ssm2 Alcohol and Other Dru2
Prevention ProI!nllllSat the School and Community Level.
Washington, D. C.: Office for Substance Abuse Prevention
(Government Printing Office).

Chioman, M. & Liuney, J. A. (1998). Adolescent
empowament: Theoretical &amework and supportin8

Mel WUson, Ph.D.
Caudldate for SCRA Presldeut-Elect

Reeent Publieatioul



evidence. Journal ofPrimarv Prevention.
Bradley, R., Davino, K., Linney, J. A., & Deerin,

G. (under review). Bridging feminist psychology and
community psychology: The Wings for Girls program.
Journal of Communi tv PsvcholoRV.

Seybolt, D., Linney, J.A. & Hoyt, S. (under
review). Training graduate students for work with
seriously mentally ill patients: The Step Into My Shoes
program. Psychiatric Services.

Irma Serrano-Gareia, Ph.D.
Candidate for APA Council

Educational Back2round

1968, B.A., U. of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
1970, M.A., U. of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
1978, Ph.D., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
1985-86, Post-doctorate, Harvard University

Current Position

Professor of Psychology; Director Latino Training
Program in mY/AIDS. Research: Editor, Interamencan
Journal ofPsvcholoRV.

SCRA Involvement

Executive Committee, Division 27 (1987-90, 1991-94)
Regional CoonIinator for Latin America, Div. 27 (1981-84)
Minority Task Force, Division 27
Women's Task Force, Division 27
Dissertation Awards Committee (1990-91)
President Elect (1991-92)
President (1992-93)
Past-President (1993-94)

Recent Publications

Serrano-Garcia, I., Bravo, M., Rosario, W. &
Gorrin, 1.1. (1998). Social-communitv DsvcholoRV and
health: A Puerto Rican Dersoective. (In Spanish) San Juan,
P.R.: Publicacioncs Puertorriquenas.

Torres-Burgos. N. & Serrano-Garcia, I. (1997).
Empowennent and HIV/AIDS: A prevention project for
young heterosexual Puerto Rican women. In M. Montero
(Ed.). Memorias de PsicolOl,ia Comunitaria del XXV
Conllteso Interamericano de PsicolOioa. (366-371)
Caracas, Venezuela: Litopar.

Serrano-Garcia, I. (1994). The ethics of the
powerful and the power of ethics. American Journal of
Communitv PsvcholollV. 22 (I) 1-20.

Serrano-Garcia, J. & Bond, M. (1994) (Eds.)
Empowering the Silent Ranks. Special Issue of the
American Journal of Communi tv PsvcholollV. 22(4).

I SCRA MEMBER-AT -LARGE I
KeRy L. Hazel, Ph.D.

Candidate for SCRA Member-at-Large

I have been a long time advocate of Community
Psychology. I received a BS in Clinical-Community
Psychology from the University of Michigan-Flint in
1982, and my Ph.D. in 1994 &om the Ecological-
Community Psychology program at Michigan State
University. In 1992, I left my home state, packed my new
4-wheel drive vehicle and headed north to Alaska to take
up my current position as Assistant Professor of
Psychology and Women's Studies at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks (UAF). My primary responsibilities at
UAF have involved supervision and teaching students in
our M.A. Community Psychology training program and
undergraduate courses such as Community and Social
Psychology and Psychology of Women. Because of my
contributions and dedication. I was recently described by
my colleagues as the "lynch-pin" of our graduate program
in Community Psychology.

I have been a member of SCRA since 1984. As a
graduate student, I attended the first biennial conference in
South Carolina at which I presented my ideas and reflections
on graduate training to a room packed with the 'namc" in
Community Psychology. I remember that it was rather wann
and we had all been sitting in this relatively small room for
bours. It was Ibe first Biennial after all. and this was the
pre-conference meeting on training issues. so everyone was
committed to being there and hearing what others had to say.
My two co-presenters' flights were delayed and so I was the
lone graduate student. left to practically Ibe end of the pre-
conference session. to share my thoughts on graduate
training. I have very vivid memories of the faces in that room.
watching me as I talked about my experiences at Michigan
State, encouraging them to support and encourage creativity
in Ibeir students' endeavors. The faces were those of people
who were devoted to their field, open to hearing new ideas
and experiences. and tnt1y supportive of me. The details have
been lost over the years, but I do remember that Ibey lo'lghed
with my sarcasm, inquired about using science fiction (my
favorite escape) to illustrate community and social change
ideas. and. in general. gave me an exceptionally warm
welcome to the profession. I have attended every Biennial
conference since. and presented at all but one.

My early. graduate student career activities in
SCRA included participation on planning committees for
two Midwestern Ecological-Community Psychology
conferences, and the second Biennial conference held at
Michigan State University (our committee was
responsible for making sure everyone had fun!). Between
1986-1989 I was the local student representative, and in
1986-1987 I was the regional student representative.
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As a professional member of SCRA, I have served
on the Nominations Committee and as a reviewer for both
the Biennial and APA conferences. I am also the liaison
between APA Divisions 35 and 27. SCRA has benefited
from several new memberships, since, as the Alaska local
representative, I have encouraged students and
professionals alike 10 become members of this active and
progressive society. In 1996, I accepted the challenge of
Chair•• lect of the SCRA Committee on Women, rotated in
as chair in 1997, and am now completing my three-year
commitment in this leadership position. During my tenure
as chair. I reinvigorated the committee, recruited new
members, reconnected with long standing members, and
set a new tone and vision for the committee. I encouraged
discussions on multiple topics on the SCRA-W listserv,
which was set up by my predecessors, and chaired open
meetings at the Biennial and APA. A major focus of my
tenure as chair of the Women's Committee has been on
mentoring women in the profession. Some of you may
have received and returned our survey (if you haven't
returned it yet. it's never too lale!). Preliminary results of
that survey were presented by Susan Wolfe at APA '98
during a roundtable workshop on women menloring
women that I organized and chaired. I am pleased that
Holly Angelique (current chair) and Margaret Rosario
(chair-elect) are maintaining the energy and keeping
women in Ihe forefront of SCRA decision making.

Because of Alaska's position vis-a.-vis the IIlower
48". I have found thaI I often have more in common with
our internalional colleagues. As such, I have become a
member of the International Comminee and have been
encouraged by the dedication and enthusiasm exhibited in
the last few years by members of this committee.
Community Psychology is definitely globalized, with
training and research programs in many diverse countries
and cultures. My sabbatical plans (for 2001) include
visiting several of these programs and reporting back to the
Society my impressions and experiences.

My primary emphasis in research whih: pursuing
my doctoral degree was focused on mental health and
developmental disabilities clients and service delivery
systems. One of .my initial research endeavors with the
Michigan Department of Mental Health-Services Research
Unit examined the characteristics of people with chronic
mental illness in the state mental health system (Hazel,
Herman & Mowbray, 1991; Mowbray, Herman & Hazel,
19928, I992b ). A second area of research, that of family
support services for families caring for members who have
s developmental disability, involved a seven year
longitudinal effort to describe and understand the
evolution and variation of services at community mental
health boards in Michigan (Hazel, 1994; Herman & Hazel,
1991; Herman, Marceoko, & Hazel, 1996; Marceoko,
Herman, & Hazel, 1992).

Since arriving at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks, my research interests have broadened to include

issues of health and wellness within indigenous
cultures, especially alcohol and substance abuse
prevention. I have worked as a consultant and workshop
facilitator to several Alaskan villages on issues as
diverse as substance abuse and suicide prevention.
trauma associated with natural disasters. and toxic
waste clean-up. For several years now, I have worked
with various Native leaders and groups to begin to
understand the culture-based barriers to alcohol and
drug abuse prevention and factors which hinder!
promote health and wellness. Using primarily interview
and participant observation techniques, my research
into community and individual efforts to obtain and
maintain alcohol abuse free lifestyles underscores the
diversity of efforts/pathways, and the importance of
traditional knowledge, culture and language (Hazel,
Mohatt, & Keller, in press). One of my most recent
endeavors is the development of a culturally anchored
instrument to measure spiritual and cultural coping
strategies of Alaskan Native people in sobriety (Hazel
& Mohall, in press).

I believe I can adequately and effectively serve
the members of the Society. I look forward to the
challenge of being a Member at Large.

Recent Publication.

Hazel, K. L. (1994). Configurations of family
support services in Michigan: Organizational, contextual.
and attitudinal influences. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, East Lansing: Michigan State University.

Hazel, K. L. & Mohall, G. V. (in press). Cultural
and spiritual pathways to sobriety: Informing substance
abuse prevention and intervention for Alaska Native and
Native American communities. Manuscript accepted for
publication in the Journal of Communi tv PsvchololZV.

Hazel, K. L. Herman, S. E., & Mowbray. C. T.
(1991). Characteristics of seriously mentally ill adults in a
public mental health system. HosDital and Community
PsychiatrY. 42(5), 518-525.

Hazel, K. L., Mohan, G. V .• & Keller. L. (in
press). Seasons of recovery and the road to prevention.
Manuscript accepted for publication in The Northerr.
~.

Herman, S. E., & Hazel, K. L. (1991). Evaluation
of family support services: Changes in availability and
accessibility. Mental Retardation. 29(6), 351-357.

Herman, S. E., MarcaIkD, MO. & H.aze~ K. L (1996).
PartnIs' perspectives 011 quality in family support JI'08IBIDS.

Journal of Mental Health Atbn;ni-vn 23(2), 156-169.
Marceoko, M. 0., Herman, S. E. & Hazel, K. L.

(1992). A comparison of how families and their service
providers rate family generated quality of service factors.
Community Mental Health Journal 28(5),441-449.
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Mowbray, C. T., Hennan, S. E., & Hazel, K. L.
(1992a). Gender and serious mental illness: A feminist
per>pective.Psvcholo"" of Women Ouarterlv. 16. 107-126.

Mowbray, C. T., Hennan, S. E., & Hazel, K. L.
(1992b). Subgroups and differential treatment needs of
young adults with long-tenn, severe mental illness.
Psvchosocial Rehabilitation Journal. 16(1),45-62.

Randolph Potts, Ph.D.
Candidate for SCRA Member-at-Large

My work as a member of SCRA over the past seven
years has focused on I) spirituality and psychology, 2)
bringing more students of color into the activities of SCRA,
and 3) participating in community-based and community-
controlled organizations involved in action for social change.

Beginning at the 1992 SCRA program at APA, and
the Biennial Conference in 1993,1 have given presentations
on spirituality and social movements of the oppressed, in
recognition of some of the giants in community action such
as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., whose acumen for
organizing community action has yet to be fully
acknowledged or applied in community psychology.

During my years as chair-elect, chair, and past-
chair of the Comminee on Racial and Cultural Affairs, a
major goal was to find ways in which students of color
could have a greater presence in SCRA. In collaboration
with my comminee colleagues, we created a mentorship
network, "mentaTing breakfasts" at conferences, and
several conference programs at which students of color had
opportunities to present their ideas and research.

In my community work 1 have devoted my skills
and energy as a member of community-based, community
run organizations (e.g. the Benjamin E. Mays Institute). In
addition to "empowennent" (which may suggest a vertical
relationship between community psychologist and
community), I believe that community psychologists should
honor principles such as self-determination (kujichagulia).

Educational Backeround

B.A., University of Michigan, Political Science
M.A., University of Chicago, Psychology
Ph.D., DePaul University, 1994.

Current Position

Assistant Professor, Holy Cross College, Worcester, MA (I
teach courses in Health Psychology; Race, Class & Ethnic
Issues in Psychology; and Psychology & Religion).

SCRA Involvement

• Editorial Board, American Journal of Communitv
Psvcholo"" (1998-present)

• Liaison to APA Div, 38, Health Psychology (1998-
present)

• National Planning Comminee for the Biennial
Conference (1999-present)

• Chair, Community Health Interest Group (1997-99)
• Chair, Standing Comminee on Racial and Cultural

Affairs (1995-96)
• Chair-Elect, Standing Committee on Racial and

Cultural Affairs (1994-95)

Recent Publications

Pons, R.G. (1998). Spirituality, religion, and the
experience of illness. In P.M. Camic and S. 1. Knight
(Eds.) Clinical handbook of health csvcholo",,: A cractical
lZIlideto effective interventions. Seattle: Hogrefe & Huber.

Potts, R.G. (1997), The social constructio.1 and
social marketing of the "dangerous black man". _Jo_um_a_1o_f
Afiican American Men 2(4), 11-24.

Potts, R.G. (1996). Spirituality and the experience
of cancer in an African American community: Implications
for psychosocial oncology. Journal of Psvchosocial
Oncolo"" 14 (1),1-19.

Recent Talks

Potts, R.G. (1999). Still in chains: Initiation,
incarceration, and the prison industrial complex. Invited
Black History Month lecture at the Osborn Correclional
Institute, CotU1ecticut Department of Corrections. Somers.
CT. (February)

Potts, R.G. (1997). Racism and Psychology:
Research, Resilience, and a Call for Action. (Chair)
Symposium presented at the I05th Convention of the
American Psychological Association. August, Chicago,lL.

How Can We Implement the
APA's Council of Chairs of Training

Councils' (CCTC) Statement on
Community Training?

Clifford R. O'Donnell
University of Hawaii

A s many of you know, the Council of Program
~ Directors in Community Research and Action

(CPDCRA) is represented on APA's Council of
Chairs of Training Councils (CCTe). On behalf of the
CPDCRA Executive Board, I represented CPDCRA at the
CCTC meeting in March, 1998 and, in response to the
concerns of many CPDCRA program directors, drafted a
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statement that advocates an increased emphasis on
community-oriented training in graduate programs and
internships. The draft was discussed on the CCTC listserv,
approved with some revisions, and mailed to the directors
of all APA-Accredited programs and internships, signed by
the Chair of CCTC, Emil Rodolfa.

This statement, presented below, should be helpful in
allowing graduate students to count community-training as
practicum hours and faculty to advocate for the importance
of community graduate programs.

On behalf of the Council of Chairs of Training
CoonciIs(CCTC) I am \\riling to you to proWIe a statemeIIt
of cmcem about the training of psyclIologists. As you may
know, CCTC is canpised of all maj<r national psychology
doctoral training associations. The CCTC membership
includes ACcrA, ADPTC, AMSP, APPIC, CHPTP,
ccm, CDSPP, CPDCRA. CUDCP, NCSPP. CCTC
representsover 1000training and internship programs.

As OlD'membership discussed at OlD'March meeting,
the future employment of psychologists wiD include less
emphasis on direct clinical services. Therefore, CCTC
encourages graduate programs and internship seI\ing1ito
provide a balance of supervised experience in a variety of
aaining activities including pugram evaluation, prevention,
consu1tation. supervision. program development, public
policy,broad-based assessmem and intervention,etc. When
studentsare engaged in these experiences at practicum sites,
we believe that these activities should count as practicum
hours. Due to the changing market place, the emphasis of
our aaining must be on quality and diversity of experience.
mther than quantity of clinical 11<>= However, we are
concerned that not all training programs currently provide
breadth in their training experiences. Some programs
continue to over-enphasize direct clinical services and do
not include education and training in these other areas listed
above.

The Comminee On Accreditation (CoA) bas
developed accreditation guidelines based on the value that
"education and training for entty-Ievel praCtice in
professionalpsychology should be broad and professional
in its orientation rather than I1811'OW and tec/mical." We
SU'OngIyagreewith this CoA value and principle.

We encourage you, as Director of Training, to
review the educational components of YDID'program to
ensure that breath of experience is provided. We believe
your review and guidance in this matter is vital to the future
employmentofYDlD'students.

As we all know, a policy statement alone is not likely
to change practices. Other steps must be taken to
implement the policy. After the statement was presented on
the SCRA listserv, Paul Toro suggested that the state
licensing boards need to become involved. I agree and will
begin the process to involve them by sending each a copy
of the statemenL Hopefully, by d;"""";Mting the statement

widely, students and faculty can create a climate of change.
Another way to help create these changes is to quality as
many community-oriented faculty as AP A accreditation
site visitors as possible. As site visitors, they could suppon
appropriate cbanges based on the CCTC statement and the
Committee On Accreditation (CoA) value that "education
and training for entry-level practice in professional
psychology should be broad and professional in its
orientation rather than narrow and technical."

Overall, the statement will only have as much
impact as community-oriented faculty and students are
willing to use the policy to create change in their programs.
internship sites. and licensing board regulations. Ideas.
suggestions, and examples of how to implement CCTC
policy are most welcome.

SCRA Social Policy Committee Update

Brian D. Smedley
Institute of Medicine

Ohe new Social Policy Comminee (SPC) has
generated a great deal of interest among members

and activity bas begun in specific policy areas -- and
more activity is likely in the coming months as Congress
reconvenes.

The central tasks of SPC thus far have been to
nominate comminee members and begin thinking about
processes and procedures for SCRA involvement in policy
issues. Tony Biglan has already laid the groundwork for
both tasks. especially with regard to establishing criteria
for SCRA adoption of policy initiatives.

A group of SCRA members also convened at the
APA convention in San Francisco 10 funher discuss these
issues and to talk about ways in which we might begin to
develop a policy agenda. The group discussed how and what
kinds of policy positions might be appropriate for SCRA, the
kinds of criteria that should be established for adopting
positions, and the role that SCRA should play in the policy
arena as a scientific group and in coalition with other groups.

In general, there's strong interest in at least three
levels of policy advocacy. The "easiest" level of
involvement is to support and advocate for federal funding
for community research and educate policy makers
(Congress, congressional staff, agency officials, etc.) as to
what community research is about and how it benefits
policy makers and society.

The nexi most "involved" level of advocacy is for
SCRA to provide scientitic information to policy makers.
without adopting or advocating for specitic policy
positions, based on the best available community research.
Obviously, this approach requires objectivity and careful
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consideration so that SCRA is not perceived as adopting a
position. One example of such advocacy is a Congressional
briefing, at which SCRA member(s) could be invited to
present on selected topics to a Congressional audience.

The most involved level of advocacy (but also the
most critical for SCRA's credibility) is the process that
Tony has started in prompting us to think about how high to
set the bar for policy positions or resolutions that SCRA
might adopt. This area will require more discussion once
the SPC is in place and has a charge presented to them.

Processes and Procedures

The Executive Committee has already reviewed
Tony's policy statement regarding the tobacco settlement.
While Congress didn't pass federal legislation for
comprehensive reform in tobacco marketing and youth
smoking prevention. this statement remains useful for
SCRA as a tramework for future work in the area. For
example, a number of states signed on to the tobacco
settlement brokered between the industry and a few state
attorneys general. Anti-tobacco advocates, however, were
split on the merits of the settlement, with some urging more
concessions ftom the industry. SCRA' s statement could be
useful should these issues resurface at the federal level, or
if our involvement seems appropriate at the state level.

Executive Committee members have also seen a
general outline of "criteria" for adoption of policy and
advocacy issues, forwarded through Meg Bond by Andrea
Solarz. These criteria have been adopted by the APA
Board of Directors, and are used by staff in the APA Public
Policy Office when considering whether and how much
effort to expend on policy issues. SPC will attempt to tailor
these criteria to SCRA's needs, and forward them to the EC
with recommendations for implementing them.

Policy Activities

SCRA's input to APA's comments on the newly-
established Center for Scientific Review (CSR), which will
replace the National Institute of Health's old peer r~view
study sections. Andrea and Tony's comments focused on
the need for community-level funding proposals to be
reviewed by individuals with expertise in community
research, as innovative community research designs or
other non-traditional methodologies might not fare well
under reviewers wbo lack an understanding of community
research. Their comments also highlighted the need for
reviewers to be sensitive to the generally greater
complexity and costs of community research. These
comments were also forwarded directly to the National
lastitute of Health.

Sign-on Letters

In late October, the EC approved the sign-on of
SCRA to a letter originating from the National Low
Income Housing Coalition that called for greater
Congressional funding for Fiscal Year 2000 Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) programs to
combat homelessness. Beth Shinn offered support for
the letter and cited research demonstrating that
subsidized housing is an important tool in fighting
homelessness. The letter therefore was consistent with
our desire to support policy positions that are supported
by a slrong social science base.

DMsion 27/37 Initiative on Youth Resilience

SPC is following developments with the Division
27/37 initiative on youth resilience to provide input on
policy issues and begin plaMing advocacy strategies.
Initiative members have discussed some options, such as a
Congressional briefing, to help in the dissemination of the
products ftom the initiative.

A number of policy activities have been on-going, Future Activities
involving some SPC and EC members:

NICHD Reseorch Priorities
At the informal meeting in San Francisco. several

ideas were generated that the SPC will prioritize. These
included:

Andrea Solarz solicited comments from
membership regarding the setting of research priorities at •
the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (NICHD). NICHD sought input ftom APA
and other professional and scientific organizations to •
prioritize research efforts, and as part of this process,
SCRA members' thoughts on enhancing community •
research at NICHD were conveyed through Andrea to APA
staff, who submitted this information to NICHD.

Reorganization of NIH Study Sections

Andrea Solarz and Tony Biglan coordinated •

developing a one-page informational statement geared
to policy makers on what community psychology is
and why it's useful for policy;
exploring whether SCRA should get involved in
coalitions that share our objectives and values;
exploring whether SCRA can or should sponsor or
co-sponsor Congressional briefing(s) on selected
topics (in line with the second "level of involvement,"
bringing science to policy makers and highlighting the
work ofSCRA members);
developing advocacy training for SCRA members: and.
enhancing links with APA's advocacy.
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Ken Maton
University of Maryland-Baltimore County

The review essay below, by Paul
Dokecki, is focused on two of Tod Sloan's
books, Damalled life: The crisis of the
modern DSI'che. and Life choices:
Understandinlldilemmas and decisions.

I am very interestedin your Ideasfor
books to review infuture issues; please share
with me the books you have come across in
the last year or so which you feel others
should be reading and thinking about You
can contact me by phone (410) 455-2567, or
e-mail, MATON@UMBC2.UMBC.EDU. I
lookforward to hearingfrom you.

Making Life Choices Amid
the Ruins of Modernity

Sloan, T. (1996). DamalZed life: The crisis of the
modern Dsvche. London and New York: Routledge.
(A volume in Routledge's Critical Psychology Series)

Sloan, T. (1996). Life choices: UnderstandinlZ
dilemmas and decisions. Boulder, CO: Westview
Press. (An extensively revised edition of Deciding:
Self-deception in life choices [London: Methuen,
1987] and a volume in Westview's Lives in Context
Series)

Review by Paul R. Dokecki

I first met Tod Sloan at the 1997 SCRA biennial in
South Carolina. While reading his recent major
contributions to community psychology, I found myself
thinking about my three daughters and about Kurt Lewin at
the end of his life.

My daughters are successful career women - two
married-with-children systems engineers in large
corporations and a lawyer litigating her way up the ladder
in a busy law firm. When they talk about their work, their
pride in accomplishment has overtones of anguish and
stress about the uncertainties of work life in the highly
competitive and rapidly changing corporate world, and
especially about work life's relentless encroachment on
personal and family life, their life world. They beat up on

themselves for their inability to cope effortlessly and
gracefully with their demanding modern lives. Since
reading Sloan. I have the urge to be parent-as-
bibliotherapist and leap to the computer to amazon.com his
books to them. These volumes would help them
understand that their guilt and anguish come primarily. not
from their lack of self efficacy, but from their blaming the
victim, themselves, for situations spawned by the values
and forces of modernity. Sloan argues, echoing Habermas' s
critical theory, that their plight is, to a significant degree. a
function of modernity's colonization of the life world. This
is a corrosive process whereby the system of material
production invades the personal and inter-subjective
realms. It is "a mechanism by which advanced capitalist
society stabilizes itself. Its crises in the economic sphere
are deflected into the lifeworld realms of culture, society
and personality. Among the prices paid for this stability are
the loss of meaning, the destruction of solidarity
[community] and psychological crisis" CDamalZed Life.
p.65).This is the stuff of a community psychology
intending to make a real difference in the lives of people
through promoting community and human development.

Toward the end of his life just after World War II.
Kurt Lewin, the patron saint of practical theory and action
research, began to glimpse the need for a more truly social
approach to psychology, one that has come to influence the
critical psychology espoused by Sloan and others. A highly
instructive anecdote had Lewin exclaiming that Freud was
wrong, Marx was right. Lewin, often described as the
psychologist of democracy and a passionate admirer of his
adopted United States, was not thereby declaring himself a
Marxist. He was acknowledging, rather, that a narrow.
mostly nuclear family interpretation of the environment (E)
in his famous B = f(P, E) - in the spirit of much of Freud
prior to his late address to societal topics and of Lewin's
own dynamic psychology - was seriously limited. The
concept of environment must be expanded to take into
account, the kinds of political. economic, and social factors
Marx had addressed. My preferred interpretation of the
anecdote is that both Freud and Marx were right, that we
must combine a deep understanding of the person (P) with
a sophisticated and multi-layered understanding of the
environment (E) - from the immediate, int"natc.
intersubjective environment of family and significant
others; to neighborhoods, churches. social support groups.
small communities, and other mediating structures: to the
macro social environment of systems. bureaucracies.
organizations, cultures, and governments; and beyond.
Several members of our field - George Albee, Murray
Levine, Isaac Prilleltensky, Julian Rappaport, and Seymour
Sarason. among them - have developed similar value-
laden and political themes. This is the stuff of a fully-
developed community psychology, and this is what Sloan
both calls for and helps us achieve by providing many
useful analytic and intervention perspectives.

By all means read both of Sloan's books, but which
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one first? If you are primarily engaged in understanding
social and community processes, with an interest in how
they contribute either to enhancing or degrading the human
development of persons, that is, if you are community
oriented but want to track the particular ways in which
broad social processes influence the lives of particular
persons, read Dama2ed Life first. If you are engaged in
helping people make crucial life decisions, with an interest
in how analysis of these apparently highly individualistic
and subjective actions might be deepened by inclusion of
political. economic, and social perspectives, that is, if you
are more clinically oriented but want a coherent
community theoretical and intervention framework, read
Life Choices first. In effect, Dama2ed Life operates &om
the top down, Life Choices &om the bottom up. Actually,
order won't much matter, since the books stand on their
own, are complementary and not particularly redundant,
and give somewhat different glimpses of community
psychology from a critical psychology perspective.

I begin with Dama2ed Life, in which Sloan
pointedly and programmatically asks:

Could it be that societal modernization is systematically
linked to increased emotional suffering on a broad scale?
Could il be Ihal many of Ihe material and technical
achievements we glorify in Ihe name of progress are actually
producing forms of individuality that are less optimal than
those thaI might have emerged if societal development had
taken a different course? If so, could one define a set of
socia-polilical strategies that would address effectively the
problematic features of modernity? (p. vii)

In his systematic attempt to address these questions, Sloan
performs detailed and careful scholarly analysis of the
social forces that have characterized twentieth century life
in Western society, sifting through and judging the merits
of alternative theories and explanations on the basis of the
best available experience and evidence.

Sloan develops a detailed critical psychology
framework that defines modernity, analyzes its specific
processes. and traces their influence, step by step, level by
level, on human development and their possible
contribution to the genesis of psychopathology. Drawing
on an impressive array of perspectives - the Frankfurt
school's brand of critical theory, especially Habermas's
previously mentioned notion of colonization of the
lifeworld; personality theory, particularly psychoanalysis
and object relations theory: social phenomenology;
developmental and cognitive theory and research;
ideological analysis; and a wide variety of continental and
American philosophical and social science sources - he
shows how modernity has been the context and engine for
the systematic distortion of the development of the self,
with a consequent skew toward maladaptive and
pathological social functioning.

Sloan uses psychological perspectives to reject the
oversimplified perspectives of historicism, relativism,

reductionism, and billiard-ball models of social causation,
all of which tend to characterize "most social science
conducted within an objectivistic epistemology" (~. 96).
He speaks in more human science terms of the need to
understand "the web of discourses, values, practices and
meanings in which individual subjectivity constructs and
deconstructs itself" (p. 96). He argues for a value/ethical
position that privileges human development and social
justice over capitalism's prime values of progress and
economic growth. He calls for an emphasis on children
who "have far too long been the victims of adults' inability
to work things out in the 'adult world' - ironically. greater
mutuality with children could socialize and re-humanize
adults" (p. (45).

Concluding the book with a reminder that each of us
has participated in one way or another in making modernity's
social world what it is today. if only by being unthinkingly
unaware of how the system has been operating - as with
Pogo meeting the enemy and finding himself - Sloan urges:
"Rather than despair over human shortsightedness. however.
we must gather our anger and focus our individual capacities
and collective energies on the de-colonization of the lifeworld
and the construction of a humane social order" (p. 146).
Dama2ed Life provides a persuasive rationale and conceptual
tools for the community psychologist choosing to bring a vital
critical perspective to community research and action so that
systems may be helped to change in order to empower persons
to emerge from the psychological ruins of modernity.

And what is it like to make significant choices amid
the ruins of modernity? In Life Choices, Sloan focuses on
complex choice situations persons encounter that disrupt the
ordinary and everyday fabric of their life experiences. They
challenge by presenting dilemmas necessitating the kind of
choice that could lead to "transformation of one's
commitments, plans, self-concepts, and central activities" (p.
2). Examples of such life-transforming choices include
whether to pick this or that vocation or profession. educational
opportunity, mate. region of the country to live in. or ,,!lether
or not to change one's job, marital status. religion, lifestyle
and personal priorities, and the like. Deliberation about these
dilemmas in pursuit of making a meaningful decision (the
three dimensions of life choices Sloan explores) entails
questions of how to avoid self-deception. that is, how to be
sure one is not fooling oneself, a victim of false consciousness,
how to reconcile competing aspects of the self, whether to
listen to one's inner self or to go along with the crowd, and
how to reconcile duty to self and duty to others. and the like.

Life choices entail values, one's own and others',
and are importantly ethical, a test of one's authenticity -
how true one rings to oneself and others. Sloan frames the
book's purpose in ethical terms:

Choices are not only evaluated in terms of the quality of
decision-making that went into them but also in terms of
right and wrong. This moral quality of choice sterns from
the fact that the deciding individual is embedded in social,
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cultural, inrapersonaI. and historical contexts, all of which
maybe affectedfor betteror wane by the choice that is made.
Simultaneously,the 1rainof thougbt engaged in by a penon
I1yingto make up his or her mind is dominatedor inftuenced
by the values,norms.and potentialsanctionsthat characterize
those interwoven contexts. Because of Ibis multiple
embeddedness, understanding a particular life choice is
immenselycomplicated.Our task is to fiIcethis complexity,
includingthe e1hicalaspects of decision-making,in order to
revea1conunonstIUCtUreSwilhinthat complexity. (p. I)

our community research and action of values and ethics,
calling us to work toward liberating persons from
oppression, creating just social conditions. and enhancing
human development and community.

PaId Dolecki II lit ,It, DejUln",'II' 01 Psycllo/ogy alld HII",,,II
lHwlopmml, Petlbody CoUege 01 Vanderbilt Unlvrrslly. He ClIn b~
rellched III (6IS) 322-1411, or vill tmail, pllul.r.doh~kK4
tIfIndtrbULtdll.

Call for Articles

Editon:

Rae Jean Proescholdbell- Arimu. State Univenity
Gabriela Turr" - Rutgen Univenity

The

(! .tJ"'" ""'~'" '" ~,
S t u d e n t

N E W S L E T T E R

The ~ Student (TCS) newsletter was
reinvigorated by Healher Barton and Rebecca Lee in
response to feedback from Students at the 1997 Biennial.
lis purpose is to keep students informed through student
representative reports as well as give students a chance to
write articles with regard to current issues in SCRA and/or
their own experience as students in the field of Community
Psychology. With this said. if you are interested in
submitting an article to The ~ Student for
future issues. please contact Rae Jean at raejean@asll.edu.

Two issues of The ~ Student newsletter
will be published annually. The short studenl-written
articles could be about any aspect of Community
Psychology. however, articles on the following topics are
specially encouraged: I) descriptions of your community
psychology program or some unique aspect of it. 2)
training experiences available in your program or how you
have created such experiences. 3) international community
psychology experiences, and 4) internships and jobs thaI
incorporate community psychology. Please direct your
inquiries to Rae Jean Proescholdbell at raejean@asu.edu.

As in Dama2ed Life, the notion of "interwoven
contexts" is key in Life Choices, and Sloan addresses these
contexts theoretically using social phenomenology,
psychoanalysis, and cognitive psychology. Methodolog-
ically, he weaves an intricate interpretive web from
reOection on his own life experiences and those of his
psychotherapy clients over the years, and qualitative
analyses of 15 life interviews of volunteer adult
participants 20-40 years of age.

Sloan uses his interviews to illustrate aspects of the
life choice process and to help lead us through the intricacies
of the kind of analysis necessmy to do justice to its complexity
and over-determined nature. He covers such topics as life
history. life structure. life spheres, and life projects, probing
them through the lenses of personal authenticity and the
crucial role of ideology. His analysis starts with the personal
and subjective and quickly incorporates broad political,economic. and social processes. ~ _

Sloan describes his book as "an anti-guide to life
choices"(p. 141). written in response to the plethora of self-
help guides and their mechanical pop psychology nostrums.
As in Dama2ed Life. Sloan criticizes a culture and its
psychologists that relegate choice to the private rea1m and
"idealize the autonomous individual, the self-actualizing
personality. and the 'self-made' person." maintaining that his
work "unveils these ideals as ideology. The privatization of
choices allows domination and oppression to proceed
unchallenged" (p. 147). If life choices aze made by persons
withlives damaged by modernity, effective life choices cannot
possibly ensue from "the mechanical application of canned
fonnulas" (p. 142). In effect, Sloan sees life choices in f--------------------
temporal tenns: They entail persons inte'1'reting their present SCRA Student Updates
multi-layeredworld in search of meaning; they grow out of a
past infonned by personal and social history and tradition;
theylead into a future &aught with uncertainty and possibility.
This intC'l'retive process is never-ending, dialectical, and
open-ended,requiring us to look "deeply into the tangle ofpast
memories and hopes. into the web of relationships in which
we are caught, and at the entire history of the world that
sweepsus along" (p. 144).

Community psychologists owe Tod Sloan gratitude
forgiving us two excellent volumes. They contain detailed,
carefully reasoned. insightful, and provocative perspectives
lhat hang together in an analytic/intervention tramework
combining top-down and bottom-up views of the human
person. Last but not least, he reminds us of the centrality to
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We have been actively involved in the planning of
student activities for the up-coming biennial conference. In
October. we solicited ideas for Biennial topics on the
student listserv. Approximately 20 students suggested
topics ranging from How to Prepare for Life After
Graduate School to How to Get Funded. In a run-off vote,
students indicated that they were most interested in
learning about I) Roles for Community Psychologists
Outside of Academia and 2) Ethical Issues in Community
Psychology. We asked students to help us prepare
proposals on these two topics. We worked on-line with a
total of four during November and early December to
submit proposals for the top two topics. We also engaged
at least one student as a presenter.

In addition to submitting proposals on these
content areas, we have asked the Biennial Planning
Committee to allot student time for a business meeting and
social hour. We hope to position this business and social
time early in the conference in order to welcome students
and provide a forum in which we can meet each other.

Finally. Vivian Tseng of New York University is
organizing an event for students of color. She has taken the
lead on organizing such an event and has discussed the idea f---------------------
with students. Meg Bond, in light of her presidential
mission. was asked if she would act as an advisor to this
process. Meg will act as an advisor moving forward.

In all we have a busy schedule lined up for students
in New Haven. Please tell fellow students about the
following activities at the upcoming Biennial:

Student Representative ElectioDS

We are calling for nominations for the next SCRA
Student Representative. The new Student Representative
will be serving a two-year term on the Executive
Committee ofSCRA (1999-2001). Student Representatives
experience the inner workings of a professional
organization firsthand while serving as a student voice
within SCRA. The student electorate will vote on the
candidates. A mailing with a brief statement from the
candidates will be mailed in April, so look for it, and be
sure to VOTE! If you are interested in running for student
representative please contact Rae Jean at raejean@asu.edu.
Gabriela Turr6 will end her term as Student Representative
in August, 1999. She has done a wonderful job of
connecting students and organizing events. She has also
made my job as Student Representative easier by sharing
the systems of past Student Representatives and passing on
emails for me to use throughout my term. Thank you,
Gabriela!

Student Activities for the
Up-Coming Biennial Conference

SlMdmI /JusIJress MutIntl- this is where muchof the ideas.sucItas
the cumIII studenllWerv, get generatedand planned. (TBA)
SlMdmI Soc/iJl Hour- this iswherewe get 10 actually~ eachother
and get 10 knowone another.It's a lotoflim! (TBA)
_ lor COmmulllly PsycIoologlm Outsldt 01 Aco4tmJo-
symposia submitted by students, Jill Hunter Williams, Joshua
Copper,and ScottWituk.
Ethksll •••••• III eommulllly PsycIooiogy- this is also a symposia
proposal submittedby studenIsand Gloria Levin.The studentsare
Colleen Loomis. Joseph Rudolph. Rae Jean Proescholdbell,and
GabrielaTumI.
SlMdtlllS 01 Color Meeting- this is where we are going 10 meet to
discusscommonissuesand get to knowone another.

Unfortunately. we do not yet know the time or
place for any of these proposed events. However, please
keep an eye out both in the Student Representative mailing
in April and the studenl listserv.

SCRA Student E-Mail Network (S-SCRA-L)

The electronic listserv for SCRA students, as well
as other interested students, continues to run smoothly
under the ownership of Steve Russos at the University of
Kansas. Since the listserv's inception in the spring of
1998, numerous students have introduced themselves on-
line. Most recently. listserv activity has focused on
employment and post-doctoral opportunities within the
realm of community psychology. Susan Wolfe has taken on
the role of Listserv Liaison and forwards information
relevant to students from several other listservs (e.g.,
general SCRA listserv, SCRA listserv for women, Early
Career Preventionists Network, etc.) to the student SCRA
listserv. As of the end of 1998. a total of 153 people were
signed as members of the listserv. There has been an
attempt at forming a "social committee" within the group of
people who originally organized the listserv. The social
committee, although not active, conceptually would have
the role of coordinating activities on the listserv sllch as
having a "guest of the month" where students could ask
questions and elicit discussions on that guest's expertise.
Going forward, one of our goals will be to re-activate that
committee in order to create sharing and learning
opportunities for students. If you would like to subscribe to
the list., send an •..maiI to: 'listproc@ukans.edu'; in the body,
type: SUBSCRIBE S-SCRA-L <yourfirstname> <yourlast
name>.

New CPDCRA National Student Rep Elected

David LoWlSbury, Former CPDCRA Student Rep
Michigan State University

Alison Martin, 4th year community psychology
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What Do Students Have To Say
About Mentoring?

Susan Wolfe, University of Texas at Dallas
HeatherA. Barton, George Greene, Darius S. Tandoo,

University of Illinois at Chicago
GabrielaTurr6, Rutgers· The State Univ. of New Jersey,

Busch Campus
SoniaCruz, University of Missouri - Kansas City

Meredith S. Miller, DePaul University
EmilyOur,University of California - Berkeley

RebeccaLee. University of Maryland Baltimore County
Santh L. Cook. Georgia State University

Sean Allen, Indiana University at Bloomington
MatthewCampbell. University of Mississippi

DebonthSwanson. Claremont Graduate School

At a recent session called "Finding Mentors for
Community Research and Action" at the I06th convention
of the American Psychological Association, students
discussed strategies to improve mentoring for SCRA
students.Two groups. that included students, faculty and
community psychologists working outside of academic
settings, defined areas of concern and then brainstormed
someideas that would be useful to both mentees and menIIxs.

Areas of concern ftom both groups centered
around five !hemes. The first was choosing, finding, and
accessing mentors, including getting over feelings of
intimidationand worthiness. The second was related, but had
to do with accessing mentors outside of academic settings.
Manystudents are interested in pursuing alternative careers
andbavedifficulty finding role models or mentors who can
help them to plan appropriate strategies. Third was
developing lateral peer mentoring systems and the

doctoral student at the University of Missouri-Kansas City recognition that often peers have useful knowledge and
(UMKC), will serve as the Cmmcil of Program Directors in experiences. Fourth was defining the boundaries of lite
Community Research and Action's (CPDCRA's) next mentoring relationship (i.e., what are appropriate topics
Student Representative. The student representative serves and expectations). And, finally, the last concern came from
for a two-year period beginning in January. Alison brings mentors and was about fmding mentees with commitment
Sb'Ongstudent leadership skills to the Council. At UMKC and skills.
she co-founded a Department of Psychology Student Many good ideas were presented as solutions for
Representative Committee that represents various student these concerns. More formal measures for improving
constituencies (e.g., masters students, interdisciplinary access were to invite speakers and hold "institutionalized"
Ph.D. students, etc.). Alison has also served as a student- weekly meetings at universities. Students can help
faculty liaison concerning curriculum and training issues themselves by pushing for community training experiences
on the UMKC Curriculum Review Task Force of the with faculty.
Community Psychology Ph.D. Program. More information Students need to learn to "market" themselves and
about election results may be found on CPDCRA's web their skills and spend some time volunteering to
page. On behalf of all the CPDCRA executive Committee demonstrate what they have to offer. For example, most
Members, J wish Alison the best of luck in her new students have a strong background in statistics and research
position and thanks for allowing me the opportunity to design, which are important skills in today's marketplace
work for you over the last two years! Contact me at that is increasingly focusing on documenting gains in
hnp:/Iwww.msu.edulu•• nounsbul/results2.httn. programs and other treatments. By marketing these skills.
----------------------j students can demonstrate competence and make themselves

more attractive to potential mentors at these locations. For
those choosing to volunteer in a community setting. a
combination of research skills and 'practical skills' such as
dish washing, meal preparation, or envelope stuffing may
be key to finding a welcoming agency home.

Finding appropriate mentors might require that lite
students do some background research on individuals.
This is especially important for finding mentors who value
your substantive area and/or methods. Attending
conferences and becoming involved in different groups and
networks can also be helpful. More experienced gr,duate
students who have overcome the intimidation and faculty
members can help to network new graduate students during
the first year and work to integrate them into activities as
early as possible. For undergraduates, working with
graduate students can serve as a mentoring relationship or
serve as a bridge for working with a faculty member.

Conference attendance and community training
experiences can also be useful for students interested in
non-academic careers. At conferences, students have
opportunities to meet individuals ftom a variety of settings.
including state and federal government. These exchanges
can be invaluable, particularly for someone who is still
looking for a mentor.

For example, after several frustrating years of
inadequate and discouraging academic support, one of us
was actually motivated by her experience at the AP A
mentoring session to approach a professor from •••other
school as a potential mentor. Having determined that
their research interests are sufficiently allied, they are
now developing a mentor-mentee relationship in the
course of developing a research framework for her
dissertation.
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mentor us and help us in our = we can repay them by
making it worth their effort by giving them quality work in
return. In doing so, we may improve the pool of willing
mentors for future gniduate students.

Parenting And Graduate School: A
Rewarding But Challenging Combination

Kimberly Dumont
New York University

In a recent issue of The Community Psychologist
(Fall, 1998), Kelly Hazel reflected on the accomplishments of
women in Community Psychology as well as some of the
obstacles they encowtter. She enumerated a number of
concerns expressed at the 1997 Biennial Conference including
a need I) to create opportunities for discussing women' s
concerns, and 2) to recognize that women tend to be in settings
which lack the resources to facilitate their professional
development and involvement. In keeping with these two
concerns, [ would like to initiate a discussion regarding some
of the researcb on and challenges associated with being both a
parent and gniduate student. While [ understsnd that this issue
concerns both males and females, I also want to note that for
women the potential strains of managing the demands of both
graduate school and parenthood are even greater. This is due
in part to the physical and emotioual demands of being
pregnant, giving birth, and nursing. as well as a history of
women being discriminated against in the academic conuDlmity.

Almost 30 years ago, Gloria Leon (1970) wrote a
powerful commentary entitled "The mother-professional
model in academia." In her statement she sununarized the
reluctance of wUversities to accommodate women with
families into the academic community by refusing to allow
part-time faculty appointments. In addition, she suggested that
few people truly wtderstand the important and unique role of
women "in the home because of childbearing and child-rearing
timctions" as well as their desire to contribute intellectually
and professionally to the field of psychology. Finally, she
noted the field's loss in training talented women, but then not
encouraging their further professional development and
participation.

The background research that [ conducted in
preparing this article echo Gloria Leon's concern:
women with families are still underrepresented in
academia. After searching several electronic databases

Community experiences are especially important for
students who are geogniphicaIly limited and would like to
leam how to build a career in their own community and with
their specific interests. Community mentors need not be
academicians. As Jill Reich (1998, p. 34) recently noted,
"There are many people out worldng in the field who mentor
our students in ways that faculty can~ mentor them." She then
added, "We need to get away from the hierarchical notion that
only teachers mentor students."

Peer mentoring is another way for students to
exchange information and support. For first year students, 1--------------------
creating buddy systems at universities and conferences can
help them to leam the ropes and get introduced around.
Graduate students can help to mentor wtdergJ8duates so that
they can select appropriate pro8J8mS and mentors to work
with before they begin graduate school. For more advanced
students, creation of support groups arowtd particular needs
would help. Specifically, several participants described
dissertation support groups that provided information, support,
and encouragement to help them finish. Groups of students
interested in non-academic careers can also fonn groups and
share what they have leamed about building community-based
careers.

There is a need to create settings where graduate
students can safely disclose and gain support. One such
setting is the Internet (e.g., student American Psychological
Association members of Division 27 have the wtprecedented
opportunity to now gather via their own email-drlven
discussion list and have the capability to attend on-line student
conferences).

One of the first things for wtderstanding the
boundaries of the mentoring relationship is to define what
"mentors" are. This conceptualization appears crucial, as
students should wtderstsnd their expectations of a mentor and
seek out an individual with similar views. There was
discussion about what mentees should expect from the
relationship. and what is appropriate behavior for a mentor.
Workshops or training sessions to help mentors wtderstand
how to provide appropriate support, guidance and to define
realistic expectations would be useful. Also, training students
to understsnd what to expect from the mentoring relationship
would facilitate the development of good mentor-mentee
relationships.

In regard to finding mentees who are committed and
have skills, there were no suggestions. As students, it is
important that we remember that this relationship should be
reciprocal. In exchange for the information and support we
get. '''' can use our skills and knowledge to give back to the
mentor. In recent discussions with a mentor, one ofus was told
that "two mediocre gniduate students do not equal one good
one." A "good one" was defmed as one who demonstrates
some ambition. follows through on assigned tasks and
does them well. If someone takes their time and energy to
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for "family and academia," I found only eleven citations -
four of which were unpublished dissertation abstracts. In
addition, in an article about the socialization of women in
academia, only one-third of the academic women surveyed
had children; yet, two-thirds of the male respondents had
children (Widom and Burke, 1978). A more recent survey
sll88ested that female medical students were less interested
in an academic careers than their male colleagues due to
concerns about balancing family responsibilities, clinical
practice, and teaching (Osborn, E, Emster, V.L., Martin,
J.B., 1992). This concern is supported by research
suggesting that the number of credit hours graduate
students take and the number of children they have are both
positively related to school-family confUct (Hammer,
Grigsby, & Woods, 1998).

There are a number of limitations in the research to
date. Most of the studies that I reviewed were mail surveys
with response rates lower than 40%; thus, suggesting
possible selection biases. While several of the studies
attempted to relate level of conflict between school and
family with the presence and/or number of children and
with graduate students' gender, none of the studies
examined interactions between the presence/number of
children and graduate student gender in predicting conflict.
Thus, they may be underestimating the level of conflict
experienced by female graduate students with children.
The research also failed to adequately assess institutional
programs! policies, such as on-site daycare, that may assist
students who are also parents. More research is needed in
these areas.

To complement the research above, I thought it
might be useful to share with you my personal experience
as a sleep deprived, over-worked, highly emotional, ready
to graduate mom/student. I knew when I entered graduate
school that we would probably start a family before I finished.
After 3 1/2 years of course work. a completed master's thesis
and comp requirement, we had our first son, Jackson. He is
bright, sweet, energetic, and a reluctant sleeper. The
adjusbnent was huge! Prior to Jackson's arrival I had a
tendencyto work too much; now I was never able to meet a
deadline.I felt inadequate because I often Jacked the energy to
meetthe competing demands of studying, nursing, home, and
family.After about a year, my momentum was building IIjpIin,
and things started getting easier. Around 18 months, we
decidedwe wanted another child, and again wanted one ofus
to speD<!some time at home during the first year. Since my
husbandhas a business-type career that provides a steady
incomebut not a flexible schedule, I again took advantage
of my flexible graduate student schedule. Alexander
was born on the day that I submitted a complete draft of
my second comp requirement. He is a resourceful,
lovable child who is prone to head colds and disrupted
sleep. Between my school work and teaching, my

husband's job, and the two children, we rarely get a full
night's sleep, someone is often sick or grumpy, someone
else is discovering or mastering something new, and many
things are in a state of disarray. In our over-taxed state we
try to manage business trips, sick days, money, nursery
school plays, job talks, laundry, day care drop off,
dissertation proposaJs, deadlines, family outings, etc. The
spill over is inunense!

The good news is that we adore our children (and
they love us too!). The flexibility of graduate school alJows
me to spend a bit of time with the children just enjoying
each other, being with them when they are sick, and
dealing with general life issues. I have been able to pursue
my studies and to meet some remarkable women who are
also trying to balance school, an eventual career, and
family. The downside is that my school work progresses at
a slow pace, there is a lot of guilt - not everything can be
done well, I spend weekends working while my husband
watches the children, and I really have to prioritize how I
spend my time (no more leisurely laps in the pool).
Another problem has been that the university that I attend
does not offer on-site daycare to graduate students or
faculty members. In coping, I cherish the wonderful
children that we have; and, I try to keep in mind that I will
eventually be able to more fully pursue my research and
teaching interests, while also being actively involved in my
family's life.

In conclusion, deciding if and when to have children
remains a personal matter, with few female role models
available to show how to manage both family and C"'-
successfully. While some women are serious about making
commitments to both their family life and their graduate
school student life, there are few policies or progtmDSin place
to support this decision. On si~d care, formal maternity
leaves, and financial aid that belps to cover daycare expenses
would alJ help to facilitate the professional development of
talented parents. I bope that as a community we can advocate
for a more welcoming environment for students, especially
women, to pursue a family and an academic career.
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SPECIAL FEATURE SECTION

Section Co-Editors:
Shelly Harrell, Sylvie Taylor, & Elaine Burke

Training in Cultural Competence:
A Survey of Graduate Programs in
Community Research and Action

competence is covered in some way in all courses. (In some
cases, programs reported that they had incorporated
relevant material only in some courses or just one course.)
Involving graduate students in teaching undergraduate
courses on diversity or related topics is another way in
whicb tbe curriculum is used to promote cultural
competence.

Training in cultural competence also occurs
outside of formal courses. For instance, many programs
report that valuable training occurs in researcb projects in
minority conununities involving one or more faculty and
several graduate students. In some programs. students and
faculty bave organized symposia or even whole
conferences on topics related to cultural competence. For
instance, Arizona State University organized a conference
on minority issues in prevention.

A few programs have gone beyond these basic
____________________ ~approaches. Several have established regular brown bag

lunch discussions. colloquia, research groups. or speaker
series that occur weekly or monthly. A notable example of
this approach is an on-going diversity seminar at the
University of Illinois. Urbana. This seminar. which is
voluntary. had been in existence for four years at the time
of the survey. The members of the seminar do readings
together. bring in outside speakers. and address issues
within the university and the local conununity.

Some programs utilized more experiential
strategies. such as special workshops that focused on

Cory Cherniss individual ani tudes and feelings. An example is the Iwo-
Rutgers University hour workshop on diversity that has been used at Rulgers

O University. The workshop is based on a brief video
nearly 1998, the Executive Conuninee of the highlighting a situation involving eonflictual race relations.
Council of Program Directors in Conununity After looking at the video. the participants then spend the

Research and Action (CPDCRA) conducted its annual next hour or so discussing the situation portrayed in the
survey of graduate programs. One part of Ihe survey asked video. A trained outsider facilitates the workshop. The
the directors of each program what they did to promote faculty went through the workshop first. and then it was
cultural competence in their students and faculty. (See the offered to all students and staff who were interested.
article in this issue by Clifford O'Donnell for a report on A similar approach has been used at the Unh ersil)
another project carried out under the auspices ofCPDCRA.) of Waikato. which makes a "cultural safety workshop" a

The purpose of the survey was not to determine , compulsory part of training. In these workshops. the
what the entire field was doing in terms of a statistical participants examine issues such as colonization.
abstract. Rather, we were interested in generating and oppression. and institutional racism. The workshops are
disseminating ideas from each program's experience that designed to make the participants more aware of their O\\TI

could inspire similar efforts by other programs. The culture and cultural practices and how these might help
approach, in effect, was qualitative and idiographic. We perpetuate injustice.
sought to identify the variety of strategies that are being Workshops typically are one-time affairs: another
used, rather than to determine how many programs are experiential strategy is the on-going group. At Rutgers
using each type of strategy. Twenty-one graduate programs University. the students developed a program called
provided responses. This included nine conununity/clinical "FOOD" (for "Focus on Our Diversity") that sets up
programs. eight free standing. two interdisciplinary. and ongoing groups designed to help the participants get to
two masters programs. The following is a report on the know one another bener and examine their differences in a
results of that survey. safe environment. Tbe groups meet monthly and are led by

Looking first at the formal curriculum, many an outside facilitator. A group for faculty. staff. and
programs encourage students to take courses on race and alumni has been meeting for over three years. There also
ethnicity. while some require students to take such a have been several groups for students.
course. A different strategy is to make sure that cultural One other set of strategies reported by programs
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involves examining and changing the environment of the
program itself. At Michigan State University, there have
been a series of interest group meetings, usually held on the
weekend and lasting half a day, set up to discuss issues of
diversity among students and faculty in the program. At
times the group has utilized an outside consultant to
facilitate these discussions. At Rutgers University, such
discussions occur in a "diversity committee" made up of
seven students, five faculty, a staff person and an
administrator. The committee meets monthly and also has
held day-long retreats. The committee was set up in 1995
to examine how all the programs in the Graduate School
for Applied and Professional Psychology address issues
relating to diversity and to make recommendations for
change to the dean. The committee has sponsored several
half-day meetings on diversity for the entire school and an
annual orientation on diversity for incoming students.

In conclusion, it should be noted that not all
programs participated in the survey, and data came ftom a
single representative of the program. Thus, it is quite
possible that there are other strategies for promoting
cultural competence in graduate training programs that we
have not included. Furthermore, these strategies are not
mutually exclusive; many programs are using a
combination of the strategies described here. In fact, an
ideal approach to training in culturaI competence should
include a variety of strategies.

Finally, the environment of the program is as
important as the specific training activities. Without a
supportive organizational milieu, any strategy will be
limited in its effectiveness. For this n:ason, many programs
identified active recruitment of both students and faculty of
color as an important strategy for promoting greater
cultural competence. But even recruitment is not enough.
Effective training in cultural competence ultimately
requires the active support of the program's leadership.

The Principle of Cultural Compatibility:
A Strategy for Integrating Cultural Issues

Into Community Graduate Programs

Clifford R. O'Donnell
University of Hawaii

a.s presented by Cary Cherniss in this issue, the
~ Executive Board of the Council of Program

Directors in Community Research and Action
(CPDCRA) found that community graduate programs use
manymethods to address diversity in their programs. One
of these methods, used at the University of Hawaii, is to
incorporate the principle of culturaI compatibility into the
program as the basis for community research and action.
Thisprinciple is addressed in the basic graduate courses in
community psychology and culturaI psychology, in the
readings for doctoral compnohensive examinations, and in

the design of student and faculty projects. The importance
of culture in community research and action was
emphasized in the 1998 graduate program name change
ftom Community Studies to Community and Culture.

The central idea of the principle of cultural
compatibility is that the effectiveness of pn:vention and
intervention projects can be increased by using, to the
greatest extent possible, the communication and
organization methods of the culture of the people that the
project is designed to serve. Cultural knowledge and
sensitivity are necessary, but not sufficient to accomplish
this goal. In addition, the methods used in everyday life
within the culture need to be designed as the methods of
the project. From this perspective, instead of n:quiring the
people-served by the project to learn the often-different
culturaI methods of those designing the project, the
designers need to know and incorporate the culturaI
methods of the people served by the project.

The literature on culturaI compatibility is multi-
disciplinary, but has developed most extensively in the
field of education. lbis literatun: has great potential for
application in all of the settings of community research and
action and can serve as an important n:soun:e for integrating
culturaI issues into community graduate programs. It is toward
these goals that the list below is offered.

Cultunl ComnadbUltv Radin List

Bemheimer,L P, 0aIliInIR, R., & Weisner,T. S. (l990~
Eax:uInnl1becly as a cxDl:xlfir 1beIndividJalFamilySavice Plan.
SpecialIssue:Families.JoumaIofEarlv lntervenIion.14 219-233.

Bembeim<r, L p. & Keogh, B. K. (1995). Weavin&
inravamcnsinlo1beJibricofevaydayIife:Anapjll>Ol:lltofimi1y
BSSC:SSIDS1t.TCXlicsinFarivnnkllvvvt~$II1=th-n;m 15415-433.

Bigtan,A (1995).0IanszinIzaJIturaI--· A amoduIIlisI
fimnewcrkfir inteMmim.........n Rmo,NY:Ccn!exIPress.

Contos, N. The Pinjarra massacn: site project: From
doctoral student 10 community consultant. in C. R. O'Donnell
and I. R. Ferrari, (Eds.). Emolovment in community osvcholO2V:
The diversity of oooonunitv. New Yark: Haworth Press, ;" press.

Cross, T. L., Bazron, B. J., Dennis, K. W., & Isaacs, M.
R. (1989). Towards a culturallv comoetent SYstem of can:.
Washinston, DC: CASSP Technical Assistance Center,
Georsetown University ChIld Develnpment Center.

D'Amato, J. (1988). "Acting": Hawaiian children's
resistance to teachers. Elementarv School Journal 88. 529-544.

Forman, E. A, & McConnick, D. E. (1995). Discourse
analysis: A sociocultural perspective. Remedial and Soecial
Education. 16. J So-U8.

Gammon:, R. (1996). Classrooms an: just another
cultural activity. In D. L Speece and B. K. Keosh (Eels.),
Research on classroom ecoloaies: Imnlications for inclusion of
children with leam1na disabilities (pp. 229-250). Mahwah. Nl:
Lawrence Eribaum.

Ga1limore; R., & Goldenberg, C. N. (1993). Activity
settings of early literacy: Home and school factors in children's
emer8ent literacy. In E. A. Forman. N. Minck, & C. Stone (Eds.),
Contexts for leamin2' Sociocultural dYnamicsin children's
develooment (pp. 315-335). NY: Oxford University Press.
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Gallimore, R., Goldenberg, C. N., & Weisner, T. S. (1993). Shwalb, D. W., & Shwalb, B. J. (Eds.) (1996). ~
The social <XJDSIrUCIionand subjective reality of activity settiogs. childrearin.· Two .enerations of scholanhio cuJture and hwnan
American Journal ofConnnunitv Psvcholoov 21,537-559. ~ NY: Guilfon:I Press.

Greenfield, P. M., & Cocking, R. R. (&Is.) (1994). Super, C. M., & Harkness, S. (1997). The cuJtural
Cross-cultural roots of minority child develonment. Hillsdale, NJ: sIrucIuring of child developmenL InJ. W. Beny, P. R. Dasen, and T.
LaWTeIlce Erlbaum. S. SaraswaIhi (Eds.). Handbook ofCross-Cultural Psvcholoov. Vol.

Hoagwood. K., & Jensen. P. S. (Eds.) (1997). The 2, (pp. 1-39). Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
fusion of cultural horizons: Cultural inOuences on the assessment Tabaclmick, B. R., & Bloch, M. N. (1995). Leamiog in and
of psychopathology in children and adolescents. ~ out of school: Critical perspectives on the theory of cultural
DeveloDmental Science. Soecial Issue. I. (3). compatibility. In B. B. Swadenar and S. Lubeck (Eels.). ~

Kaplan, B., & Johnson, D. (1964). The social meaning fiunilies "at oromise": Deconstructin. the discourse of risk (pp. 187-
of Navajo psychopathology and psychotherapy. In A. Kiev (Ed.), 2(9). Albany: State University of New Yorl<Press.
Ma.ic faith and healin. (pp. 203-229), New York: Free Press. Tharp, R. G., (1989). PsychocuJturaI variables and

LaFromboise. T. D., Trimble. J. Eoo& Mohall, G. V. constants: Effects on teaching and learning in schools. ~
(1990). Counseling intervention and American Indian tradition: Psvcholo2ist 44,349-359.
An integrative approach. Counselimz Psvcholmnst 18, 628-654. Tharp, R.G., (1991). Cultural diversity and treabn<nt of

Manson, S. M. (Ed.) (1982). New directions in children. Special Section: Clinical child psychology: Perspectives on
orevention amomii! American Indian and Alaska native child and adolescent therapy. Journal of ConsuItin. and Clinical
c_o_mm_lUU_·_tie_s.Portland, OR: Oregon Health Sciences University .. Psvcholo2V 59.799-812.

Marsella, A. J. Culture and psychpathology. In S. Choi Th8lJ', R.G., (1994). Research knowledge and policy issues
& U. Kim (&Is.), Man machine and environment in the twentv- in cuJturaI diversity and education. In B. Mcleod (Ed). ~
first centurv. Seoul, Korea: Hana Medical Publishers, in press. and learnino: Educatin.linouisticallv dive••• stud<nts(pp. 129-167).

Marsella, A. J., Levi, L., & Ekblad, S. (1997). The Albany, NY: State University of New Yorl<Press.
importance of including quality-of-life indices in international ThaJP, R. G. & Gallimore. R. (1988). Rousin. minds to life:
social and economic development activities. ~ Teachin2 and learnin. in social context. New York: Cambridge
Preventive PsvcholollV. 6, 55·67. University Press.

Maton. K., Teti, D. M., Corns, K. M., Vieira-Baker, C. Weisner. T. S. (1993). Ethnographic and ecoeultunll
CooLavine, J. RooGouze, K. Roo& KeariDg, D. P. (1996). Cultural perspectives on sibling relationships. In Z. Stoneman and P.
specificity of support sources, correlates and contexts: 1bree Waldman-Berman (&Is.), The effects of mental retardation
studies of Afiican-American and Caucasian youth. Am__ en_'c_an_ disabilitv and illness on siblin2 relationshios: Research issues and
Journal of Communi tv Psvcholo2V 24,551-587. chaDen.es (pp. 51-83). Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes.

Moll. L. C.• Amanti, C.• Neff. D., & Gonzalez. N. (1992). Williams, M. D. (1981). Observations in PittsbWJ;h gheno
Funds of knowledge for teaching: Using a qua1itative approach to schools. AnthroOOlo2V& Education Ouarterlv 12,211-220.
connect homes and classrooms. Theorv Into Practice. 31. 132-141.

Moll, L. Coo & Gonzalez, N. (1994). Lessons ftom
research with language minority children. Journal of Readimi! Inculcating Cultural Competence into
~, 439-456.

Moll, L. C., Tania, J, & Whitmore, K. F. (1993). Living Psycbology Training: Strategies,
knowledge: The social distribution of cultural resources for Observations, and Cballengesthinking. In G. Salomon (Ed.), Distributed cmmitions'
Psvcholo2ical and educational considerations (pp. 139·163). NY:

Christopher Sonn Brian Bishop & Darren GarveyCambridge University Press.
O'Donnell, C. R. (1995). The right to a family Edith Cowan University Curtin University

enviroM1ent in Pacific Island cultures. The International Journal Perth, Australia Perth, Australia
ofChiidreD's Riohts 3 87-99.

Rios, F. A. (Ed.) (1996). Teacher thinkin. in cultural Context
contexts. Albany: State University of New York Press.

Roberts, R. N. (1990). DeveloDin. culturallv comnetent Australian psychology has been heavily influenced
orolZl"8ll1sfor families of children with soecial needs. Washington,

by the white middle class psychology of Britain and theDC: Georgetown University Child Development Center.
Roberts, R. N. (1993). Early educatioo as community United States of America. Both in theory and practice there

intervention: Assisting an ethnic minority to be ready for school. has there been little recognition of the cultural diversity in
American Journal of Communi tv Psvcholo2V 21,521-535. the Australian population. The Australian Psychological

Rosado, J. W. Jr. (1987). Toward an interfacing ofHispanic Society (APS) has attempted to redress the lack of
cuJturaI variables with school psychology service delivery systems. professional psychologists cultural competence by insisting
ProfessiDDa1Psvcholoov: Research and Pructice. 17 191-199. that units of cross-cultural psychology and indigenous

Rueda, R.,& Moll, L. C. (l994~ A sociocuJtural~ve on culture are taught at the undergraduate level. While themotivation. In H. F. O'Neil Jr. and M. Dri1Iingo;(Eds.). ~ following unit has beell influenced by that policy, thelbeav aodresesrd1 (pp. 117-137). Hillsdale,NJ: La\\nnce Fnbaum.
Seidman, E., Hughes, D., & Williams, N. (Eds.) (1993). process is somewhat risky in that it is exploring new

Culturally anchored methodology. American Journal of concepts and attempts to create change in students' values.
Communitv Psvcholo2V Soecial Issue 21 (6). It is quite different from other units offered around
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GuidiD2 framework aDd DriDciDles

Cooscientization and multicultural awareness. We
have drawn on Freire's (1970. 1972) notion of
conscientization to inform the development of the cross-
cultural and indigenous psychology unit. Some
approaches adopted in New Zealand, debate about the
meaning and components of cultural competence in
counseling, and the role of self knowledge in developing
these competencies have also been useful (Reynolds,
1995). In New Zealand some education and training
programs have been developed that concentrate on
developing culturally safe practitioners (Ramsden,
1993. Tamasese & WaJdegrave, 1993; Waldegrave, &
Tamasese, 1993). Cultural safety is not clearly defined
but relates to practice that enhances rather than
diminishes, and empowers the cultural identity and

Australia in that it has a strong Aboriginal content. This
happened as much by accident as by design, but the
mixture of Aboriginal and cultural psychology has allowed
those involved in the unit the opportunity to reOect on
'cultural competence' in the Australian contexl More
importantly, it has meant that there has been a recognition
of the distinction between migrant issues and Indigenous
issues. While the cultural pluralism of modern Australia
has become very evident, there has been considerable
misconception of the history of Australian society. Most
Australian's behave as if the country did not exist prior to
white invasion two centuries ago. In fact the assumption of
'terra nulleous', or vacant land prior to invasion. has only
been overturned in the courts in the last decade. The
common perception of Australian society is that there is an
Anglo-Celtic majority with ethnic minorities of the
previous inhabitants and recent migrants. This world view
needs to be challenged if issues of diversity and cultural
competence are to be addressed. At a fundamental level,
Australia can be divided into those who have always been
here. the Indigenous Australians, and those who have
migrated here. or are the decedents of migrants. The
recognition of this divide places the role of Aboriginal
psychology at the centre of Australian psychology. not at
the periphery. While the full implications of this have yet
to be realised, some aspects have been implemented. For
example, cultural competence tends to be operationaiized
to reflect sensitivity to cultural issues of recent migrants
only. The migrant status of the host community needs to be
reflected upon. The Australian community has expected
migrants to adjust to it. in one form of policy or another,
yet it fails to recognise that there was little adjustment of
the British invaders into Aboriginal society. This failure
has left scars on the Australian psyche that are yet to be
healed. In terms of discussing cultural competence, there
are broader issues of social justice that must be recognized.
Consequently, the unit described below is as much about
issues of oppression as it is about culture competence.

-l--------------,--------------
well-being of an individual (Ramsden. 1993). The New
Zealand models are impressive in that they go beyond
teaching generic multicultural skills, but emphasize the
importance of self and cultural knowledge in the process of
developing culturally safe practitioners. According to
Ramsden. teaching generic cross-cultural skills does not
require students to examine their own cultural assumptions
and worldviews and this can be damaging. In fact. this has
been a predominant model for teaching multicultural
awareness (Brislin & Yoshida, 1994. Singelis. 1998).
Ramsden promoted a model that teaches students to reflect
on their own cultural reality and place in the world and. for
example, to understand "the poverty cycle of the various
histories and socio-political conditions which maintain it"
(p. 8). This approach takes the focus away from a
superficial understanding of other cultures to a deeper
understanding of one's own culture in relation to other
cultural groups in historical and social contexts. It is
consistent with arguments for a psychology of 'lummI
diversity advanced by Trickett, Watts, and Birman (1994)
in that it encourages students to consider themselves as
cultural beings aware of the various ecological
contingencies that influence them.

Local knowled2e and cultural awareness. Altman' s
(1996) conceptual framework for higher education has also
guided the development of our unit in cross-cultural and
indigenous psychology in that it provided a vehicle for
promoting generative psychology - one informed by and
emerging from local realities (Moghaddam, 1990). He
argued for socially responsive knowledge to be paired with
foundational and professional knowledge in the training of
psychologists. SchOn (1983) differentiated professional
knowledge from foundational knowledge. The latter is
standard fare for psychology courses. while the former is
more likely to be addressed in professional courses. SchOn
developed a framework for understanding profe •• ional
knowledge based on a reflection on action. This process is
less amenable to direct instruction and requires the
development of tacit knowledge and its conversion to
theory, through reflection on experience. In addition to the
conceptual and skills based knowledge imparted through
the first two forms of knowledge, socially responsive
knowledge is the values driven aspect of knowledge that
requires us to attend to the social issues of a community such
as poverty, racism, and exclusion. While socially responsive
knowledge is appealing not everyone is comfortable with the
underlying assumptions of contextualism. These changes can
rebound in personal relationships.

The development of other knowledge bases needs
to be contextualized. Students have been well grounded in
positivism (or tough-minded psychology. James 1991)
before they begin this unit. They are introduced to James
tender-minded philosophy to develop a more balanced
conceptualization of psychology. Intuition. whi':h is
discouraged in the other units, is seen as a major component of
their skills developmenl We would argue that to be culturally
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responsive, they need a balance of analytic and intuitive skills.

Imolemeotio" cultural aod lodi"eoous Issues

The objectives for the wtit follow &om the guiding
/Tamcwork which places emphasis on an understanding of
our own situatedness as a vehicle for developing
multicultural awareness. The core objectives for the wtit
are for students to: 1) be familiar with &ameworks for
understanding and working with people &om different
cultural backgrounds; 2) have an understanding of the
interplay between social, cultural, and socio-political
factors, in our own and other people's experiences of
psychological reality in different contexts; 3) be sensitive
to attitude and values of people &om differing cultures; and
4) have increased awareness about their own cultural
values.

The range of teaching and learning processes
includes lectures, seminars, videos, small group
discussions and set readings. Importantly, the unit is co-
laught by staff from the CAS and the School of
Psychology. Practitioners are also invited to share
experiences and issues &om the field.

~. The lecture series is designed to provide
students with conceptual and theoretical knowledge and
sensitise them to the debates and issues in the areas of
cross-cultural, cultural and indigenous psychology. We
have developed content that exposes students to knowledge
/Tom cross-cultural and cultural psychology that provides a
basis for /Taming Indigenous and ethnic issues in the
Australian context. Some of the lecture content focused on
the nature of contact between groups, Australia as diverse,
acculturation, policy and racial/ethnic identity, senses of
community, Aboriginal Ways of Working and Worldviews,
and racism and prejudice. Students are encouraged to start
Ihinking of how to loealise concepts and models.

_Se_m_I_'n_ars_.The seminars provide an opportwtity for
students to draw on substantive information and personal
experiences to develop an awareness about culture. racism.
and identity. We encourage student ownership of the
seminars. Bringing students experiences. stories. and
histories into conversation with Ihe literature allow for key
notions to be made meaningful and relevant. In addition,
we use a range of videos including Blue Eyed (Denkmal-
Film, 1996) to explore issues of racism and other forms of
oppression. In the seminars students develop some
understanding of cultural differences and. importantly, the
various social and political forces that impact on cultural
identities.

~. An important part of the teaching-
learning process is the life story assignment. Students are
required to do a life story interview. The person they
interviewed must be an immigrant, a member of an ethnic
group, or an Indigenous Australian. The aim is for students
to engage the narratives or stories that people tell to get an

understanding of the social and psychological realities of
immigration, being a member of an ethnic group, or about
being an Indigenous Australian. As part of the written
report, students are also required to include their
reflections of the whole process.

The seminars and the life story have been very
successful. Both of these activities have allowed students
to engage and validate the experiences and stories of
migrants, overseas students and indigenous peoples.
Importantly, it is by reflecting on and learning about others
cultures that loeal students have been able to recognise
their own culture. We have been struck by the extent to
which a group that appeared to be Anglo had started
acknowledging the diversity within the group.

Future challen" ••

There are many challenges associated with
incorporating cultural and indigenous issues in psychology
courses. We have concentrated on not teaching cross-
cultural or cultural psychology, but have drawn on models
and theories /Tom these sub-disciplines to inform local
cultural issues. Although we have been reasonably
successful in sensitizing students to cultural and other
contextual issues. we are now con&onted with the task of
providing students with skills to operationalize their
increased awareness of diversity.
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Critical Events In Tbe Evolution Of A
Culturally Inclusive, Community-Based
Clinical Psycbology Training Program

Barbara A. Yutrzenka, S. Jean Caraway,
& Elizabeth Todd-Bazemore
University of South Dakota

ti\iversity initiatives have been a part of the fabric of
~ the University of South Dakota's Clinical

Psychology Training Program's culture and mission since
our inception in the late sixties and subsequent
accreditation in 1971. However, until the past few years.
the quality and quantity of these initiatives occurred
intermittently; were viewed as individual faculty or student
issues/emphases; and varied in how or if they were
reflected in the curriculum. research and service activities,
community outreach, student/faculty recruitment and
retention efforts. and the general "climate" of the program.
The intent of this article is to provide a brief summary of
critical events that have served as catalysts for changes
taking place at the "surface" level of our program (e.g"
curricular changes, augmented recruitment etTorts.
culturally inclusive language) as well as in the "heart" of
who we are and what we do (e.g .• challenging our racism at
individual and collective levels; incorporating alternative
worldviews in our existing clinical, research, and outreach
models: infusing diversity throughout program activities).
Space does not allow for a detailed chronology of the
evolution of the model and processes guiding these
changes: however, we hope that this summary will offer
useful information for individuals and/or programs who are
seeking a new or perhaps different template for their own
diversity initiatives.

Critical Event HI: Make A Proarammatic
Commitment To Dlvenlty

The lirst step in making long term programmatic
changes in our program began with achieving consensus
amongthe core clinical faculty that increased diversity was
a shared vision. (The challenges are too great and stakes
toohigh to be the vision of only a few.) Beginning in 1999,
the first author (BAY), as the newly appointed Director of
Clinical Trainiog, initiated a series of clinical faculty
retreats to facilitate open diacussion of the issues,
challenges, and rewards of genuinely embracing diversity
initiatives. Fortunately, through this process, the faculty
collectively embraced the 'idea of multicultural
inclusiveness and generated creative recruitment strategies,
incorporated multicultural content in core clinical courses,
and expanded their research and service activities to
include multicultural components. In addition, we agreed
that while diversity would be broadly defined, as a program
we would emphasize recruiting, research, clinical, and

service activities targeting the interests and needs of the
Native American communities in our region. These were
important first steps. and we were somewhat smug in our
self perception that we, as a traditional scientist-
practitioner program, in a northern plains rural communit)'
environment, were at least comparable to, and in some
ways ahead of other scientist-practitioner clinical training
programs in terms of diversity initiatives at the time.
Retrospectively. we view these changes as important, but
not pivotal.

Critical Eveot # 2: Re<:ognlziog That
Good Intentioos Are Not Eoough

A pivotal change in our program's shared vision began
approximately seven years ago, shortly after the third
author (BTB) became the first faculty of color in our
program (and department). It quickly became clear that the
well-intentioned, previously all-White faculty were limited
in our capacity to understand the gaps in our diversity
initiatives and more importantly to recognize that our
worldviews and pedagogy are embedded with and result in
unintentional racism. The environment was regularly
charged with emotion as the faculty addressed. collectively
as well in one.on-one discussions. our differences in
perspectives and self perceptions that emerged flom the
daily realization of how culturally exclusive even the most
routine elements of our program were (e.g., student
evaluation formats; expectations for program or class
involvement; expectations of our students and faculty of
color). The emotional interchanges were difficult, yet an
essential process for all involved. Instead of avoiding or
denying these issues and the accompanying emotions, we
dedicated time in meetings, retreats, and informal gatherings
to fiu:e these issues head on. We shared our processing of
these issues with our graduate students who were undergoing
similar experiences in their interactions with a more diverse
faculty as well as with an increasingly diverse graduate student
cohort. This willingness to process reactions to
multicultural issues has become an essential part ?f the
program and contributes to an open and supportive climate
for the sharing of diverse points ofview.

Critical Eveot H3: Nurture Positive Mentorlng
Relationships For Faculty and Students

Even though mentoring students and junior faculty is
s routine activity within academic programs. we often
mentor as we have been mentored. For most of us this has
not included mentoring people whose cultural and ethnic
backgrounds ditTer from our own. Following a number of
less then satisfactory multicultural mentoring interactions
among clinical faculty and between our faculty and
students. we realized that to become effective mentors.
faculty needed to develop awareness, knowledge. and skills
in this domain. This process, which is ongoing, has
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involved participation in a variety of professional
development activities such as attendaoce at the National
Conference on Race and Ethnicity in American Higher
Education for the past five years, initiating and
participating in a campus wide diversity interest group, and
utilizing external consultants with expertise in
multicultural training.

Mentoring our students of color was divided between
the task-focused mentoring from major advisors and a more
holistic. professional identity mentoring from our faculty
of color (which until recently was one person). This
faculty member gave generously of her time and her
emotional support, but we quickly became aware that the
student demand exceeded her availability. Consequently,
in 1994. the Students of Color in Psychology (SCIP)
Mentoring Program was introduced. SCIP was designed
as a vertical mentoring model where faculty of color are
mentors to graduate students of color and senior students
are mentors to junior students (extending from graduate
students through high school students). It's primary
purpose was to provide opportunities for students of color
in psychology to explore issues of race and ethnicity in
their developing professional identity. Though its goals
continue to evolve, it serves as a significant resource for
not only students of color. but for the program as a whole.
The initial backlash to SCIP's formation from some White
students and some students of color was addressed openly
and non-defensively. These discussions provided a unique
opportunity for our faculty and students to address
questions/concerns about the role of multiculturalism in
their personal and professional growth and development.
Emerging from this process was a clearer defmition of the
purpose of and programmatic commitment to the SCIP
program. We also recognized that all students and faculty
need to be able to explore issues with the "isms" they
experience in their personal and professional lives. Thus,
in 1996, under the leadership of graduate students (White
and of color) and with the second author (]e) as their
faculty advisor, the Ally Group was formed. This diverse
group of faculty and students was designed to provide an
ongoing forum and support for exploration of personal and
collective efforts to dismantle oppression through
understanding diverse perspectives. Subsequent ongoing
discussion groups have been introduced in our training
program which focus on feminism (Feminist Discussion
Group) and spirituality (Worldview). These groups provide
opportunities for students to be exposed to diverse
perspectives and "voices". They help students integrate a
personal awareness about diversity with the professional
knowledge and skill development taking place in their
academic, clinical, and research training.

Critical Event #4: Reco&nize the
Limits of Your Perspective

As much as we may believe that we have included

and appropriately covered diverse perspectives in the
various domains of our training program, we have
repeatedly needed to take a step back and recognize the
limits of these perspectives. Our decisions on the kinds of
information to include or to exclude in our courses or how
we choose to convey this information or even how we
understand our students' experiences, emerge from our
individual, and occasionally, collective worldview. Thus,
in an effort to include diverse perspectives on our
perspectives of diversity, we have turned to Native
American cultural leaders and elders on our campus and in
our community for guidance, advice, and consultation.
These persons, though frequently not psychologists and
often not academicians, have served as valued resources to
our program over the past several years. They have given
generously of their time, offered suggestions. provided
feedback, and mentored students and faculty through the
process of our learning to truly weave diverse perspective.
within and not just across the fabric of our program.

Summary: Be Patient and Persistent

There have been many times in the past several years
that we have been frustrated with change not taking place
as quickly as we wanted or felt was necessary. It was as
important then as it is now to remind ourselves that the
kind of change that transforms a program not only requires
a shared vision and commitment, but also patience and
persistence. Indeed, we have altered our view of change
from a linear to a cyclical perspective. In our vision of the
evolution of our program, we see change like the seasons of
life. They are predictable in their arrival each year, yet each
can be experienced with a new perspective gained from
what we have learned in the year that has passed.
Likewise, our concept of multiculturally inclusive training
is continually evolving. We have experienced a ret;lm t"
issues that we thought had been previously addressed and
have discovered that experience has changed our view of
the issues. Thus new approaches to these issues emerge and
the cycle moves forward.

As a final note, we acknowledge that the events we
have described have been critical in the evolution of our
training program's efforts to become multiculturally
inclusive. These same events may not have the same impact
in another setting. However. we encourage training
programs to begin, or continue, the development of a
multicultural training model that can move them forward in
this process. We firmly believe that a commitment to
ongoing change bOth on the surface and in the heart of a
program, will add value to the validity and the integrity of
the contributions we make to the profession and the
communities we serve.

Drs. Yutrunka. Caraway, and Tod~BaumoTt art current" on III. JiJcuL.1
wlthl. the OI.leal Psydrology Trai.l.g Program I. the Dq>a11•••• t of
Psydrology at the U.i..mty a/South Dakota. Rtfu_ /01' nprllUS """
be addrmd to Bor6aro YUtlUnka, lhpart ••• nt 0/ Psydrology, Uni....tty
a/South Dakota, 414 E. CUuk SJrm, Vmn/llon, SD 57069.
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curriculums have been around so long. that students see
them as an anathema. From this position. it is plain 10 see
that when students of color graduate. they enter a
professional world that is not sympathetic to their belief
systems. their work ethic. or to their mental state of mind.

Considering this. what is needed is a new Cl!ltural
perspective that effectively and aggressively incorporates
alternate research methodology and theories that reflect
more accurately, the needs of today's society. Traditional
psychological theories do not include all segments of our
population; enough research has shown this to be a fact
(Hart, 1998). Therefore, todays psychological professionals
need to be eclectic, creative. and flexible in order to service all
segments of OlD' society and the following recommendations
are offered as a departure point

Competent Cultural Training:
A New Perspective

Esteban A. Renaud, Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City,
Giovanna Suarez, Univ. of Missouri-Colurnbia, &
Ernest Middleton, Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City

Oraditional graduate level training has focused
exclusively on Eurocentric and individualistic

ideological schools of thought (Rubin, 1996). A
quick gander at who utilizes counseling and community
psychological services quickly short circuits any arguments
chat depend on this one-dimensional view of Psychology.
Moreover. viewing psychological services uni-
dimensionally. has proven to be unsuccessful for our
ethnic. female. homosexual. and older clients (Fields et ai, •
1998). Likewise. in both community and counseling
psychology the overwhelming majority of our clientele are
nol white men of European ancestry. These days. even
many Americans who look white. can no longer claim a
single European ancestral line (Falicov. 1998). Yet. we
never question the fundamental operaling principles in
psychology that continue to emerge from Eurocentrism.

This fortuitous perpetuation of Euroculture raises
many issues. but the most obvious question for counseling •
and community psychologists. seems to be. "Why then. do
we continue to intervene at individual and community
levels using a Eurocentric frame of reference?" There are
acres of literature that speak to the potential dangers of
individual Iherapy with Hispanics. Blacks. Asians, and
Native Americans. yet we continue to do it (Sellers et al.
1998). There are volumes of books that speak to the •
futility of prevention etTorts without considering cultural
context. but we persist (Organista. Chun. & Marin. 1998).
Unfortunately. it seems that community and counseling
psychologists continue in their pursuit of psychological
wellness (Bishop. 1998) with the full knowledge of a
fundamental and philosophical mismatch. From this
perspective. it is no wonder that some of our efforts have
faUenflat. However. this failure should not be attribuled ••
as prior research has suggested to racism. neglect. sour
attitudes, or to inadequate research methodology (McLoyd.
1998). Instead. the problem seems to be the underlying
view lhat professionals have of the specific problem. This
includes. their biases. expectations. professional
knowledge and experience, cultural sensitivity. specific
cultural knowledge. their comfort levels with dissimilar
others,and mostly. the clashing ethical morays of both the
client and professional. As it stands. professional and •
graduate schools incorporate many adequate and necessary
components of advanced psychological training. but the
length of time it has taken to fully develop these training
modelshas not kept up with the changing demographics or
the special needs of our clientele (Scruggs & Mastropieri.
1998). Moreover. some required classes in graduate school

All graduate training programs should conduct cross-
cultural and interdisciplinary workshops. symposiums.
and seminars that familiarize students with the
psychological work and philosophies of others being
conducted in and outside areas of the United Slates.
Students will have the opportunity to develop and
challenge new modes of thinking and hence. develop their
own problem solving skills, that incorporates American
ideology as well as that of the rest of the world.
Graduate students should be required to work in diverse
settings, such as nursing homes, public health clinics.
penal and law enforcement institutions. religious facilities.
and public and private schools. Working with various
agencies will expand access to research possibilities. and
will naturally train the student to be sensitive and
respectful of differences.
Graduate departments should increase their participation
and collaboration efforts with slate. community, and local
agencies. Slate agencies that deal directly \\;th the
menially handicapped. the emotionally and mentally
disturbed. and the elderly are especially. in dire need of
psychological professionals. Only through collaboration
with direct services. can students and professionals larget
the appropriate client base.
Counselors should conduct services in the enviromr.nt or
the client as far as it is safely and ethically possible. This
will eliminate much of the time conflicts posed by
traveling to and ftom the professional's domain. Public
transportation schedules, bus fare. traffic. time constraints
and bad weather aUaffect the cIien(s mood. Logic diclates
that services become client-centered and localized.
Moreover. client comfort levels will likely increase. as
well as their participation in mental health facilities.
The issue of institutional racism needs to be explored and
thoroughly understood by professional psychologists.
How can we expect to impact our clients' lives without
the explicit knowledge that individual and system level
change is stifled, \\-hen we disregard job discrimination.
ethnic strife. neighborllood crack houses. liquor stores,
corrupt law officials. and religious intolerance? Intense
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and serious discussion among psychological professionals
and students is needed to ooderstand these issues.
Finally. and most crirically. the ethical standards taught in
graduate schools need to be re-vamped. Some ethical
taboos. such as food exchanging. home visits. and
personal contact need to be re-examined if we are to have
an impact on many ethnic groups. Food, family, and
religion are core components in the stability of many
ethnic groups. Excluding or denying one ingredient of this
recipe can insult. diminish, offend. and raise serious
doubts in the clients' mind about the cultural sensirivity
and sophistication of the psychologist. thus increasing the
level of misttust in the relationship.
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Stretcbing Procrusteus: True Confessions
on tbe Road to Cultural Competence in

Community Researcb and Action

Sally Schwer Canning
Wheaton College

Ohe story I want to tell about the challenges of
developing cultural competence involves my most

formative experiences as an apprenticing community
researcher in graduate school. It is best told by invoking
another story told to me during that time, the

ancien! myth of Procrusteus. As the tale is told,
Procrusteus dwelt in an inn by the side of a road and rented
a room to weary travelers. Grateful simply to have a bed in
which to sleep for the night. Procrusteus' lUISuspecting
guests little realized what sort of hospitality awaited them.
If. in trying out the bed for the night, the tenant was too tall,
Proerusteus would lop off a section of his guest's legs to
achieve a better fit. If the unfortunate traveler happened to
be shorter than the bed. she would be summarily stretched
out to reach the proper length.

My mentor at the university had heard David
Wolfe (1993) use the myth to critique the field of parent
training. These strategies. he contended, were championed
for their effectiveness in the lab but were insufficiently
responsive to the realities facing targeted parents. and
therefore often ineffective or unacceptable to them.
Ourselves being in the middle of a large commooity-based
intervention in predominantly African·American. Head
Start centers in a large urban setting, we resonated with
Wolfe's indictment. Too often consumers. like
Procrusteus' guests. were expected to fit existing
intervention structures and strategies (usually developed
outside the natural context) no matter how oocomfortably.
Instead. our team of researchers, graduate students and
commooity members came to be determined to all,.w the
ethnic. socio·economic. and cultural realities of the
children and their families to shape our methods and goals.

Because I am proud of what resulted frum this
commitment and what I learned as a result. I am tempted to
focus my contribution to this special issue on what we did
and how we did it (see Fantuzzo & Coolahan. 1997 for 8

nice discussion along these lines). But I learned about
more than just methods and outcomes in the process of
cutting my teeth as a commooity researcher. I discovered
some of my own Proerustean tendencies on the road toward
collaboration and cultural competence. What follows are
some reflections on critical incidents. tests if you will. that
occurred during the implementation of my graduate and
dissertation research in urban. low·income. African·
American cornmW1ities.

"Iron Sharpens Iron" or "Researchers are from
Mars, Community Members are from Venus"

The proverb "iron sharpens iron" captures the
grating/sparks flying aspect of collaboration with culturally
different partners as well as the tempering/instrumental
one. My favorite example of this paradox occurred while
co·facilitating parent groups with H. The mother of a large
Muslim family in the neighborhood, an experienced Head
Start parent and advocate in the schools and community
(not to mention a woman of imposing stature and style), H
commanded the immediate respect of the parents in OUI

group. As an unmarried. childless, white, middle·class.
psychology graduate student from the nearby ivy league
university, I was an outsider. As a team we complemented



one another. I reliably tended to logistics at the school, and
provided structure, interest in parents, energy, and a bit of
professionally "sanctioned" content in the sessions. H
facilitated trust, exuded confidence and dignity as a parent
and citizen, shaped a culturally-relevant communication
style for the group process and offered considerable
wisdom ftom direct experience in the context. As partners
we modeled how very different people with many barriers
to cooperation can work together for the welfare of
children, having respect and even affection for one another.

But this brings me to the "sparks flying" aspect of
iron sharpening iron. There were, in fact, moments when
collaborating with H felt excruciating, at least to me. The
most notable example involved our styles leading the
group. We had many differences in the way we facilitated
discussions, but they usually seemed enriching or at least
workable to me. I had even taken it in stride when H
(pregnant at the time) began to occasionally doze off in the
middle of sessions. Then came a discussion on sttosses in
relationships. Conversation in the group began reaching
considerable depth as one woman described her fear of
going to sleep at night because of what her partner might
do to betray or harm her. In response to her grave
admissions I used all of my best professional listening and
empathy skills. leaning forward. making direct eye contact,
saying "00 huh" at all the right moments. Out of the comer
of my eye I spied H shoulder deep in her large straw purse,
rifling through it loudly. After a time her arm emerged
triumphant. T_V_G_u_id_ein hand, which she then proceeded
to page slowly through. I was stunned. Entirely distracted
from the group conversation myself, I carried one on in my
head: "doesn't she hear the seriousness of what this
woman is talking about? How could she be so insensitive?
Doesn't she know how uncaring this must look to that
distressed parent?". Somehow the group came to closure
"" the day. Later that week I hesitantly discussed my
impressions with H, afraid of sounding too critical or
assuming too much power in our partnership. Her response
was characteristically direct, good-natured and wise. She
had. in fact. heard every word of the woman' s story and
was aware of what she was doing at the time of its telling.
Butshe believed I was being too uptight. and told me so in
no uncertain terms. She asserted that the woman's
experience was not an uncommon one. said she thought the
woman dido't seem at all bothered by what H had been
doing.and reminded me she had said something relevant to
the woman at the end of the conversation. In our
discussion. H continued to display her respect and even
enjoyment of me as a partner. but clearly viewed my
perspective on this interaction as trom another planet.

I love this story for its power to convey how
cultural differences are expressed in the very small scale,
day to day interactions and decisions which come with
implementing research and action in the community. not
just in how culture shapes our theory or our largest choices
ahout how to structure our interventions. It also shows

jarring and significant the differences in our helping
practices can feel to participants. even those who believe
they are committed to collaboration across cultures. Still.
while I cannot say how the woman in our group (or any
other member for that matter) felt about H's actions. nor do
I plan to adopt a magazine-rifling approach to listening in
the future, I am convinced of the indispensable and
invaluable contribution H made to those groups. Without
her, it is unlikely that such a depth of personal disclosure
would have even developed to begin with. In fact. some of
those parents would never have even attended the sessions.

"The Lost Car"

As anyone who has ever been involved in field
research knows it is not whether there will be logistical
problems, it is just how many and how serious they will be.
One of those li'ustrating glitches occurred in the process of
conducting my dissertation. In the context of our larger
project, I was investigating an "empowered" parent
education strategy designed by and for Head Start parents.
I hoped to show that empowering practices would more
successfully engage parents than conventional methods.
To enable this comparison. "empowered" and conventional
workshop series were conducted in a number of schools by
teams of parent-professional facilitators. One morning C.
one of the parent facilitators. got hopelessly lost on the way
to one of the workshops. resulting in the loss of that entire
school for inclusion in the evaluation sample. Although I
had been sure to provide a thorough description of the
center's location, I was not aware (and C did not sai) that
the neighborhood was unfamiliar to her and that she was
uncomfortable about not being sure exactly where she was
going. I had known C to be reliable in getting to
workshops and assumed that she would get sufficient
directions ahead of time, allow enough time to get there
and/or stop and ask if she had difficulty. Our supervision
immediately following this incident was tense. From my
perspective, the loss of the entire center for evaluation
purposes was a great one given my limited time and
budget. In these moments all ideology about collaboration
receded, and I thought only of "my" project and the
consequences to me trom delays and failures. In those
moments my parent partner did not seem to me to be a
given. an absolute necessity. but a complication without
whom I could do this bener myself. After my li'ustration
subsided and I was able to consider her 0\"'. I began to
consider how I might have prevented this incident. The answer
seemed obvious at first: do not assume a parent will be able to
get themselves to an unfiuniliar center and prepare accordingly
by sending them with someone else. going over bus or car
routes, etc. But the complexity of cross cultural competence is
evident here. Had someone suggested this strategy to me with
C before the lost car. I know I would have rejected it as
patronizing. I had been on guard for just this sort of attitude
in myself. This desire not to condescend. rooted in a desire

1
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Stretching to fit our culturally diverse conununities
is a necessity if we are to be effective agents of action in
those communities. Contrary to what you might have
surmised from these confessions, 1 have found the process
of being stretched by culture to be not simply ,
professional necessity. but one of the most fascinating.

1 would very much not like to admit this, but there meaningful and downright fun adventures of my life. But
were moments in which 1 &ankly felt jealous of one of the more than this. my experiences in cross-cultural
parent collaborators in our research project. This usually conununity settings have tested my character in ways that
occurred in the context of the spoils of research, such as have been as humbling as they have been enlarging. While
who was invited to attend and speak at conferences, and the development of community psYchology theory and
who was being sought out for consultation after talks and a methods which enable us to effectively engage in diverse
lunch. One of the parents in particular, S, consistently conununities progresses. it is these aspects of chenctor
attracted attention and opportunities from some extremely whicb will need greater attention in our preparation of the
important people in the field. While unarguably petty and next generations of community researchers. The lesson for
even more distasteful considering the great ongoing me in these anecdotes trom my own training is thai
disparity in privilege between us, 1 know that 1 was not professional training goes only so far in preparing someone
alone in my flashes of envy toward S. Although we to thrive and be effective in the web of interactions that are
sincerely cared about our parent team members, believed in the 'stuft" of community-based. cross-cultural research.
their value and desired their advancement, we graduate Even beyond communication skills. what is needed is to
students on the team were also ambitious for our futures develop and engage character attributes which all the
and had worked long and hard enough to be looking for knowledge and experience in methods cannot produce and
some recognition and cOMections. We diluted some of the which even the sort of excellent mentoring I was blessed to
venom of the green-eyed monster in the same way we have provides only the possibility of their emergence.
coped with much of the stress of our cross-cultural Though the events 1 have described here may
challenges-by admitting our feelings to S, who had some appear modest, perhaps inconsequential in their scope, I
of her own sadness and even envy in response to our believe they represent the sort of "rubber meets the road",
positions and the futures she saw ahead of us when we the "devil is in the details" phenomena which can
finished our degrees, and then joking boisterously and accumulate to result in failed relationships and goals in the
self-deprecatingly about it together. getting on with the community or a cynical abandonment of the goal of
business of serving children and families. S and my peers cultural competence for the developing professional. We
and I had to revisit these sorts of feelings tTom time to time. should not miss the fact that while cross-cultural action!

And then there was the time 1 challenged the research is scientific, social and political in nature, it is also
practice of the principle investigator of the grant which an enterprise of character. For me, it is at that level that our
funded our research of paying the same hourly rate to all work is at its most stretching and exhilarating.
research team members. Just over 30 years old, tired of 1---------------------
years of living on a graduate school budget and with
increasing responsibility for the project. 1 was disgruntled
about making the same amount of money in my sixth year
of graduate training as students in their first year as well as
parent team members. Very close to having the highest
degree one can earn, I reasoned that it was unfair to be paid
the same as people with less than even a high school
education. While I was unable to see the irony in my
request, given the supposedly absolute foundation of
partnership we had built the project on, the principal
investigator did. My request for pay distinctions was
denied. Regardless of the inequities that no doubt existed
with others involved in the research, I am challenged by the
realization that despite my strongly held ideology, in the
very fundamental question of worth (what should I earn for
my involvement?) 1 appeared to believe my contributions
and skills were worth more than my community
collaborators.

to be culturally sensitive, along with my own comfort and
skill in this particular task area, all helped blind me to
exploring ways I might have assisted this parent in
successfully accomplishing her assignment.

"Black, White aod Greeo: Eovy io
Cross-Cultural Collaboratloo"

Coocludiog Thoughts

Cultural Competence in Community
Evaluation and Collaboration:

A Case Example

Darrell P. Wheeler
Columbia University School of Social Work

occountability in HiV IAIDS prevention and
~ intervention has increasingly become a critical

factors for service providers. funders and
researchers. A significant aspect of the increased focus on
accountability has to do with gaps in prevention and
intervention outcomes between population groups. Clear
examples of these differences are seen along racial, ethnic,
cultural, migrant, immigrant and gender lines (Bhopal,
1997). Creating mechanisms to deal with these factors not
only involves intellectual expertise, but also knowledge of
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the lived experiences of and acceptance by the target
group(s). Identifying and mobilizing the resources to work
effectively with and within culturally distinct groups is the
focus of this brief report.

In New York City IllV/AIDS has made its mark in
every borough and within every population enclave.
However, if current demographic and epidemiologic data
are current. the impact of this disease process is and will be
disproportionately found in communities of color, among
women and in immigrant and migrant groups (Wheeler,
1998). Despite successes of prevention campaigns and
inlerventions targeting certain groups, these outcomes have
not been experienced across all racial, gender and
economic categories. Similar findings are noted for
interventions among persons living with IllV and AIDS,
where for example disproportionate numbers of women
and people of color are receiving treabnents "that are
consistent with federal guidelines for HIV treatment"
(BETA. 1998. p. 8).Developing interventions to bridge
these gaps has become a major political as well as
scientific agenda. This point is readily supported as in the
work of the Congressional Black Caucus in declaring a
State of Emergency and the successful push for the release
of more than $150 million dollars in targeted IllV/AlDS
dollars. The creation of effective intervention is another
hurdle. Creating targeted and effective interventions will
require more than just resource allocations. This writer"s
recent experiences in community evaluation and research
help to illustrate the need for cultural as well as technical
skill in community collaboratives.

Case Example

In response to a Request For Proposals a local
Community Based Organization (CBO) began work on an
HIV/AIDS housing support proposal. The CBO wanted to
draw on its substantial history within this economically
disadvantaged community by introducing a HIV/AIDS
housing support program for recently homeless persons
living with the disease. This particular organ,ization is
located in the Bronx and serves a primarily Black and
Latinola population. As the planners reviewed the proposal
they realized that a significant part of the overall score
would be linked to the evaluation component. 'Through
contacts made by CBO staff this writer was linked with the
organization to provide assistance in writing the evaluation
component of the proposal. Although it was the
organization's first HIV/AIDS related grant they were
awarded the contract on their initial submission.

Having provided assistance in the proposal
preparation I was asked to serve as the evaluator on the
project. My specific task was to focus on outcomes
measurement. Another researcher was involved in
preparing and implementing the process evaluation.

Early work as a team involved weekly meetings
between the new project coordinators (who were also the

grant writers from the CBO), the two researchers. the
educational development team and three community
members who would provide invaluable information about
'real' community experiences. It should also be noted that
the community members were seen as equals in the
planning process with all other team members. The team
met regularly for several months, establishing goals, aims
and hypotheses for the project. Each member played an
integral role in the emerging program model.

As time approached for the program to begin the
team agreed that given their philosophy of a leamer-teacher
model, evaluation of staff was as critical as evaluating
program participants and activities. Toward this end I
began a process that has dramatically altered the way in
which I conceive of and certainly conduct community-
based research and/or evaluations. The process of
evaluating staff for their connection to community, past
work experiences, self-efficacy and other variables seemed
straight forward. The team agreed that a mixture of
eSlablished and open-ended questions would provide the
richest data. These data would be important in describing
who the staff were and how the pro8f8111impacted their
growth, development and satisfaction as well as that of the
program participants. Drawing from measures frequenlly
cited in the IllV IAIDS literature a baseline assessment tool
was developed and this instrument was given to staff.

On the day the staff received the baseline I was not
able 10 attend the meeting, which was probably in my best
interest. Staff responded vehemently to instrument. They
felt the questions were intrusive, un-associated with the
work being planned. and that the enlire instrument was
"depressing" .

The planning team quickly convened to discuss the
staffs" reaction and implications for evaluation in this
project. It was decided that I would meet with the staff to
discuss their reaction 10 the surve)' and make an effort to
salvage the evaluation component. I was not certain what
would happen in the two hours set aside for this meeting.
but I was certain that these community "experts" were
critical to the success of the project and Ihat my ego as an
Ivy League faculty member. a researcher and an evaluator
had to be checked at the door,

In this meeting with the staff. whom I had met
previously, I was greeted with less than open arms. In fact
one of the staff members barely let me remove my coat
before she began her barrage. Other staff members were
quick to join in. My initial reaclion was one of
defensiveness. Thankfully I recognized this quickly. took
several deep breaths and employed many active listening
skills I had leamed in professional training, Aller about
30-45 minutes. which seemed like hours. the attack slowed
down and the steam fueling the comments seemed to
dissipate. Recognizing that I had lived through the
experience I realized that these staff members' comments
were not only compassionate (and at times loud). but also
speaking to past experiences relating 10 research and
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Maria Cecilia Zea & Alejandro Murguia
George Washington Universityeulturally competent research reaches into the soul

and captures the emics of the group under study.
Unfortunately, as community psychologists we

often fail to achieve cultural competence in research with
Latinos. Several reasons may account for this failure.
Researchers often do not have the ability to gain entry into
diverse Latino communities; use research methods that are
not inclusive of Latinos in communities: and/or use
measures based on world views from other ethnic groups.
At the root of this problem is the fact that researchers lack
knowledge about diverse world views among Latinos,
including religion. philosophy. and health beliefs. These
world views are reflected in use of language, attitudes

are bi-directional existing in this case for both the
researcher and the staff. Once antecedent factors were
discussed we were able to move on to the task at hand or
the event. Events or actions are the things that must take
place to make the work happen. Learning from the
antecedents can richly inform the process of forming event
or action steps. The event has to be placed in the context of
the resources, skills and intent of the participants. In this
case, learning from staff and drawing on the need to
document activities for funders were essential.

Reinforcers are the things we do to continue the
process or motivate others to continue the process. In this
example bringing staff into the process of preparing real
documents and being mindful that the program's success
was contingent upon staff success was a critical reinforcer
for the staff and for the evaluator. Finally, a note about
undergirding principles. Research needs to be more
representative of the way people live their lives instead of
being so compartmentalized. The significant role of social
contexts and social situations cannot be underestimated if
researchers want to work effectively in collaborative
ventures with culturally diverse target communities.

evaluation. At this point I decided that capturing the
relevant content and tone of the conversation might be
helpful. Using newsprint. collectively we listed specific
comments themes and issues that had been raised by the
staff. As we went through this process I was very careful to
seek clarification on terms and phrases that were
unfamiliar or vague in their presentation. Also, I was
extremely aware of my body language and vocal
characteristics. I took the opportunity to express how
disappointed I was that the survey had resulted in such a
reaction. Everyone having an opportunity to vent and
express their perspectives was a necessary step and one
that I cannot emphasize enough in this process. At the
conclusion of this session we agreed to convene weekly for
2-3 hour blocks for the purpose of discussing evaluation
and research in general and as it related specifically to this
program.

In the 3-weeks following this interaction I meet
with staff for 3, 2-hour sessions. In the first session we
reviewed the basics of research desigu, from idea to
question and hypothesis formulation, moving from
concepts to constructs and preparing the final report. At the
end of this session, as a way of connecting concepts to the
specific project work, we reviewed the goals and objectives
outlined in the funding award. In the second week we
revisited the staff survey and reviewed each item and
recorded comments about what staff felt about the item.
Session two concluded with a discussion of the need to
prepare a participants' survey and staff were asked to begin
to develop questions that would be used to test one of the
hypotheses in the proposal. Session three was devoted to
reviewing questions prepared by staff. In this session we
reviewed each question for clarity, operationalization and
measurability. By this point in the series, staff had become
keen critiques of one another's work and my task seemed
to be to introduce materials and provide mediation on f--------------- _
stickier points. At the conclusion of session three one of
the major outcomes was staff's keen awareness of the need
for accountability and the difficulties of blending multiple
(consumer, staff, funder, etc.) agenda into a single product.

The staff in this project went on to review several
drafts of the client survey before it was finalized. When the
instrument was finalized each of the staff who completed
the three week session was able to administer the tool as
intended. to respond to questions and concerns raised by
respondents in the process. and to make process notes
regarding the survey administration. Furthermore. these
staff members trained new staff members in survey
administration.

From this experience it became very clear that
there were at least three thematic areas that emerged and
which [ believe are critical in community evaluation and
research. especially with communities that have been
historically exploited by or marginally involved in research
activities. The three themes are: antecedents. events. and
reinforcers. Antecedent experiences shape the reaction to
the evaluation and/or research process. These experiences
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Most research on Latinos includes measures
developed for non-Latinos and in the best case scenario
these measures have been translated into Spanish. Those
measures are not developed by Latinos, &om a Latino
perspective, and do not include important Latino world
views. However, when an em!c approach is used to develop
measures, the results can be exceptionally rewarding.

One such example was the development of the
Cultural Health Attributes Questionnaire which was
developed specifically for Latinos by a research te'un of
Latinos. The research team generated six vignettes
describing positive and negative health outcomes. The
outcome of each vignette had four possible attributions:
Two were equity attributions and two were behavioral-
environmental attributions. Equity attributions are fairly
common among Latinos who endorse a more traditional

towards sexuality, and role of social networks.
We have to admit thaI many times in our own

research we have made, the same mistakes. Nevertheless
wehave had some success stories and we have found some
examples of cultural competence in research with Latinos
thatshould be highlighted.

Gamine Entry Into Diverse Latino Communities

As in most psychological research, college
students are an over-represented segment of the Latino
population in research. It is nol a small accomplishment to
find sufficient numbers of Latino college students for
research. However, college-educated Latinos are only a
small segment of the Latino population. Latinos are quite
diverse in a number of ways (nationality, socioeconomic
stalUS, world views), yet few community psychology
studies have targeted unique Latino communities.
Although the list is much longer, we will discuss two
Latino communities here: The Yoruba-Lucumf Latinos,
andLatino gay men.

There are many Yoruba-Lucumf religious houses
throughout the United States. The Yoruha-Lucumfwere at
somepoint predominantly Aiio-Latino and Carihbean, hut
this is no longer true. These unique communities retain a
social organization similar to the one they had two or three
centuries ago. They have a large religious influence on
certain segments of the Latino population and a large
presence in many cities in the United States (lea, Quezada,
& Belgrave, 1997; lea, Mason, &: Murguia, in press).
Anthropologists have been successful at gaining enlly into
these communities, but very few attempts by psychologists
are documented. Enlly into these communities requires
knowledge about and respect towards the Yoruba-Lucumf
world view.

The second community under consideration is the
Latino gay community. Although Latino gay men are the
second largest group amicted by the IDV fAIDS epidemic,
vClyfew researchers in the U.S. have targeted the Latino
say men as a community (Diaz, 1997, 1998). Many IDV
researcbers pay lip service by adding a few Latino
participants to their samples, but they have not targeted nor
know how to access diverse Latino gay communities.
Notable exceptions are studies on community mobilization
of Latino gay men in the U.S.-Mexico border region
(Ramirez- Valles, Zimmerman, Suarez, &: De- la Rosa,
1995),Puerto-Rican gay men in New York City (Carballo-
Dieguez &: Dolezal, 1995), and the Hennano Sol Hermana
Lunacommunity program in San Francisco (Diaz, 1998). A
common thread among these studies Is the role of iDsiders
toward assisting Latino researchers to gain access to "bard
to reach groups" such as diverse Latino gay male
communities. Although many Latino gay men are openly
gay or "out", many are very cautious because of their
experiences with homophobia and racism (Diaz, 1998).
Knowledge about and respect towards this community

ESlablishing a collaborative relationship with leaders
within understudied segments is an important requirement
for enlly. These leaders often act as guardians and will not
allow researchers they do not trust into their communities.
We may have to accepl that only Latino researchers and
non-Latino researchers who are considered insiders by the
community (e.g., Barbara Marin) hold the key to gain
access to "ofT-limits" segments of the community.

Using Inclusive Research Methods

Community psychology research traditionally has
used quantitative, survey-based methods, rather than
qualitative, ethnographic or in-depth interview methods
(Banyard &: Miller, 1998). However, Latinos wit" low
educational attainment are likely to be excluded &om
quantitative research because low literacy levels are an
obstacle to survey research. In addition, researchers who
use quantitative methods often assume that the experiences
of all Latinos are similar, and unique perspectives are
written ofTas being outliers.

Many IDV fAIDS prevention efforts among Latino
gay men have been unsuccessful because they were based
on research findings that indicated that knowledge and
attitudes about IDVfAIDS was a factor in high-risk
bebaviors. Unfortunately, increasing knowledge about
IDV fAIDS did nol decrease high-risk behaviors among
Latino gay men. In contrast, qualitative methods have shed
light on the circumslances that Latino gay men are likely to
have protected or unprotected sex (Diaz, in press).

This knowledge can now be incorporated in
quantitative research for further validation. A limitation of
quantitative methods is that we cannot answer questions
we have not formulated, while with qualitative methods we
stumble into unasked answers which can subsequently lead
us to ask the right questions in quantitative research.

Uslne Measures Developed To
Include Latino World Views



(i.e .• indigenous and African) Latino world view. In this
world view. illnesses may have both natural and
supernatural causes (e.g .. punishment for wrongdoing.
reward for good behavior). The behavioral-<:nvironmental
attributions are based on the Western explanation of
illnesses (e.g .. exposure to virus. improved diet and
exercise ).

A focus group of Latino graduate students and
faculty reviewed the items generated to decide on final
item selection. The measure was administered to 340 adult
Latinos in Miami and Washington. DC. Two factors
emerged after factor analysis: Equity attributions and
behavioral-<:nvironmental attributions. Equity attributions
were endorsed by Latinos who were less acculturated, less
fluent in English, and less exposed to a Western education.
The measure discriminates between those who seek
medical help and those who use indigenous and African
forms of healing (Murguia. Zea. Reisen & Peterson, 1998).
Using an emic approach to generate items that only insiders
to Latino culture could possibly generate was useful to
develop an internally consistent and valid measure that
captured an equity attribution construct that other measures
of health attributions do not capture.

We have examined issues of entry into
communities. inclusive research methods. and measures
developed from an emic perspective. 11 is strikingly
apparent that without the presence of Latino researchers to
crystallize these efforts it is impossible to develop
culturally competent research. We conclude by making a
call to recruit more Latinos into community psychology
research. starting with the educational pipeline • from
college to faculty positions - to develop culturally
competent research in Latino communities. It is not
enough to have a token Latino graduate research assistant
in a study. A whole team is necessary to include the many
unheard voices of Latinos: the religiously different. gay
and lesbian Latinos. Afro-Latinos, and different social
classes and nationalities among Latinos. Researchers are
urged to explore poorly understood segments of Latino
culture. and to become a part of them as well.
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Community-as-Client Mental Health
Needs Assessment: Use of Culture-

Centered Theory and Research

Cirecie A. West'()larunji Zarus E. P. Watson
Xavier Univ. of Louisiana Univ. of New Orleans

On the Spring of 1996. faculty and staff from
Tulane and Xavier Universities as well as

residents of a public housing development in New
Orleans. Louisiana came together to develop a five-year
action plan that would "result in significant. measurable
progress toward the economic self-sufficiency goal"
(Campus Affiliates Program. 1996. p. 4). An outcome of
those meetings was the development of a plan for the
Comprehensive Community Counseling Center. The
intended mission of this center was stated as follows:

One of the foundations of Xavier University is the
creation of a more just and humane society through
the promotion of social justice. Therefore. Xavier
will continue to promote projects that bring life and
meaning to our Mission as an educational
institution. The establishment of the proposed
counseling center furthers that end.

The components for the counseling center
included: a community-based family education program: a
comprehensive drug/substance abuse counseling and
education program; a "free clinic" for area residents to
receive individual and group counseling: and. a servicei
learning program for area high school students. More
recently, the plans for the counseling center. have
broadened to include the development of workshops for
parents, counseling for children, and two prevention-
focused manhood! womanhood development programs.

During the fall of 1998, a Xavier University
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counseling program faculty member coordinated a mental
health needs assessment utilizing the service learning
students Ii'om the Xavier University graduate counseling
program. The goal of this assessment was to begin
developing a relationship with the public housing
community residents and to facilitate articulating the voice
of the community-as-client as a step toward embracing
personal and community empowerment and self-
determination.

Significance

For counselors who seek client empowerment as
an outcome of clinical intervention, it requires the
involvement with and responsibility to the community.
Reciprocity of knowledge and the collective, dynamic
reconstitution/reconstruction of knowledge are part and
parcel of the process of personal and community
empowerment.

For researchers, it becomes necessmy to critical1y
analyze the underlying assumptions of traditional research
methodologywhich stem Ii'om the empirical roots of scientific
(and, by extension. social scientific) investigation that
evaluatesthe quality, strength, and rigor of a study based upon
the semantical argument of the researcher. Semantically
speaking, the researcher is to maintain a detached, objective
stanceto the participants. to the issues under study, and to the
observableoutcomes of the study. This myth of objectivity on
thepart of the researcher is called into question outside of the
realms of positivistic research; mainly by the tenets of
qualitative theory (Fine, 1994). Yet, culture-centered
researchers offer another option for maximizing the
trustworthiness of liberating social science by moving &om
objectivity to transubjectivity in which they generate the
research within (as part of) the collective experience of the
panicipants. This sense of duality of self, which
simultaneously is part of a collective consciousness while
maintaininga sense of the personal self, allows the researcher
to use the synergism of the experience to reconstitute that
knowledge into a new experience that has the potential to
transfonn individuals and communities into taking collective
socialaction.

Within an Amcan-centered context, research
evolves as transformative, liberating, and praxis-oriented
(King & Mitchell, 1995). Personal commibnent, personal
contact(physical and spiritual), and personal responsibility
to the collective is part of the research process. Amcan-
centered thought and research suggest a knowing through
social interaction, and the proof of that knowing is in the
practice of a people. African-centered research also calls
intoquestion the assumption that dominant social science
researchmethodology is itself universal. Western research
reflects an emphasis on individualism, independence,
autonomy, mastery of nature, and materialism. Reality is
fixed within the context of the WestemlEuropean
experience. Different forms of being and knowing suggest

different forms of defining self in relation to others.
However, research reflecting values stemming Ii'om an
Amcan-centered experience evidences reciprocity.
interdependence, and a responsibility to transform the
collective community. Interpretation and analysis of reality
become subjective behaviors. These methodological
behaviors are contrary to the canons of Western research.

Metbodoloey

Masters level students conducted a psychosocial
profile of the community-as-client to determine what the
mental health needs are as articulated by community
residents. The Community-as-Client psychosocial profile
was compiled from information collected through:
behavioral observations, focus groups, elite interviews, and
document analysis. A total of ten students were involved
in the project; all but one were female. All students,
faculty, and community residents were African-Am.ric,,"
with the exception of one East Indian counseling student.

In the first phase of the project, students collected
information from primarily behavioral observations,
document analysis, and clinical sessions. In the second
phase of the project, students synthesized what they
collected to formulate themes and to identify who
articulated these themes. This resulted in the selection of
focus groups and elite interviews, their topics, the
participants to be invited. and the interview questions. In
the third phase, students analyzed the data Ii'om all sources
and developed a treabnent plan which became the design of
the counseling center. This design was distributed to the
community and presented in a town hall meeting at the end
of the fall 1998 semester. Based on the feedback of the
community, the students revised the design and are
currently preparing to initiate the center's activities in the
Spring 1999 semester.

Students conducted behavioral observations 1D the
community over a five-week period. The students
documented, in notebooks, their observations as well as
their personal reactions to their observations. Elite
interviews were conducted with the resident council
president. the CAP outreach coordinator-both of whom are
community residents, a Xavier University counseling
program faculty member who participated in the original
planning meetings, and an African-American minister who
was hired as an outreach specialist. Two focus groups were
held: one of the grandmothers in the community (7
participants) and one of adult males (10 participants).
Document analysis examined internal documents such as
the community newsletter as well as external documents
(e.g., articles in the local newspaper, The Washim!ton Post.
and in the I!!Imim -- a Tulane University journal).

Outcomes of tbe Study

The results of the study suggest that:
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some of the adolescent girls in the community have
stnIcturedgambling games as a means toward socializing and
earning exira income
the adolescent males involved in organized football may be
evidencing the need for strong male mentoring and
leadersbip
the elders, especially the grandmothers appear to be the
comerstones of the community; "keepers of the dream" and
seem to maintain a sense of spirituality that holds the
community together. yet they indicated that they are tired,
liustrated. and overwhelmed by their responsibilities to their
adult children
adult men denoted a resentfulness and anger about their
invisibility to outsiders; a frustration over their lack of
significance and voice in the cooununity; a lack of o\.\r11ership
in the community and are tired of being used by community
members only to be dismissed at other people's discretion
adult females seem to lack the ability to overcome life's
obstacles ("something came up ... "); may be experiencing
severe stress. anxiety, and depressive moods which have
major implications for their relationships with men, their
children. and their mothers
the external view of the conuDtU1ity is that it is hopeless and
lifeless - none of the external documents reviewed
emphasize the people as individual human beings but rather
focus on the material aspects of the community (the housing
units, the social services); ~Ie the internal documents
appear to focus on a multitude of activities but not the deep,
substantive aspects of the residents' experiences. knowledge.
and strengths

Based upon the assessment results. students
developed counseling center components, which matched
the issues. In addition to on-going individual. group, and
family counseling services. the Comprehensive
Community Counseling Center activities will encompass:
(a) the establishment of an Elder's Council in order to
reinforce the role of elders in the African-American
community; (b) reinstatement of the men's organization
which had been fonnulated by a community resident but
had dissolved when the leader became imprisoned; (c)
creation of the male and female rite of passage programs
for adolescents; (d) development of on-going women's
support groups (e.g .• banered women. substance abuse.
grief and loss); (e) creation of a series of male/female
relationship seminars and workshops; and. (I) supervision
of the housing development newslener to reinforce and
affinn the strengths of the community while continuing to
provide programmatic infonnation.

While there has been much discussion about full-
service delivery programs within community senings. very
linle of the research utilizes culturally-centered
methodologies which are congruent with the population
under investigation. Moreover, few clinicians have a
&amework for the implementation of culturally-centered
interventions which are infonned by culturally specific
empirical research. The researchers involved in this study
attempted to present a model for counselor training and
research which emphasizes the interplay between research

and praxis using a non-ttaditional approach in research
methodology and program implementation. Graduate
student participants. while anxious at the initial stage of the
study. came to acquire an appreciation for the strengths of
the community and expressed an awareness of what they
learned about themselves after interacting with community
members.
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Cultural Competency: Acts of Justice
in Community Mental Health

Matthew R. Mock
Berkeley. California

Aor many of us. working in community senings
Wbegan and continues to be efforts towards social
justice. Perhaps we just did not call it that. Providing
services to the community in a public mental health sening
often times means working with those most in need but
with the least resources. Individuals and families with
chronic or severe mental illness or children who are
severely emotionally disturbed rely on community mental
health systems that provide an array of effective services,
psychiatric support, and psychological services that are
cost effective with positive outcomes. Many of the families
with whom we work so hard to forge an alliance. are
oftentimes those who are poor or under •• mployed. have
faced several losses or traumas, or are oftentimes multiply
oppressed. experiencing linle in the way of real power. For
many of us psychologists. working in public mental health
is an act of giving back to our own communities.

For those of us practicing in California. we
experience a larger context that is rich in diversity.
resources. technology and creative leadership. As some
have said: "Where Califomialeads. the rest of the Country
will follow," While this may be debated. one aspect that is

r
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irrefutable to be mirrored nationwide is our ethnic and
cultural diversity. Within the next several years, ethnic
communities will be the majority in California. Already,
the total of ethnic children up to age 18 is already greater
than fifty per cent. The population landscape bas richly
changed yet we are also aware that we have had legislation
speaking against affirmative action, undocumented
workers, new immigrants and those who speak a different
language than English (Mock, 1998). We have experienced
manyopportunities but also many challenges.

In order to keep up with the ethical mandates of
our clinical and community practices, we must become at
least minimally competent. In order to do so practitioners
must: a) have tolerance and respect for differences, b)
expand their own cultural knowledge; c) be aware of the
dynamics that differences create; d) seek consultation from
the cultural community of the client. Additionally, during
the entire psychotherapeutic process we must engage in
continuous self-assessment and adapt service models and
interventions to be culturally responsive.

Yet for many psychologists and psychotherapists, we
have had little intensive study that focused on working with
diverse others. Models of intervention assumed but did not
necessarily incorporate effectiveness across ethnic and racial
communities. With California being ethnically diverse, we
have not only had to hold ourselves accountable 10 working
towards being culturally competent, we have also had 10
chan8e and update the systems in which we work. After
eleven months of intensive work, the Cultural Competence
Task Force for the State Department of Mental Health
developed mandated standards of cultural competence which
arenow to be implemented in every county across the State at
everylevel.

Whdle cultural competence is widely lUlderstood 10
meanhaving attitudes. skills and behaviors to work effectively
withothers culturally different, it is harder 10 put into practice.
One main reason for this is that this pushes many
psychologists out of their "comfort zones" and forces us to
lookat "being the expert" in a relative way. Rather than ever
"walking in another's shoes" working with a client from a
different culture than our own might more accurately be
viewedas walking closely "side by side", bying 10 see some of
the same perspectives as those whom we treat. People
themselves are "the experts" of their own lives while
psychologistscan best facilitate dialogue about them.

While psychologists certainly possess great
knowledge, working with others who are ethnically or
culturally diverse may mean facilitating discussions about
differences. One of these primary differences may be
power inequities. Cultural competency in our work
requires that racism, sexisn!, homophobia, other forms of
oppression, power and privilege be fully acknowledged and
addressed in order to maximize the effectiveness of our
interventions. This means that our professional
relationships may be used as a microcosm of overall power .
imbalances. When a discourse about differences ensues,

whether it be triggered by the use of a derogatory term or
narrative disclosure about one's cultural family history. we
should grasp this opportunity not as an act 10 be "politically
correct" but "personally compassionate" (Masuda. 1999).
Clearly, part of the human condition experienced daily in
society are difficulties with racial and cultural differences
because inequities persist based in these differences.

In striving towards being culturally competent.
psychologists and psychotherapists must look within our
own professions to see how we have addressed power
dynamics and differences. We have more unanswered
questions in relation to our effectiveness in working with
problems based in multiple forms of oppression. For
example. DSM·\V, axis \V. which is to b" an
acknowledgment of psychosocial stressors. rarely are
racism or discrimination listed. As one psychologist stated
"We accept that racism is everywhere in our society so we
don't have to list it. It's a given, a norm, so why be
redundant." Another remarked "If we list them (i.e.
stressors from being different and lacking power based on
societal differences), we might further jeopardize our client
or we might not be paid for our work" (Mock. 1998). We
have often been trained to look at the original source of
trauma or loss in relation to the problem at hand. Why is it
that acts of racism or other forms of oppression are not
often viewed as trauma or when experienced repeatedly.
acts of terrorism?

When asked about what one would do if. for
example. a male client continually used derogatory names
and racist. sexist epithets to refer to coworkers. a
psychologist remarked that she would say little because it
was not part of her job to be "politically correct" though his
remarks were disquieting for her. When framed from a
perspective of an expression of power. she agreed that she
at least had an opportunity to explore his use of such
phrases. what they meant to him. how he came to use them.
etc. After all. anything brought up in the consulting room is
for potential exploration. why nOlthis? In the end. she felt
that it would perhaps be her own countertransference. of
feeling ineffective in working against discrimination.
including sexism, that would lead her to not act. By not
exploring, this might be experienced by the client as an
act, conscious or unconscious, of collusion or even
endorsement.

In our work as psychologists in community settings. it
is critical that we view racism, sexism, classism. homuphobia
and other forms of oppression as part of the cycle of
perpetuated violence and trawna, as acts of inhumanity and
injustice. In order to effectively address these fom,s of
violence we need 10 first understand and examine ourselves.
understanding the historical construction of multiple
oppressions, how they are replicated in society. and ways
to effectively address these human indignities and
injustices in our work. Research substantiates. for example.
how racism contributes negatively to health status and
outcomes. Acts of racism. subtle or overt hate crimes. are a
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perpetuation of a cycle of violence. Therefore. psycholo-
gists and psychotherapists can play a major role in inter-
rupting this violence by deconstnlcting race. racism and
relaled social politics.

As psychologists in community mental health we •
can take on several challenges in order to be more
culturally competent and work towards social justice.
These challenges and opportunities can be at the level of
the larger psychology profession. within our institutions or •
individual practices. Within our psychology profession we
must:

Examine the foundations of psychology in relation to
dominant forces of race. culture. class and gender;
Review and critique psychological research, literature
and therapeutic models in view of culturaI factors and
racial biases as they have impacted ethnic commun-
ities; and.
For clinicians. address the significance of acknow-
ledging cultural differences. broadly defined. in the
psychotherapeutic relationship. The culturaI fo/Ulula-
lion. now in the DSM-N, when viewed critically, can
be used for all individuals. We all have culture.

By definition of our profession. we are each in
positions of inherent power. Psychologists need to be aware of
this and how it comes into play during psychotherapy.
conducting research or providing consullation. Since many
families who come into community treabnent centers are
disenfianchised. we can make this a pan of the wod<.

As psychologists in the community we often work
in the context oflarger institutions. In these institutions, we
can take on several challenges. including:

Address systemic. institutional flaws in the effective
delivery of mental health services to ethnic
communities as well as other underrepresented groups;
Critique institutions through some of the major areas
affecting clients that are culturally diverse. including
an inclusive, not exclusive mission statement,
linguistic and culturaI capability. culturaIly responsive
accessibility. outcomes based in cultural perspectives.
represenlative staffing. etc.;
Involving and continuing to empower the com-
munities we serve to further develop our psycho-
therapeutic services to be culturally sensitive and
accountable;
Integrate and infuse multicultural efforts so that there
is a deeper change process within all existing
structures and at all levels of the community service,
from administration, to clinical services to support
staff; and.
Strive towards culturaIly competency knowing that
progressive change must be institutionalized in order to
be sustained.

Finally. as psychologists, we can engage in many
individual pursuits towards culturaI competence that would
have a significant impact Some of these include:

Acknowledging the influence of our own world view and
how we are shaped by our own family background,
personal stories. spirituality broadly defined, professiooa1
training and life experiences;
Understand not only the dynamics of differences in
human interaction but also the role that forces embedded
in race, culture, class, and power have played in society;
Appreciate that working towards cultwal competency is
an ongoing. dynamic process. This entails a continuous
learning process and ongoing consullation. In order to
know one sometimes needs to admit ignorance. In order to
have opportunities, there must sometimes be an adr.-Jtting
of vulnerability or risk;
A professional stance of informed naivete. respect for
cultwal differences. curiosity and humility. and col-
laborator of change can be an effective beginning in
working with cultwal others. Prejudices (we all prejudge)
and stereotypes can lead to cenain impasses and hinder
the therapeutic process; and.
Cultural competence in actual community practice means
translating conceptual ideas into actual behaviors. It is a
mandate to work effectively and ethically with each of our
clients. If thcy are ethnic individuals or families they
sbould not receive anything less.

As psychologists and professionals we must
continue to make social justice an integral part of the
primary work. Those who live in the context of oppressive
forces do not compartmentalize their problems. When an
individual or family brings up something that is s""iall)'
unjust. we have an opportunity to address this in the
context of their overall problem presentation. In this way.
by addressing multiple oppressions often encountered by
those viewed as different. we can move towards a better
and hopefully more equal world.
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Cultural Competence Promotion as a
General Prevention Strategy in Urban
Settings: Some Lessons Learned from

Working with Asian-American Adolescents

Toshi Sasso
International Christian University

Tokyo, Japan

Although several models of prevention have proven"ill useful and effective in reducing or minimizing the
level of problem behaviors (e.g., drug and alcohol abuse,
violence). there is a dearth of intervention research
demonstrating the effectiveness of prevention programs in
culturally diverse. or multicultural communities. One
common suggestion in dealing with such cultural diversity
is that because distinct cultural patterns and rules exist in
any identified group. be it a racial. ethnic. or cultural
group. developing some working knowledge and skills
sensitive to such cultural patterns should be the goal of
"cultural competence" training in research and practice (cf.
Pope-Davis & Coleman. 1997). How feasible is this
suggestion? Indeed. the lack of solid evidence for
prevention effectiveness when prevailing models are
applied to ethnic. racial or cultural communities may be
justifiably attributed to an inadequate understanding of
etiological processes that underlie the problems shown by
distinct immigrant andracial groups in the United States
today, However. at least two concerns or issues need to be
addressed in order to examine the tenacity of the above
"cultural competence" assumption as it is currently
configuredin community psychology research and practice.

First. our society can no longer be defined adequately
b)' traditional cultural groupings (e.g., African Americans,
Asian Americans. Caucasian Americans) especially in urban
settings. but should be best understood in how different
culturaltraditions are intermixed in the larger societal context.
This issue has been particularly evident over deciding on
appropriate categories for "multiracial individuals" in the
upcoming U.S. Census. Also. in many community- and
school-based prevention interventions, serious problems have
emerged in case identification and program implementation
phases. For example. to the extent that prevention programs
for Vietnamese American children are cost-effective if they
target a group of Vietnamese children who are most likely to
benefit from participation, preventionists tend to look for
idiosyncraticand individualistic risk factors. The risks include
language skills or lack thereof, immigrant or refugee stalUS,
low ethnic identification with the Vietruunese culture, or
lowered sel-esteem. Most often. those individuals "who fit a
certain category" are pulled out of their classrooms for the
interventions specifically designed for them. Yet, there is
resistance to being identified as such among some youth,
thus leading to the iatrogenic effects of otherwise well-

intended interventions (Sasso, 1998). In fact, some of these
Asian children tend to identify culturally with the Mexican
American culture because they have grown up with other
Mexican American children in their neighborhood and
school while they identify themselves as either Vietruunese
or Chinese (Sasso, 1996). One possible solution in such
contexts has been to design an intervention with a
"multicultural" focus, bringing into the interventions as
many cultures as there are in a particular context (such as
classrooms) (cf. Pentz, 1995); it has not been with 'much
success. According to Trimble (1991). this is one of the
basic methodological and conceptual problems in dealing
with ethnic minority issues in prevention research. We tend
to focus on racial or ethnic categories when we design and
recruit potential participants on the basis of some visible
characteristics. Indeed, our field has not been successful in
defining "multiculturalism" for its effective use in
designing and implementing prevention programs.

Second, aside from the difficulty in defining the
complexity and plurality of various cultural elements. both
researchers and practitioners often make an assumption
that cultural in-group members or insiders (by virtue of
their physical or outward characteristics) have a better
grasp of a culture or cultures they are associated ,,;th.
Central to this problem is the concept of acculturation (cf.
Berry, 1998). For example, do Asian-American program
personnel or researchers necessarily know bener anG more
capably address the needs of Asian American adolescents
because of their shared heritage, and/or the common
neighborhoods they share? Unfortunately. it is often the
case that in-group members tend to create its own sub-
group categories by referring to the level of acculturation.
More specifically, in a therapy situation, Asian American
therapists may assess certain clients as "less acculturated"
while implying that the therapists themselves are "more
acculturated." thereby generating additional within-group
ctegories. This suggests that the acculturation concept is
likely to imply the same "ethnic or racial gloss" problems
as noted above. Thus, in our current research and practice.
interventionists and program participants must re-examine
how our own conceptions of culture contrast to those of the
people we serve in the community. When Asian American
therapists refer to the level of acculturation. we need to ask.
"what or which culture have "we" or "they" acculturated
to?" In other words. understanding and promoting cultural
competence is not necessarily an issue for those who work
with the culturally different, but it is a personal issue for
interventionists as well.

In order to provide a theoretical &amework for
examining the effects of cultural diversity in community
settings and partly to suggest an alternative model of
acculturation, Sasso (1995) proposed an integrated social-
community model of cultural heterogeneity and well-being
with the introduction of cultural competence as a generic
psychological construct. Cultural competence is defined as
"a set of attitudes, beliefs. and behaviors that enable
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individuals and groups (communities) to adaptively
function in a multicultural environment including one's
own cultural milieu." The basic tenet of the model posits
that cultural competence is a three-prong concept that
embraces not only behavioral aspects of second-culture
acquisition but affective (emotional) and cognitive
(knowledge) aspects as well. Furthermore, three theoretical
assumptions are made: (a) Individuals hold culturally-
anchored cognitive schemata (norms) about a diverse set of
social-ecological settings (e.g., students should obey their
teachers in academic settings), influenced by cultural
elements appropriate to their enculturation (or roughly
equivalent to socialization); (b) Individuals' behavioral
outputs in each of these settings are dependent on the
extent to which they "code-switch" among different
cognitive schemata (e.g., home-school differences in verbal
behaviors); and (c) Individuals develop different affective
reactions to the incongruence or inconsistency between
their cognitive schemata and behaviors, which manifests
itself as psychological products (e.g., negative affect or
mod). One advantage of this model over other acculturation
or identity models (cf. Beny, 1998) is that individuals are
no longer defined simply by racial, ethnic, or cultural
groupings per se; instead, they are defined by a layer of
embedded social influences including multiple cultural
influences such as gender, cultural identity, or sexual
orientation (cf. Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Sasao (1995) also
reports preliminary findings on the development of a
psychometric scale (Asian American Cultural Experiences
Survey, Cronbach's j!=.89) to measure bicultural
competence with 204 Asian American young adults in the
Los Angeles area.

In several pilot projects using the model as a
general prevention strategy, it was shown that an exclusive
focus on behavioral skills development and cultural
knowledge acquisition has had minimal effects on
correlates of subsequent alcohol and other drug use among
high-risk Asian American high school students in
California (Sasao, 1994, 1996). On the other hand, the
effect of programmatic activities based on the integration
of all three aspects of cultural competence was most
prominent across grade levels and gender.

Results of evaluating drug and alcohol prevention
interventions with Asian American adolescents using
cultural competence as a general prevention strategy
provide important implications for further research. First,
based on the risk-factor model but with the programmatic
focus on promoting cultural competence as defined earlier,
it was possible to design and implement a successful
program targeting specific Asian adolescents in multiethnic
schools and neighborhoods. Besides the behavioral out-
comes (e.g., language and social skills) for the newer
immigrant youth with background risk factors (e.g. broken
families, limited language skiDs), the program interventions
appear effective in enhancing the psychosocial resiliency such
as anger management, less depressive mood, cultural

"stakes" in Asian, Asian-American, and American
contexts, and coping strategies. Second, as predicted by
the cultural competence model, the process of second·
culture acquisition is more than behavioral acculturation,
particularly for those adolescents who have been in the
U.S. longer. This indicates that intervention strategies
need to be tailored depending on the level of cultural
identification and psychosocial variables in specific
contexts especially among Asian American adolescents
facing challenges from normal developmental processes as
well as acculturation processes. There is a clear need to
develop and test preventive interventions for those English.
speaking, behaviorally-acculturated American-born
Asians, who otherwise feel culturally alienated, because a
very few such programs exist. Third, we need to consider
the logistical and programmatic appropriateness of the
present intervention approach in multiethnic contexts
where multiple groups and mixed-race individuals are
represented. This raisesa similar issue found in assessing
the effect of ethnic-specific parallel services for ethnic
minorities.

In conclusion, the issues related to cultural
competence have been brought to the fore not only by the
obvious demographic changes, but also by the complexity
and diversity of cultural influences in our changing
neighborhoods and schools. Moreover, we are no longer a
society made up of distinct cultural groups, but of mixed
cultures (cf. Sleek, 1998).
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Cultural Competence Through
Community Action: The South Central

Training Consortium, Inc.

Sylvie Taylor & Rhonda Brinkley-Kennedy
California School ofProfi:ssional Psychology, Los Angeles

Ohe South Central Training Consortium. Inc.
(SCTC) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
meeting the mental health needs of underserved

populations in the greater Los Angeles area with the
ultimate goal of strengthening families and helping homes
to become safe and loving environments for adults and
children. The SCTC's primary objectives are to I) provide
families and individuals with the counseling and support
they need to live happier and more productive lives; 2) to
provide training opportunities to graduate level mental
health professionals; 3) to support other nonprofit
organizations in providing mental health services to their
client populations; 4) to expand the range of clinical
training experiences offered by graduate programs; 5) and
to publish educational and resource materials to aid in the
psychological and emotional development and healing of
traditionally underserved communities. Consortium staff
and trainees have provided thousands of hours of
counseling and consultation to individuals andfamilies
impacted by substance abuse, homelessness, domestic
violence and the debilitating effects of long-term poverty
and the inequitable distribution of resources.

Mental Healtb Services Training and Service Delivery

Since its inception in 1992, the SCTC has trained
over 50 mental bealth professionals and served over 1,000
children, adults and families in the South Central Los
Angeles area. Plagued by decades of urban decay and
infrastructure neglect, the South Central Los Angeles
community is often characterized by chronic community
violence, substance abuse, unemployment and under-

employment. The Consortium. in bringing together
agencies. organizations. professionals. and trainee!. who
reflected the vast range of cultural backgrounds indigenous
to the Los Angeles area, has developed a model of training
that not only addresses the requisite skills required to
deliver culturally competent and sensitive services to the
various ethnic minority populations in the area, but
furthennore. educates and exposes trainees to the
vicissitudes of working within the culture of poverty.

The consorti um model brings together the
expertise of grass-roots community agencies historically
not well versed in mental health service delivery yet expert
in the intersection of the various cultures within the
community and the impact that poverty has on individuals
and families, together with mental health trainees who have
expertise in mental health service delivery and systems, yet
lack exposure to and knowledge of the confluence between
culture and poverty. The coming together of these two
constellations of knowledge creates a reciprocal
interchange that facilitates growth not only of communi!)'
agencies, but assures that competent mental health service
providers will be available to serve populations that have
all too often been ignored or deemed inappropriate for
mental health service training. Through this collaborative
Iconsultative interchange of experience and ideas. trainees
have been able to develop a clinical world view that
incorporates not only the traditional theoretical models of
mental health service delivery, but have informed that
information base, with hands on multicultural experience
and exposure, allowing them to tailor their work to the
benefit of the community, agencies and individuals they
serve. Much of the learning that takes place within the
SCTC model focuses on self-exploration of the individual
trainees with respect to their development as consultants
and collaborators with their peers - learning not only how
to work with clients who differ li-om them culturally but
also with coworkers who are different. in addition.
students. through group and individual superviska are
forced to recognize, evaluate. and come to terms with their
own biases and attitudes about working with clients wbo
may be culturally similar, but are socioeconomically
different, which has often proven to be one of the most
difficult challenges to working with underserved
populations. Trainees are exposed to a variety of client
populations and agencies, serving individuals and families
impacted by substance ause, homelessness, domestic
violence, and the debilitating effects of long-term poverty
and the inequitable distribution of resources.

As a natural outgrowth of the mental health
services training and service delivery component of the
program, in recent years the SCTC has expanded to include
several new programs that hope to serve as primary
preventive approaches to meeting the needs of diverse
communities. These programs include:

Ragtime

Recognizing that the yoke of oppression often
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Community Basis

To Co.toct th. sere or O'Y of lISprograms: South C•• /rtJI Trol.l.g Project RAPP has been developed and conducted
Co.sOI1luln, I.c., 6090 S. Sepulvedo, Suit< 330, Culver CII)', CA by a diverse team of researchers and educators from three
90]30, (877) 474./444 (tollf"')' •••••••sctral.l.gco.sortlum.org. universities--the University of North Carolina at Chapel
---------------------1 Hill, Duke University, and North Carolina Central

University, a historically Black university. Further, the
involvement of the schools and community groups has
been crucial to the development and progress of RAPP. In
addition to the academic researchers and clinicians. the
team of project Investigators has included a senior school
administrator and leaders from two community coalitions.

In a very real sense, Project RAPP is a community-
based organization. From its inception, the investigators
have worked to ensure that the project has a visible.
positive role in the community. Most obviously and
directly, the project office is in the community. rather than
on a university campus. The project is housed in a facilityl

debilitates the mind, body, and spirit, Ragtime has been
developed to reconnect women in the community to the
historical tradition of creating beauty from rags. Ragtime
teaches women and pregnant teens how to sew and create
quilts that literally transform rags into works of self-
expression. As the women in the program work to repair
the damage suffered in their lives, they learn to repair the
damage to the clothes they wear - ultimately learning that
renewal can come from within.

Family Literacy Pro!:ram.

Still in its infancy, the Family Literary Program
has been developed to assist families and children in
developing a love for the written word, to connect families
and children with quality literature that is culturally
sensitive and affirming of varied cultural experiences, to
teach parents how to read to their children, and to enhance
self-esteem of ethnic minority children through reading.
The program is currently developing a web site, "Books for
My Child," designed to assist adults in identifYing quality
children's literature for the children in their lives.

Healing Villagers Press

This small publishing house, has been established
to provide opportunities for community leaders. service
providers, scholars, and graduate students to publish
materials that benefit traditionally underserved communi·
ties. Specializing in the small volume publication of books.
professional manuals, workbooks. videos, educational
software and computer games, Healing Villagers Press
recognizes that it is very difficult to publish such materials
though traditional methods, and that often, works highly
beneficial to underserved communities, go unpublished.
The first two volumes published by the Press: Combatins
Teen Delinauencv in an Anartment Settins Throuah
Village Buildins (1998) and Books for Our Children.
Books for Ourselves: An African American Parent's Guide
to Readins Children's Literature (in press). are available
directly through the SCTC.

Project RAPP: Research and Intervention
in a Cultural Context

Patrick S. Malone, Duke University
Dorothy C. Browne, Univ. of North Carolina-Chapel Hilledolescence is a critical period for the onset and

development of novel behaviors, including health
risk behaviors such as violence, early and

lU1protected sexual activity. and substance use.
Empirically. the onset of risk behavior during adolescence

is routinely evident in national youth surveys (e.g., the
National Institute of Drug Abuse's Monitoring the Future
study; the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's
Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance). Also evident in these
surveys is the differential prevalence of risk-taking
behaviors between White and African American
adolescents: African American adolescents show higher
prevalence rates for violence and early sexual activity than
do White adolescents (Kann et aI., 1998). Similarly.
African American adolescents experience more alcohol-
related problems than do White adolescents, even though
abstinence rates are higher for African American
adolescents (Bailey & Rachal, 1993).

Project RAPP (Reaching Adolescents, Parents, and
Peers) is a five-year project designed to test the
effectiveness of three interrelated interventions (peer
leadership training, a health curriculum, and parent
support) targeted at preventing or reducing violence,
substance use, and early and unprotected sexual activity
among African American middle school youth in a small
Southeastern city. RAPP's evaluation component included
longitudinal youth surveys, parent interviews. and record
data collection from the schools and community agencies.
RAPP is one of seven research projects funded ry the
Office of Minority Health and the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development under the Minority
Youth Health Behavior Cooperative Agreement ("Research
on Sexually Transmitted Diseases. Violence. and
Pregnancy Prevention" [RSVPP]).

Project RAPP was developed as a community.
based intervention targeted to a specific urban population
of African American youth. RAPP has worked to embed
itself in the community, to be responsive to the
community's expectations. and to respect its culture and
traditions. This cultural focus has affected all aspects of the
project, including staffing, intervention design, research
questions. measurement and evaluation activities. and
conclusions.



that was the fonner office and residence of an African
American physician who was well-known and respected in
thecommwrity. The house is on a thoroughfare that was the
siteof a flourishing African American business commwrity
earlier in the century and is now the location of one of the
city's oldest public housing developments.

At a more general level, Project RAPP is directly
involved with issues affecting the community, especially
its African American adolescent population. RAPP has
continually invested time and energy in introducing new
school system personnel, city and county officials, and
olber commwrity leaders to the project and in eliciting
support for the project's efforts. RAPP investigators have
fi'equently presented data nom the project to commwrity
leaders, including the mayor and a conference of business
and government leaders. Project RAPP is represented on
local government committees and boards charged with
reducing youth risk behaviors. The Principal Investigator
and the majority of the project staff live in the commwrity
andshare its concerns.

Project RAPP also maintains a Community
Advisory Board that advises investigators and staff on
various issues. The Board currently has eight members,
including two parents of children enrolled in the local
school system and representatives IIom a variety of
commwrity organizations; the elected chair of the Board
(also a RAPP Investigator) is director of a commwrity
coalition focused on improving health in the local African
American commwrity. The Board has advised the project
on a variety of issues, including the development of
culturally sensitive approaches to the collection of data,
existence of resoW'ces in the commwrity, and the future
direction of RAPP. The Board has also been instrumental
in the project's efforts to disseminate its findings to the
commwrity. In some cases, Board members have been able
to contribute plausible interpretations for findings that
puzzled the researchers. Their insights and experience have
been extremely valuable throughout the projecrs duration.

Conceptual Framework

All of these issues-participation in the multi-site
project, the diverse research team, and the grounding in the
community-both guide and reflect Project RAPP's
conceptual orientation, which is in turn manifest in the
nature of the interventions and of the analysis plans. The
conceptual ftamework for Project RAPP has drawn IIom
several complementary theoretical approaches, subsumed
by a general ecological perspective. The ecological
tramework emphasizes the interdependence of levels (i.e.,
Ibe individual, family, community, and environmental) that
influence behavior. This model postulates that
circumstances that promote problem behaviors range IIom
Ibe individual attributes of the adolescent, to the family and
social factors, to cultural beliefs (Bronfenbrenner, 1979;
Howze & Kotch, 1984).

The ecological perspective recognizes the
importance of cultural factors in the development of
individuals; however, much of the research on African
American risk behaviors has failed to examine the impact
of the cultural context on risk behaviors. In addition to
assessments of the risk behaviors, RAPP's survey includes
measures of many constructs that are specifically relevant
to the experiences of minority youth (e.g., ethnic identity
[the extent to which ethnic group membership is an
important component of the youth's identity]; perceived
discrimination; see, e.g., Brovme. Malone, Wilson-Brewer,
Humphrey, & Clubb, under review), as well as other
constructs which may be particularly siguificant in the
prediction of risk behavior for urban African Americans
(e.g., religiosity).

The RAPP Intervention

Although Project RAPP's interventions do not
directly focus on ethnic matters, awareness of and
sensitivity to the participant's cultural backgrounds are
manifest throughout. The original intervention consisted of
three linked components: a comprehensive health
curriculum, peer leadership training, and parent support.
These interventions were implemented in two of the four
middle schools in the local city school district; the other
two schools served as controls. The districrs enrollment
was primarily (85%) African American.

The curriculum drew nom several existing
programs, combined with local inspiration and expert
consultation. It included components on violence, sub-
stance abuse, and sexuality, as well as a social skill. and
decision-making component called "the Weave". The
materials were developed IIom combinations of original
plans and existing programs, in consultation with parents,
community leaders, and school officials. This consultation
was especially important for the sexuality curriculum;
commwrity input was invaluable in establishing a sound
and acceptable sexuality curriculum. The curriculum will
be made available to the school district, after revision
based on the experience of the intervention teachers and
the comments of experts in the fields.

The peer leadership training and parent support
programs were based on psychological models of social
influence and attitude and behavior change, and intended to
produce environmental changes for the youth of the
commwrity. Peer opinion leaders-those youth who have
the most impact on others in the schools--were identified
by sociometric surveys in the middle schools. Those
leaders were recruited to participate in special se>sions
outside the curriculum implementation. The initial focus
was on teaching the leaders communication and decision-
making skills, as well as the adverse consequences of
violence and the other risk behaviors. The sessions
culminated in the peer leaders' development of
presentations to convince younger children to avoid the
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health risk behaviors.
Parent suppon followed much the same model.

Parents from the intervention schools were recroited for
workshops and parenting skill training; parents of the peer
leaders were panicularly encouraged to participate. Again,
after initial sessions. the parent panicipants were
encouraged to guide and shape the program, which
included communication skills development, social
suppon. learning about the risk behaviors, and the
existence of community resources for parents.

In both cases. the panicipants were expected not
only to develop more adaptive skills and habits themselves,
but also to convey them to others. The peer leaders were
selected for their influence on other youth; the parents were
encouraged to draw other parents into the sessions and, in
some cases, to become group leaders for future parent
groups (in addition. of course, to influencing their own
children). Thus. these components of the intervention are
not only shaped but actually implemented by the
community--the students and their parents.

Summary

Project RAPP and the other RSVPP projects
represent a developing paradigm in public health
interventions and research: the combination of rigorous
academic standards and a strong community basis, in
service of a culturally relevant program for minority youth.
By working with community leaders as Investigators, and
through the assistance of the Community Advisory Board,
RAPP has been able to draw on these individual's
backgrounds and insights to craft a culturally competent
research and intervention program. The continuing
involvement of community members in the project--as
advisors, as survey monitors, and as project staff or office
help--has reinforced those pamerships and maintained
trust between the academic researchers and the community
leaders, Finally, because aspects of the interventions are
shaped by the people involved--the peer leaders and their
parents--those conbibutions are directly relevant to the
concerns and experiences of the project participants. All of
these factors have strengthened Prject RAPP's ability to
address its goals, both in intervention and research.
Moreover, this successful pannership between the RAPP
investigators and the local African American community
has enhanced the prospects for future work addressing the
health needs of the community's youth.
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Creating and Utilizing Community
with Chicana College Students

Alberta M, Gloria
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Ohe number of Latino/as who drop out or stop out
of academia (from elementary to post-secondary

levels) reinforces their subordinate economic,
social, and educational status (President's Advisory
Commission on Educational Excellence for Hispanic
Americans, 1996). A ftequent response to sociopolitical and
socio-economic baniers in education. academic
nonpersistence for Latino/as is not a random occurrence
(Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages
Affairs. 1998). In particular. Chicano/as (individuals of
Mexican descent) have the lowest college completion rate
relative to other Latino subgroups (Chapa & Valencia. 1993),
and fewer Chicanas (females of Mexican descent) graduate
from college than Chicanos (Gloria, 1997). As such,
establishing a university-based community that promotes the
academic persistence and success of Chicanas is warranted.

Chicanas experience educational stereotypes and
barriers in higher education that are substantially different
from Chicanos (Gloria, 1997, 1998a). Lacking Chicana
faculty role models and mentors, experiencing familial
pressures regarding home and school responsibilities, and
traversing multiple identities in unwelcoming academic
environments, many Chicana college students encuunter
alienation, isolation, and cultural incongruity on
predominately White college campuses (Gloria, 1997;
Gloria & Robinson Kurpius, 1996). Because Chicanas are
often forced to balance their cultural values with those of
the academic environment, accessing socia! support
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systemsis central to their academic persistence (Gloria &
Pope-Davis, 1996; Gloria & Rodriguez. 1998). For
instance, research with 357 Chicana undergraduates
indicated that social supports and a welcoming university
eovironment predicted nonpersistence decisions and
promotedcultural congruity (Gloria, 1997).

In creating a supportive and welcoming university
eovironment for Chicana students, Gloria (1997; 1998a)
proposed that faculty access Chicano!a values of familismo
and communidad to establish a "university family" or
university-based community. Mobilized from preexisting
energies and resources. a university-based community is a
culturally-inclusive environment comprised of those
individuals in and around the university (e.g., students,
family and friends, personnel, organizations and
businesses) (Gloria, 1997). A culturally-inclusive
university climate or cultural ambiance (Gloria & Pope-
Davis, 1997) includes college, student learning and
training, curriculum, and faculty environments that are
supponive of all students. Further, individuals who are
directly (e.g., faculty) and indirectly (e.g., family members)
affiliated with Chicano!a students activate and propel the
university-based community. Specifically, trust, respect,
commitment. and time are critical to combat the issues
(e.g., negative stereotypes,limited resources, and lack of
mentors) that challenge a Chicano!a student university-
based community (Gloria, 1998b). Accordingly, a
university-based community intervention was developed to
promote Chicana academic persistence.

A Univenity-Based Community Intervention:
Pizza and Study Session

In a recent conversation with one of my mentees, a
senior who is a Chicana student leader on campus, she
expressed her need to set an example of academic
excellence for younger Chicana undergraduates. Also
central to our discussion was the imponance of having
educationally successful and accessible student and faculty
role models. Given student concerns and anxieties about
upcoming finaI exams, we agreed that organizing a study
session for Chicanas was appropriate. As a result of my
informal relationship with the Chicano Studies Program,
flyers were posted and informal invitations were made
regarding a pizza and study session for Chicana
undergraduates. In addition, the upcoming event was
announced at a celebration for graduating Chicano!a
students. I also recruited two of my Latina graduate student
advisees to provide tutoring services. serve as positive
educational role models, and panicipate in the study
session. We purposefully held the study session in my
department to expose the Chicana undergraduate to a
graduate department and encourage discussions about
graduate school. Concerned about the students' willingness
to approach an unfamiliar department, my Chicana mentee
met the students at the Chicano!a Studies Program and

approximately IS students arrived as a group. All of thc
study session participants were Chicana.

As informal introductions were made, the Chicana
students explored my department's graduate student
lounge, examining pictures of graduate students, journal
holdiings, student-authored anicles, and other materials. At
first a bit uncertain about their new surroundiings, the
students' mood eased when the pizza arrived. It was not
long until the room was filled with laughter and various
conversations in both English and Spanish. In panicular.
my graduate students and I were questioned about our
respective roles in the depanment. I tried to establish an
informal connection with each of the Chicana
undergraduates and encouraged my graduate students to do
the same.

After we finished eating, we all studied intently.
To provide students with technical suppon, they were
afforded use of the department's copy machine and access
to my computer and printer. Cookie and popcorn breaks
eased the intensity and allowed for an appropriate mix of
studying and socializing into the late evening.

Conclusion

Although not assessed by the Chicanas' exam
grades, the study session was successful for several
reasons. First, this intervention involved the Chicana
undergraduates (i.e., the university-based community)
defining their own needs to promote academic persistence.
That is, the request for academic role models and suppon
for individual academic success (i.e .. mentoring) was
identified and implemented. Having latina graduate
students attend the study session enabled the Chicana
undergraduates to receive culturally-relevant me': ,ring
and see their potential for academic success (Gloria.
I998a). That all the study session panicipants were female
was not surprising as the coordinating faculty member and
student leader are Chicana. Operationalizing a universitJi-
based community, Chicano!a student-affiliated individuals
coordinated and created a culturally-congruent and
welcoming learning and social environment.

Second, the intervention was multi-sYstemic as the
coordiination and processes of the study session accessed
different levels of relationships and organizational sYstems.
That is, undergraduate and graduate students and faculty
worked collaboratively to mobilize available energies and
resources of the Chicanola Studies Program (i.e., flyers and
making announcements) and my department (i.e .. support,
space, and some fundiing for the event). Because several
sYstems were involved in the coordination of the study
session, the Chicana undergraduates were exposed to new
information and educational possibilities (e.g .. grdduate
school) and potential role models and mentors. Similarly. the
Latina graduate students experienced their role in mentoring
other Chicana/Latina students (Gloria, 1998a). As such. the
event was created and "owned" by the Chicano!a community.
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Finally. in addition to creating a welcoming
environment to study during final exams. this intervention
enhanced the sense of university community and social
support experienced by the Chicana undergraduate and
graduate students. Although a small number of Chicano!a
students attended the study session. the knowledge that
personal and academic supports are available and
accessible helps to decrease Chicano!a student alienation
and isolation (Gloria. 1998a; Gloria & Rodriguez. 1998).
Given the influence of social supports and mentoring on
the academic persistence of Chicana undergraduates. this
article describes a simple yet effective community-based
interventions implemented to create psychological. social.
and educational change within and for Chicano!a
communities. In particular. tapping into the values of group
and community to develop a university-based community
is central to the academic persistence and success of
Chicana college students.
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Diversity, Community Psychology,
and the Faith Community:

Uniting to Prevent Child Abuse

Tammy H. Ichinotsubo
California School of Professional Psychology, Los Angeles

A hile psychologists have recently been in theW process of rediscovering the importance of
spirituality and religion in the lives of the people

they serve. leaders in the faith community have been
discovering that psychologists can be a tremendous
resource for them as well. The centrality of religion in the
values and lifestyles of many diverse cultural groups
suggests that collaboration between psycbologists and faith
community leaders is important. One area available to
psychologists for such collaboration is in child abuse
prevention.

Five years ago. the Child Abuse Prevention
Council of Orange County [California] (CAPCOC)
created the Religious Committee in order to address the
specific and growing needs and concerns of the faith
community in Orange County with regard to child abuse
and neglect. The main task of the Committee was to create
and host an annual conference for faith community leaders
on issues related to child abuse prevention and
intervention. including recognizing the signs of possible
child abuse. how and when to report suspected child abuse.
screening church volunteers and employees. and knowing
what treatment options exist. For the past two years.
additional training on collaborating with mental health
professionals and law enforcement has been incorporated.
The Religious Commiltee. a small. interfaith group
consisting of social workers. clergy. educators. nonprofit
employees and volunteers. and a psychologist (that would
be me). was itself a multidisciplinary collaborative. It
should be noted that the population of Latno and Asian
families is quite high in this geographic area.

The Religious Committee serves as a means to
develop an ever-evolving model of collaborating with
members of the faith community in efforts to protect
children from abuse and foster healthy families. While this
model is definitely a "work-in-progress." it has enabled the
Committee to utilize community psychology principles
(truthfully. without committee members even realizing that
was what they doing!) and to be sensitive to cultural
diversity within the Committee as well as within the faith
community. The integration of multiculturalism and
community psychology seemed to be a natural and logical
approach as I sat in my first meeting as Chair of the
Religious Committee 2-1/2 years ago. Yet. I encountered
difficulty in the actual implementation of these concepts.

Although the Committee consisted entirely of first-
time members. the legacy of past Committees was strongly
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Community Outreach by a Mental Health
Center: A Dialogue with Clergy

Glen A. Milstein
Cornell University

Edward Sims & Leora Liggins
University Behavioral HeaItheare, Newark, NJ

(i) ver thirty years of research has shown that clergy
function both as de facto mental health

professionals, and gatekeepers to the mental health
profession (Gorin, Veroff, & Fold, 1960; Veroff, Kulka. &
Douvan. 1981; Chalfant, Heller, Roberts, Briones, Agirre-
Hochhaum, & Farr, 1990). Recent research has shown that
the mental health profession has been unresponsive to the
counseling role of clergy in their communities (Weaver,
Samford, Kline, Lucas, Larson, & Koenig, 1997), <0 tht
religious views of mental health patients (Milstein,
Guarnaccia. & MidIarsky, 1995; Shafranske, 1996), and in
particular to the important role of religion among African-
Americans (Boyd-Franklin, 1989; Lyles, 1992).

This paper describes the implementation of a ten-
month, pro-active. outreach program which sought to begin
an informed dialogue between University Behavioral
Health Care (UBHC) at the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ)----a mental health
center in an urban African-American community-and local
clergy in the Newark. New Jersey community. The results
of this work were a symposium. a brief survey of the
counseling activities and needs of clergy. and a plan to help
facilitate future dialogues within the community.

In order to reach out to the community it was
necessary to identifY people within UBHC who were
familiar with local clergy. To accomplish this we spent two
months conducting an informal census of staff members on
each treatment team. We found that many people were
involved with local congregations, knew local clergy. or
were themselves ordained ministers. From these meetings.
we assembled a staff advisory committee to plan an
outreach symposium. The committee included a clinic
administrator who was also in ministry training, three
clinicians involved in their local churches, a hospital
chaplain, and a member of the housekeeping staff who was
a local minister. We then met biweekly for eight months to
plan both the process and the substance of our outreach.

In the course of our meetings we discussed and
resolved several pragmatic concems: First, to find a date of

l

fell As such, the Committee started out operating from a change of the Religious Committee and the expansion of
fairly traditional, hierarchical paradigm in which we our collaborative efforts. The integration of
believed ourselves 10 have a certain level of expertise about multiculturalism and community psychology principles
what the faith community needed to know to prevent child began 10 materialize in the formation of the working model.
abuse and we believed that if we packaged it correctly Though much work and development still needs to occur, it
Ibere should be no reason why they wouldn't be clamoring seems like we're off 10 a good, and effective, start.
to obtain this information from us. It was then that I f--------------------
realized that my first task was to begin shifting the
paradigm that existed within the Committee.

What eventually developed was a model that had
as its foundation, an emphasis on appreciating both
diversity and collaboration, understanding the perspectives
of those we were collaborating with, learning how to
communicate in a manner that could be heard, finding out
what the felt needs were, and focusing on mutual
empowerment. The Committee members slowly started to
evolve into this process of collaborative interaction with
each other first. since each member came from a different
cultural and professional background. Then, these concepts
were applied to our conference planning as we strove to
Wlderstand how clergy might interpret our efforts, not only
based on differences (and tensions) that exist between
mental health professionals and clergy, particularly when it
comes to family issues and child abuse, but also on
differences that exist between religious cultures and
between ethnic cultures. Even committee members who
were clergy themselves needed to be reminded that their
positive interactions with menal health and extensive
involvement in child abuse prevention may have removed
them somewhat from the perspectives of many of their
colleagues.

The community/diversity-oriented model from
which the Committee was now operating has been able to
provide a rationale and a &amework for the Committee and
CAPCOC to begin understanding the actual experiences
andchallenges of faith community leaders and to learn how
they are thinking and talking about those issues most
pressing to them, as well as what they have done to address
the issues directly. From this, the Committee has been able
to establish new collaborative relationships th8t enabled
Ibe start of a shift from primarily mental health
professionals teaching faith community leaders to more of
a team approach where clergy and mental health
professionals offer mutual support in efforts to learn from
and empower each other.

The Committee is now in the midst of a major
needs assessment project that will serve to further an
understanding of the faith community's experiences, needs,
and perceptions, as well as to increase opportunities for
collaboration. It will enable CAPCOC members and clergy
to begin to establish relationships that may be mutua1ly
beneficial and may serve to foster an appreciation and
valuing of existing cultural and professional differences.

Again, the "model" that formed out of the
collaborative work of the Religious Committee is still
evolving and will continue to evolve with the growth and
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the month, a day of the week, and a time when clergy
would be most able to anend. We chose Wednesday 29
April 1998 because it feU after Easter and in the middle of
the week. Second, to ensure that the session be no more
than a half-day. and include a meal. We decided on a
morning meeting aUowing time for the participants to
continue speaking informally after the presentations. Third,
to guarantee that the symposium be free of charge.

We next decided on the content of the program.
Our goal was to learn from the clergy's profound
knowledge of their communities, and to express our desire
to work in partnership with them, offering our expertise as
providers of mental health care. Three books provided very
helpful guidelines: The Minister as Diagnostician (Pruyser,
1976), Referral in Pastoral Counseling (Oglesby, 1978),
and a recent publication from the North Carolina Alliance for
the Mentally m: Creating a Circle of Caring: the Church and
the Mentally m (Strobel, 1997). In reviewing this literature we
learned about the historic counseling role of clergy, examples
of when clergy should interact with mental health
professionals for the benefit of their congregants, and the
religious community's obligation to help those marginalized
by mental illness. We prepared a two-page questionnaire
seeking to assess the participants' counseling experiences
within their congregations, their communities' needs, and their
previous interaction with UBHC.

We mailed invitations at the end of March. By the
RSVP date of 15 April, we had received only three
responses from the more than twenty invitations sent. At
this point, the personal relationships of the staff became
paramount. The advisory comminee made telephone calls
to the clergy they knew and encouraged them to anend.
Over 20 people anended the seminar, in addition to UBHC
staff. Anendees included Christian and Muslim clergy as
weU as lay leaders from the Congregations.

The Symposium

The symposium began with an invocation by the
hospital chaplain followed by a greeting from the director
of the clinic. The participants were then asked to fill out the
two-page questionnaire. This was followed by five
presentations:

A Brief History of Clergy and Community Mental
Health

2 Mental Dlness and Mental Health Care
3 Your Child's Mental Health
4 The Treatment of Dntgs and Alcohol for the Mental IlJ

Chemical Abuser (MICA)
Stress in the Lives of Clergy

After the presentations an animated discussion
ensued. There was a consensus among all the participants
that this had been an important dialogue which should be
continued with other clergy in the community. The clergy

recognized both that their congregants have significant
counseling needs, and their own need for guidance to
evaluate which persons would be best treated by mental
health professionals. Some participants also expressed
concern that some congregants would be reluctant to come
to UBHC for mental health services without the
recommendation and agreement of their clergy. This
confirmed our expectation that involving clergy with the
mental health care process could ameliorate the stigma
anached to seeking services from our agency.

The program ended with a Moslem blessing in both
English and Arabic by a participating Imam. Lunch and
further conversations followed.

Survey Results

The survey responses indicated that places of worship
are de facto counseling centers in Newark: 68% of the clergy
reported spending over five hours per week counselin8.
Responses also showed that the participants would welcome
assistance with a wide variety of their congregants' needs. The
problems they most frequently encounter involve relationship
and economic issues. In addition. depression and irrational
thinking are frequently the focus of the clergy's counseling.
The participants indicated an interest in all of the services
offered by UBHC, especially those concerned with mental
illness. family and child problems and HIV AIDS. Many
clergy reported that they bad been unaware of the breadth of
services offered by UBHC. and this may explain why few
clergy in the community reported using the agency's services.

Follow-Up

This outreach provided a great deal of information.
The agency is currentiy designing three follow-up actions:
First to designate a person available to contact at UBHC
when clergy wish to make a referral. Second, to offer
psycho-education at churches. so that help-seekers teel
more comfortable at their initial contact with UBHC.
Third, to invite clergy to come and speak to clinic stafT.
This was felt to be particularly important for the Moslem
Imams.

This was a very gratifYing event. It is hoped that
the above descriptions will provide others with a model for
both the study and facilitation of clergy and mental health
professional interaction at the community level.
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Up You Mighty Race!:
Four Perspectives On A Pioneer Of

African-American Self-Help

Keith Humphreys
Velerans Affairs Health Care System and Stanford

Univ. School of Medicine

li\n March 23, 1916, a flamboyant and eloquent'='activist named Marcus Garvey arrived in Harlem
with plans to bring African-Americans a program of
economic and spiritual renewal, autonomy, and self-
reliance that he had developed in his native Jamaica. His
original hope of securing the support of Booker T.
Washington was dashed when The Sage of Tuskegee died
just prior to Garvey's journey. As Garvey explains in his
essay "Aims and Objects of the United Negro Improvement
Association (UNIA)" (Reprinted in Hill and Bair's
collection of Garvey's papers), he decided that even
without Washington's assistance, he could personally
inspire and lead a worldwide movement that would create
• sense of unity and racial pride among all people of

African descent, promote mutual help among Blacks,
oppose European colonialism in Africa. and develop a
self-supporting network of Black-<:ontrolled businesses and
educational institutions. In the words of Elton Fax, these
goals clearly did not "suffer from the encumbrances of
modesty" (p.S8)", but Garvey's indefatigable spirit and
organizational ability enabled him to come impressively far
towards meeting them before internal and external enemies
brought the man and his movement to a crashing halt by the
close of the 1920s.

Of the four books discussed here, E. David
Cronon's Black Moses is the most comprehensive and best
documented, and thus serves as the best introduction to
Garvey's life and works. Through painstaking research,
Cronon tracked down Garvey's surviving fami" and
friends and unearthed valuable published and unpublished
sources. Cronon begins his story in SI. Ann's Bay, Jamaica.
where Garvey was born in 1887 and named after his father
Marcus Garvey Sr .. Although the Garvey family was
initially financially stable, they suffered a steady decline in
their fortunes as Marcus Garvey Sr. became increasingly
prone to paranoia, irrational outbursts, and disastrous
business decisions (problems with which Marcus Jr.
himself would later struggle). A particularly sad index of
the families difficulties is that of the II Garvey children.
only Marcus Jr. and his sister Indiana lived to maturity.
Marcus was a bright and inquisitive child, but received
little formal education because his family's economic
situation required him to work. Garvey's shame about his
lack of education never abated, and later fueled his envy
and vituperation of his Harvard-educated arch-rival, Dr.
W.E.B. DuBois of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

As a young man Garvey supported himself and his
family by working as a printer. He was highly skilled at his
trade and became a master printer and foreman at The P.A.
Benjamin Company by the age of20. In 1907, unionized
workers at the company went on strike for higher wages.
and elected Garvey to be their leader. Unfortunately, the
strike was broken when the union treasurer embezzled the
strike fund and the company imported linotype machines
and scabs to replace the striking workers. Although the
strikers were re-hired, Garvey was blacklisted by the
printing industry in Jamaica for his role as organizer. This
bitter experience made Garvey permanently skeptical of
the value of labor unions, and lead him to look for
alternative means to improve the lot of Blacks.

Influenced in part by Booker T. Washington's
writings, Garvey founded the UNIA in Jamaica as a
"friendly society" which fed the poor and sick, operated an
employment bureau, and sponsored cultural events such as
literary and debating groups. At the time, the UNIA was so
politically moderate that it attracted the support of many
politically influential Whites, just as did many of
Washington's endeavors in the U.S .. Garvey did not
strongly develop UNIA's Black Nationalist themes and
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demands for an end to exploitation of Afiican peoples until
he came to Harlem in 1916.

During his first months in the U.S., Garvey seemed
no ditTerent than the dozens of other colorful street-comer
orators who served as a sideshow to the Harlem
Renaissance. However. Garvey's eloquence and popular
appeal grew in tandem. By 1917, he was lecturing to
packed auditoriums about promoting racial pride and self-
reliance among Africa-descended peoples. Garvey's
speeches and essays. republished in the excellent collection
edited by Hill and Bair, give as much sense as the written
word can of Garvey's electrifYing power as a speaker. He
was a master ofsloganeering ("Up you mighty race". "One
aim! One God! One destiny!", "Black is beautiful") and
inspirational words ("Be as proud of your race today as our
lathers were in the days of yore. We have a beautiful
history, and we shall create another in the future that will
astonish the world") with some occasional bombast thrown
in to maintain listeners' attention. Viewing the wonderful
photos in Cronon's book of the stocky. intense Jamaican
speaking to massive, attentive crowds around the world,
one can almost hear Garvey's voice booming out from the
pages.

Garvey was both too shrewd and too immodest to
be satisfied with reaching auditorium size crowds.
Drawing on his experience in publishing and printing,
Garvey founded the Negro World newspaper in January of
1918 and successfully used it to trumpet his ideas around
the world. The circulation of the paper varied from 50,000-
200,000 and even Garve)"s opponents - who included
many members of the more traditional Black press - were
forced to admit that it was consistently engaging, thought-
provoking and technically impressive. The paper promoted
racial pride in both word and deed: Unlike virtually all
other Black publications, it refused ads for skin whiteners
and hair straighteners. Perhaps the finest tribute the paper
received was its suppression by a number of colonial
governments in Afiica and the Caribbean.

As he became a household name, Garvey began to
draw more followers and launch new initiatives. In 1919,
he founded the Negro Factories Corporation (NFC), a
network of Black-owned businesses such as co-op
groceries. steam laundries, millinery and clothing stores, a
publishing company, a restaurant, and a hotel. The NFC
was financed entirely by Black small investors, the logic
being that as the businesses succeeded, investors would
profit and new funds would become available to help new
Black-owned business get started. In his speeches and
publications, Garvey promulgated the idea that racial self-
interest should be the paramount concern of every Black
American, and should include patronizing Black-owned
businesses. Garvey believed that Whites would never give
Blacks full equality; rather it was up to Blacks to
accumulate the material wealth and self-respect to allow
them to seize equality for themselves.

Garvey's most famous and most misunderstood

venture was the Black Star Line (BSL). The purpose of the
BSL was to purchase ships that would carry cargo and
passengers between the United States, the Caribbean, and
Afiica. using $5 stock shares sold through the mails for
financing. Today, many otherwise well-informed people
believe that Marcus Garvey's "Back to Afiica" campaign
was an effort to build ships to transplant all Black
Americans to Afiica. All the books discussed here make
clear that this is a gross misinterpretation. The purpose of
the BSL was primarily to make money for Black investors
and further promote Black economic self-reliance. Taking
a cue from Zionists, Garvey hoped that one day there
would be an independent Black nation in West Afiica that
many Blacks would visit and more would be inspired by,
but be no more expected all Blacks to move there than
Theodor Herzl expected all Jews to resettle permanently in
Israel. In fact, Garvey believed that America otTereq
Blacks tremendous opportunities because its extreme
segregation created the perfect context for economic self·
reliance and cultural autonomy. Hence, Garvey's well-
known "Back to Africa" slogan was metaphorical, referring
to racial self-respect, pride, and knowledge of Afiican
culture and history.

Black Americans bought enormous quantities of
stock in Garvey's enterprises, and also flocked to joined
the UNIA. Although reliable membership data arc not
available (and Garvey's assertion of 2-4 million members
is surely an example of his tendency to exaggerate), even
the more conservative estimates point to hundreds of
thousands of UNIA members around the world by 1920.
UNIA beld mammoth international conventions in Harlem
in the early 1920s. Garvey was enamored of extravagant
uniforms, royal sounding titles, and elaborate parade dress
(Many existing photos of him feature him in lavish regalia
of his own design). The photos of the convention p~rade>
and other UNIA gatherings reproduced in Cronon's,
Martin's, and Fax's books are thus visually arresting.
Middle-class Black organizations, like the NAACP,
criticized the "silly" rituals and dress of UNIA, but Garvey
believed that less educated, less privileged Blacks (like
himself) might enjoy the opportunity to have an exalted
title and march in uniform at the head of a parade, just as a
White gas station attendant might take pride in becoming
an officer of the local Water Buffalo Lodge. And to tbe
chagrin of the NAACP, Garvey was correct: UNIA had
more success at recruiting poor and less educated Blacks
than any otber civil rights organization of the period.

Part of the meteoric rise of the UNIA can be
attributed to Garvey's organizational skills and forceful
personality, but broader cultural and historical factors
explain why the movement struck such fertile ground with
American Blacks. The years 1915-1925 were amOl,g the
most dismal in terms of Black-White relations in the U.S.
The Ku Klux Klan achieved its greatest popularity and
public acceptance in these years. Other White mass
movements, such as the Suffragettes and the Anti-Saloon
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League, also inflamed and played upon racist sentiments in
order to advance their own political agendas. Black
Americans, meanwhile, were discovering that even though
many of them had just fought bravely in a war for needom
anddemocracy in Europe, these same values were still not
honored al home. The many Southern Blacks who came
north to work in war-related industries were also seeing
initial hopes for betterment dashed, as they found that the
prejudice in the South differed &om that in the North in
bluntness rather than intensity. Black Americans' cynicism
and despair was further fueled as the summer of 1919
('Red Summer" in the words of James Weldon Johnson)
saw White mobs in many U.S. cities terrorizing and
murdering Blacks. With this as context, it is unsurprising
that a movement emphasizing Black self-reliance and
racial pride exploded in the span of only a few years under
thedirection of a charismatic leader.

Unfortunately, the decline of Garvey and the
UNIA were almost as sudden as their ascension.
Unscrupulous White businessmen fleeced the BSL board
by selling them dilapidated ships that spent more time in
dry-docks than delivering goods. Other Black leaders,
especially W.E.B. DuBois and members of the Black press,
harshly criticized Garvey for emphasizing self-reliance
over more traditional civil rights approaches to promoting
racial equality. Further. rumors began to circulate that
there was graft within Garvey's enterprises. All the books
reviewed here maintain convincingly that Garvey himself
wasan honest man. but some of his underlings apparently
absconded with UNIA funds. Garvey must be held partially
responsible for the problems within the UNIA. for he stood
behind ineffectual and dishonest toadies but dismissed
honestsubordinates who pointed out problems or disagreed
on matters of policy.

With the support of organizations like the NAACP,
the U.S. government also began harassing Garvey,
charginghim with mail &aud in connection with the sale of
Black Star Line stock shares. Garvey and three other BSL
executives were tried in 1923, but only Garvey. the one of
the four who was probably innocent, was convicted.
Garvey undertnined himself at the trial by dismissing his
brilliant Black lawyer Cornelius W. McDougald and
choosing to defend himself. despite having no training in
law. However. it is unlikely that even McDougald could
haveprevented a conviction because powerful elements of
both White and Black society wanted to extinguish
Garveyism. Further, the Judge, Julian Mack, was an
NAACP board member. He sentenced Garvey to the
maximum tertn of five years in prison. A bitter
consequence of Mack's sentence (and refusal to be
replaced by a judge without ties to the NAACP) was that
Garvey, who up to the time of the trial had admired Jews
andheld their work ethic and self-detertnination up as an
exampleto Blacks, began developing anti-Semitic attitudes
(prefiguring some Black leaders today) because of his
angerat Mack, an ardent Zionist.

With Garvey in prison, the movement struggled on.
but never at its former strength. A deal with the Liberian
goverrunent to start a UNlA colony fell through, a large
bequest by a wealthy UNlA member was stolen during an
internal squabble, and UNlA chapter membership dropped
nationwide. Garvey was released &om prison early. but as
a foreigner convicted of a felon, he was immediately
deported. He continued fighting for his causes in the
Caribbean and in England, but was so minimized as a
political figure that his death in 1940 went largely
unnoticed. It was not until the revival of Black nationalism
in the U.S. and abroad that his memory was rehabilitated
and his writings came back into print.

All of these basic facts about Garvey's life can be
gathered &om Cronon's detailed and well-documented text.
which has a scholarly and dispassionate tone. Reading his
book is like listening to a lecture by a learned professor. In
contrast. reading Fax's is like sitting down for colfee with one.
While his book is less detailed than Cronan's and sometimes
even sounds chatty, Fax has a much more engaged and
engaging style of presenting Garvey's life and works. He
better conveys Garvey's magnetism. and also seems to have a
greater appreciation of the intra-Black politics of the 1920..
Because their styles and scope differ yet complement each
other, Cronon and Fax are worth reading together.

Martin's book does the best job of describing the
UNIA outside of the U.S., particularly its strength and
activities in Caribbean countries and its influence on
African nationalists such as Kwame Nkrumab and Nnamdi
Azikiwe. At the same time. Martin's book is often poorly
reasoned and documented. As can be inferred nom the
title. his book leans toward hagiography. For example.
Martin largely dismisses the internal problems and
mistakes of the UNlA in a fashion that is not convincing
even if one analyzes only the selected facts he presents.
The main value of Martin's panegyric may be :hat it
illustrates what Garvey means to some modem Black
Nationalists. and why they have come to interpret him as a
flawless genius tragically brought down by the
machinations of racist \\'hites.

This aspect ofMartin's book is but one example of
how appraisals of Marcus Garvey and Black self-help
movements tend to reflect the politics of the perceiver.
Modern Black nationalists like Martin deify Garvey
whereas the more traditionally liberal historian John Hope
Franklin (author of the foreword of the 1955 edition of
Cronon's book) dismissively appraises Garvey as an
"unforgettable character" who was "rather thoroughly
discredited at the time of his death". This diversity of
opinion will not surprise community psychologists because
the same tensions exist within our field: Our statist liberal
wing worries that "minority mutual aid organizations" and
"self-reliance" are code words for cuts in social welfare
and other forms of outside assistance, whereas out' more
libertarian wing tends to believe that self-help is an
important avenue for empowerment of minorities and
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I am grateful to Anita Davis, Elena Klaw, Ken Maton and
Russell Wigginton for their thoughtful comments on an
earlier version of this paper. Address correspondence to:
Keith Humphreys, Center for Health Care Evaluation,
VAPAHCS (l52·MPD), 795 Willow Road, Menlo Park,
CA 94025 USA.

curtailment of the imperialism of White helping
professionals.

While not pretending to offer a simple answer to
the debate about the merits of minority (or majority) self-
help movements, in reading these books about Garvey I
was struck by how many of the obstacles that caused him to
fail (e.g., government harassment of Black organizations,
hostility from mainstream civil rights organizations and the
Black press, inability of Blacks to win lawsuits against
Whites who cheat them in business deals) are much less
prominent today than they were in the 1920s. One wonders
then. how far a Marcus Garvey and a UNIA could go today
in the more racially and politically supportive environment
of the 1990s (despite its flaws). We may worry too much
about "not repeating the failures of the past"; what
ultimately failed in the 1920s might succeed brilliantly in
the different world of today. Some of Garvey's legacy is
clearly being carried forward by Black self·help
organizations like the National Black Women's Health
Project. the Parkside-Kenilworth Public Housing Revival
and the Sickle Cen Anemia Support Group Network, and
in events like The Million Man March and Million Woman
March. Yet given what Garvey and UNIA accomplished in
the 1920s, we may only be seeing the beginning of what
self-help movements can do in this era for empowering
disenfranchised groups. To the extent that the organizers
of today can be inspired by their forebears, all four of these
books on Marcus Garvey make fascinating reading for
those of us working to restore autonomy, self-reliance, and
self-respect in our various communities.
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Author'. Note

Beating the Odds

Hrabowski m, F. A., Maton, K.1., and Greif, G.L. (1998).
Bestin •• the Odds' Raisin •• Academicallv Successful
African American Males. New York: Oxford University
Press.

Review by Thom Moore

Bealin •• the odds: Raisin •• academicallv successful
African American males by Freeman A. Hrabowski m,
Kenneth I. Maton and Geoftiey L. Greif (1998) is a book to
be applauded. It is long overdue. It will appeal to a variety
of people: parents. educators, students. policy makers. and
scholars. As the cover states Beatin •• the Odds explores
from the perspective of students. fathers and mothers how
academically successful African American males are
raised. This book deserves applause because it stanas as a
beacon among a long list of critiques across media that
showcase negative sides of African American males. In
many instances these works have been meant to shine a
light on a social condition in order to stimulate solutions.
but taken as a whole too often they have served to reinforce
existing stereotypes.

Working in different mediums Ellioll Liebow, Alex
Kotlowitz, Leon Dash, and John Singleton have produced
scholarly and non-scholarly works that highlight the negative
side of Black life. As the countly entered a more hostile.
conservative period the public and policy-makers became less
compassionate and resources were diverted away from solving
the problems of the underrepresented. The above descriptions
of Amcan American life that were meant to educate and
expose were used as evidence against them. In the modern era
the Brown vs. Topeka decision was to usher in a beller day
in African American education. In the lirst chap~)f the
authors present data reflecting a dismal day in Amcan
American education; poor grades, low test scores, high
drop out rates and more. The authors say. "This book
deliberately looks at young Black males who are achieving
at the highest level of academic success in our countly".
Hrabowski et al. demonstrate what discoveries can be
made and solutions offered when a different questin is
asked. Hopefully these descriptions of African Americans
will have power to redirect lost resources and help fulfill
the expectations underlying the Brown vs. Topeka
decision.

At lirst blush Beatin •• the Odds appears to be at
odds to "community psychology" theory. Yes, it does
take a positive perspective by focusing on academically
successful African American males, but it asks of the
(traditional) victims of education to tell what they did to
produce success. The question has a contemporary
conservative rittg to illt is not so much that such a question is
unwarranted. but in the last twenty years or so it has been a
prelude to withdrawing resources and adding to the list of
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Some of the Legacies of Phil Mann

James G. Kelly
University of Illinois at Chicago
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Philip Alan Mann was an important contributor to
the field of community psychology. The following
comments are offered to remind us of some of his
contributions and to honor his talents and to remember his
unique presence.

Phil was born on May 30. 1934 in Des Moines.
Iowa. He died on November 7. 1998 of cancer in Iowa City.
Iowa. In between he emerged as an exemplar of Donald
Schon' s concept of the "reflective practitioner". He
thought deeply; he generated creative solutions outside the
conventional views of clinical and community topics; he
cared mightily about those he worked with; he nurtured all
with whom he had contact and he did so with sage insights
and down home humor. In every interaction 1ever had with
Phil over 32 years 1 always left his presence appreciated
and validated and energized.

A few comments about his career. After graduating
&om Roosevelt High School in Des Moines he er.tered
Drake University where he majored in biology for his B.A.

church are noted as providing a foundation for directing the
child. In some cases teachers are credited with having high
expectations and being demanding, without backing off,
that the student exercise his potential. The threads for the
tapestry are found in these contributions. I do not know
whether the authors assume that the student has a certain
level of ability or they purposely avoid engaging that issue.
Clearly they focus on understanding the influences on the
child's life as it relates to parenting and education. In any
event it is refreshing to read this book and not have to wade
through discussions of Black children's lesser abilities.
Certainly the presence for this group of students in the
Meyerhoff Program make that a moot point, but
Hrabowski, Maton and Greif have intentionally written
about performance rather than ability. For a parent
struggling with raising an African American male, ~
~ can be an encouragement and a reinforcement
that there are still things that can be done.

Beatin\! the Odds is an example of the kind of
contribution that researchers can make to the study ind
resolution of social problems. For Community
Psychologists changing the question is a significant way to
carry out an action research agenda. For parents and
educators, Beatin\! the Odds contains a wealth of
suggestions and strategies to produce more academically
successful African American males and females.

-

victims. A closer reading however reveals a strong
community perspective, the notion of strengths. In polite
circles enlightened people do not say that African
Americans' poor academic performance is due to genetic
inferiority. However, it does not take much to recognize
that just beneath the surface some form of that theory has
been formulated to explain the behavior (as a member on a
local school board I witness this explanation once a
month). The strengths notion shows that people are
actively engaged in making their lives better. So here we
have simultaneously a bold statement that African
American males are academically successful, and the keys
to their success are present in them as individuals, and their
families and their environments.

Hrabowski, Maton and Greif have chosen a
powerful method to investigate the phenomenon and to tell
their story. To gather the data they asked the parents, and
the sons enrolled in the Meyerhoffer Program for talented
students in science and math to tell how this outcome was
achieved. In three major chapters an array of descriptions
from the perspective of, or in the voice of, fathers, mothers,
and sons describe how the son became academically
successful. The authors then go a step further and employ
the metaphor of a tapestry to explain the son's success. The
notion ofa tapestry ofactivity related to education puts the
reader. whether parent, student, educator. researcher, in
touch with how complicated it is to parent young Aftican
American males. Finally the authors present six key factors b----------------------
leading to the success of these young men. Parents and SC~ Co".~ Nw'l
children. at some point working together, make conscious '
decisions to affect the child's academic outcome. In these 1---------------------
descriptions we see people operating on their own behalf,
but also relying on elements beyond them to realize their
goal.

There are stories of parents deciding early on that
their child was going to be successful in school. They
organized the family so that the seeds for academic success
were sown early. One father said, "I would like to give
credit to my wife. She made the decision when our son was
born that she would leave work and stay off for. few years
until our children were in preschool". One mother said "I
wasa teenage parent. and also 1was single and I raised my
son.(One can picture this mother siting on a couch proudly
emphasizing I, and pausing before continuing the sentence,
raised my son.) Early on I didn't have a lot of money, so I
used to have cards, playing cards, and we would play
games with them. This was years before he even started
first grade". Sons talked about educational toys that they
were given and how they and their parent played with
them. Taking advantage of educational opportunities like
special programs and visiting educational institutions on
family outings were also mentioned. Parents told stories
about making school choices and advocating in school for
their sons as something to be done.

In the different stories we hear that siblings and
extended family members contribute. Religion and the



degree, which he received in 1956. Perhaps this helps to
explain his readiness and seemingly natural ways of
thinking ecologically. He received his M.A. degree also
trom Drake in 1963 in psychology. In 1965 he entered the
Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology at the University
of Michigan and received his Ph.D. in 1968. I was on his
dissertation comntinee.

From 1968-71 he was an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Psychology at the University of Texas and
one of the first new faculty to be hired by Ira Iscoe to help
launch the Community Psychology Training program. In
1971-74 he was an Associate Professor in the Department
of Psychology at Indiana University. Since 1974 he had a
number of professional positions in Davenport, Waverly,
and Clear Lake, Iowa as well as being an Associate
Professor at the University of Northern Iowa. In 1986 he
became Director of the Carl E. Seashore Psychology
Training Clinic and Clinical Professor in the Department of
Psychology. University of Iowa, Iowa City. A listing of
these positions doesn't tell all the story.

The U. S. invasion of Cambodia and the national
guard killing of students at Kent State University in May of
1970 were two of the catalytic events for student and
faculty demonstrations on college campuses. Phil, working
half-time at the Counseling-Psychological Services Center,
had been serving as a consultant to Residence Halls, the
Campus Ministry, and the Austin Police Department.
Students began to push for mass demonsttations. Ira recalls
that an axiom for Phil was that consultation requires trust.
Phil's ability to establish trust with students, faculty, and
police was an essential contribution to preventing a major
demonstration trom becoming violent. A march of 20,000
students from the campus to the State Capitol became a
peaceful demonstration. Phil, and Ira who was one of 300
marshals for the demonstration, wrote about this event in
the January 1971 issue of the American PsvchoIOl.ist.
Today this article is still an admirable analysis of the social
forces for a major community event and the role of he
community psychologist as a resource for all community
participants.

His book, ·Psychological Consultation With A
Police Department" (1973), and his textbook, "Community
Psychology" (1978) were significant contributions. They
both provided a needed orientation to the emerging field of
community psychology. The police book introduced, gave
clarity, and pointed the way for community psychologists
to rethink their attitudes about the police, particularly the
role of police as an essential community resource. At that
time except for the late Mort Bard, Bob Shellow, and a few
other psychologists, the police were viewed with disdain;
no self-respecting community psychologist would consider
working with them. In two other book chapters in 1983 and
1986 Phil continued to express his wisdom and insights
about doing consultation which have been widely read and
followed by others.

But he accomplished much in other ways. For

example, in 1972-73 he was Chair of the Planning
Comntittee for the Division of Community Psychology.
This comntinee generated activities that were .Iater
implemented by the Division Executive Comntittee such
as: increasing the communication network among
community psychologists, creating a journal, and
increasing connections to other fields such as public health
and education among others. He was nominated for
President of the Division in 1972-73.

These contributions are secondary to his personal
warmth, dignity, and acumen which he consistendy
brought to discussions at meetings of SCRA over the years.
I have noted trom the comments of others that Phil was
frequently cited as an insightful group member in the
audiences of meetings. He had a talent of noting what was
creative and sound and did so without self-interest or
pretense. He helped to create a sense of community in his
unassuming ways of living and being. In these subde yet
manifest ways he has left those of us who had the vital
experience of knowing him to embrace and pass on to
others Phil's timeless personal qualities.
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This is an invitation for you to coolribute to a special
issue of The COmmunity Psychologist on spirituality and religion
as they relate to the mission and practice of community
psychology. Throughout many of the applied health and social
sciences. there is a growing awareness of the significance of
spirituality and religion in the lives of those we serve, as well as
in our own lives commined to the service of others.

In many of the communities in which we work, e.g. the
African American community in which I work, churches (or other
communities of faith) are the oldest mOSl enduring institutions.
as weD as institutions: I) which have attempted to meet the needs
of people in the community, 2) which reOee! the community's
epistemology and world view, 3) in which community members
have voice and inOuence, and 4) in which community members
can find expression of solidarity, support. fellowship. self·
determination, and a base for community organizing.

The importance of spirituality extends beyond the roles
of religioos organizations as institutions in communities. In many
communities such as mine, spiritua1ity is central to personal and
community healing, to a sense of mission and purpose in life, and
to world view. Spiritua1ity and religious beliefs underlie holistic.
integrative visions of existential and social liberation. which have
been expressed in liberation theologies such as those in Latin
America, Southern Africa, and African American communities.

In this special issue you are invited to contribute anicles
describing your research, programs. personal experiences, or
theoretical reOections on questions including (but not limited to)
the following:

SCRA Etluale MiDority MeDtonbip Award
DeadllDe for NomiDatlo •••: March IS, 1999

The purpose of SCRA's annual Etlmic Minority
Mentorship Award is to provide recognition for an SCRA
member who bas made exemplary contributions to the
mentorship of edmic minority persons. Mentorship may be
provided in various forms. It may entail serving as the
academic advisor of edmic minority graduate or
undergraduate students; developing strategies to increase
the acceptance and retention of ethnic minority students;
involvement in efforts to recruit and retain ethnic minority
faculty members; or providing opportunities for edmic
minority persons to become involved in positions of
leadership within community-oriented research or
interVention projects. Criteria for the award include: two or
more of the following: (1) consistent, high quality
mentorship and contributions to the professional
development of one or more edmic minority students and!
or recent graduates involved in community research and
action; (2) contribution to fostering a climate in their
sening thet is supportive of issues relevant to racialledmic
diversity and conducive to the growth of edmic minority
students and/or beginning level graduates; (3) a history of
involvement in efforts to increase the representation of
ethnic minority persons either in their own institutions,
research programs, or within SCRA; (4) consistent
conlributions to the structure and process of training in
psychology related to cultural diversity, particularly in
community programs. Nomination Process and Deadline
for Submission: Both self-nominations and nominations by
students or colleagues will be accepted. Those submitting
nominations should send: 1) A nomination letter (no more •
than 3 pages long) summarizing the contributions of the
nominee to the mentorship of ethnic minority persons; 2)
Name and contact information (address, telephone, email)
of at least one additional reference (two if a self·
nomination) who can speak to the contributions the •
nominee bas made to the mentorship of edmi~ minority •
persons (see above criteria). At least one reference must be
from an edmic minority person who was mentored; 3) A
curriculum vita of the nominee. Collaborative work with
ethnic minority mettlees, as well as other activities or
publications relevant to the criteria indicated above should
be highlighted. The Award Subcommittee of the SCRA •
Committee for Racial and Cultural Affairs will review all
DOminatiOns submitted by the deadline. Statements from
additional references will then be requested, and the
committee will make a final reviw of all materials. The
award will be presented at the 1999 AP A Convention in
Boston. Please submit nominRtions to: Toshiaki Sasao,
Dept of Psychology, International Christian University,
10-2, Osawa 3-c:home, Mitaka·shi, Tokyo, Japan 181-8585.
For more info, please contact Toshiaki Sasao at voice:
(0422) 33·3188 or fax: (0422) 34-6982 or at sal8O@lcu.ac.jp
or e-mail ontheweb:sasa02@hotmail.com.

The Spirit of Community Action

Randolph Potts
Holy Cross College

How have we developed (or how might we develop)
collaborative relationships between conununity psychvlogists
and churches or other communities of fiith - many already
having progrmns for the homeless, food pannies. "rites of
passage prognms" for chDdren, prison minisDies. etc.?
How can ideas from b'beration theologies be integrated within
community psychology?
How can community psychology meIhodology be infonned by
spirituality? (By meIhodology 1 mean our philosophy as to the
appropriate relationships to establish in gaining knowIed&e and
worIdng for social change. ) What are the alternatives to
empiriciSl-positivist paradigms for gaining knowledge and
auidina BCtion?
How has spiriNaiity been significant in auidina or sustaining
your work as a community psychologist? (How do the values of
oommunity psychologists match those central to oommunities in
which we work?)
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Building a Community Psychology of
Liberation and Oppression

Roderick J. Watts
DePaul University

I will soon be initiating a discussion on the conununiry
psychology of liberation and oppression. beginning here in The
~ Payehologlallfyou have an interest in. or curiosity
about these topics. please read on! As part of my responsibilities
as a senior editor for the American Journal of Community
PsvcholollV. I will be seeking to produce a special issue on
liberation and oppression. Irma Serrano-Garcia will be the
coeditor. Thus. the infonnal discussion that begins here will help
identifY potential authors and shape the call for papers.

On the leading edge of liberation psychology but not
well known on the U.S. mainland is work by psychologists and
other activist intellectuals in the Caribbean. Central and South
America. and Africa. Other important ideas can be fOW1d in the
work of people active in liberation movement around the world
v.'hose work has transformed the lives and thinking of millions of
people and led to sweeping societal changes. Regard1ess of
political orientation. most people would agree that social injustice
persists in the world. An important question for community
psychologists is: can we design our intervenlions so that Ihey
prevent or diminish social injustice as wen as personal dislress?
Or. more broadly. how can our work better attend 10 its
sociopolitical context. promote liberation. and diminish
oppression? Liberation suggests more than coping and health.
while oppression implies more than being under-served or subject
(0 stress and strain.

In an effort 10 stimulate some interest in making
contributions. I afTer the following. Perhaps you have other
ideas. In any case. please contact me if you are interested in
contributing 10 the discussion in TCP.

Some preliminary ideas:

Basic paradigmatic. philosophical and methodological issues germane to
integnllingcommunitypsychologyandthe psychologyof liberationand
oppression (e.g .• critical psychology. ecology. ideology. culture •
spirituality. post-modernism. prevention. scientific melhod. gender.
de.). This includes conceplS for a liberation psychology mated to
critical CODSciousness. liberation theology and ga)'lIesbianlbisexuail
Ir8Ilsgeoder. Afrocentric. feminist. & other W1dempresented
population-specificpsychologies.
Ideas that bridge dominant concepts in psychology to ooncepts central to
liberation and oppression. Examples:( I) The health consequences of
stress and negative life evenls to Ihe notioD of structural violence
[Fanon]; (2) Coping and resilience and their relationship to (implications
for) social-change behavior, (3) Real social movements and their
implicationsfur cmpowenoenttheory (e.g.Black liberation."""",,·s.
and gayllesbianibisexuallll'ansgender movements.. etc.).
Examples of intervenlions or research wilh groups. institutions. or
society that operaIionalized ooncepts of liberation or oppression:
Examples of innovative interventions that contributed (if only modestly)
to the liberation of their participants as well to their personal
psychosocialdevelopment.
E.'<3D1plesof research methodologies that are consislent with a liberation
perspective.

For further Information contact Rod Watts at
r.,a//!i@$hrlke.depaul.edu, 708-524-4695.

~~------~-------~SCRA WEB PAGE
http://wNw.apa.orgldlvlsionsldiv27

SCRA LlSTSERV
The SCRA Listserv enables SCRA members and
others to engage in stimulating discussions. It also
provides access to job postings, grant opportunities,
and Information about SCRA events. To subscribe,
send your e-mail to: LlSTSERV@ LlSTSERV.UIC.
EDU. Leave the subject area blank, and in your
message area type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-L
<yourfirstname> <yourlastname>.

SCRA WOMEN'S LISTSERV
The SCRA Women's Listserv enables SCRA members
and others to access the best source of information
and comment relative to women in SCRA' It is also the
main source of communication about issues relating to
the SCRA Committee on Women. To subscribe, send
your e-mail to: LlSTSERV@ LlSTSERV.UIC.EDU.
Leave the subject area blank, and in your message
area type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-W <yourfirstname>
<yourlastname>.

SCRA STUDENT LlSTSERV
The SCRA Student Listserv is student initiated, run and
maintained. Steve Russos, from the University of
Kansas deserves credit for the listserv's audacious
start. The SCRA Student Listserv also has "social
coordinators," who will implement special events on the
listserv, like having a "guest of the month," to elicit
Q&A. etc. To subscribe, send your e-mail to:
listproc@ukans.edu. Leave the subject area blank, and
in your message area type: SUBSCRIBE S-SCRA-L
<yourfirstname> <yourlastname>..---------------.

~ .
~ Site Sought for 2001 Biennial Confer.nce .••

The planning committee for the 2001 Biennial Conference •••
•••. on Conununity Research and Action is soliciting names of •••
•••. potential sites for the meeting. If you are interested in

hosting the conference or if you have site ••••
•••. recommendations for the committee. please comact

Andrea Solarz (703) 931-7211. e-mail ASOLARZ'"
~ @PRODIGY.COM or Ken Malon (410) 455-2567. e-mail .••
~ MATON@UMBC2. UMBC.EDU by May 1. 1999..••

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
7th Biennial Conference on

Community Research and Action
Ideas to Action, Action to Ideas

The 7th Biennial Conference provides a fonun for presentation
of exciting new work Ii'om professionals, community members,
faculty. and srudenlS. A major goal of the conference is to
encourage consuuctive discussion, interaction. and exchange of
ideas. Conference sessionswill include over 100 postersaswell
as symposia, roundtable discussions. workshops, town
meetings. exhibits. and innovative fonnats.
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Preliminary Conference
Program Schedule

Wednesday - June 9, /999
==- 3;00 p.m .• 5:00 p.m.: Pre-Conference Roundtable Discussion on

Education and Training in Community Psychology: Back to the
Future. Sponsored by the Council of Program Directors in
Community Research and Action

~ 6:00 p.m .• 8:00 p.m.: Registration & Refreshments/Conference
Opening/Initial Poster Session.

Thursday - June /0, /999
=> 7:00 am· 8:15 am: Interest Group MeetingsIMencoring Breakfasts.
=> 8:30 am • 10:15 am: Welcoming RemarkslKeynole Address:

"Bringing Democracy To Life" Frances Moore Lappe & Paul
Martin DuBois.

=> 10:30 am - 12:00 p.m.: Concurrent Morning Sessions.
=> 12:15 p.m .• 1:30 p.m.: LunchlJnterest Group & Other Group

MeeciDgs,
=> 1:30 p.m.· 5:15 p.m.: Concurrent Afternoon Sessions.
=> 5:30 p.m .• 6:45 p.m.: Final Poster Session.
=> 7:00 p.m .• 10:00 p.m.: Conference Dinner at the Peabody

MuseumlEntertainment by the Local Gospel Troupe. Salt & Pepper.

Friday - June II, /999
::::) 7:00 am - 8:15 am: Interest Group MeetingsIMentoring Breakfasts.
~ 8:30 am - II :45 am: Concurrenl Morning Sessions.
=> 12:00 p.m. - 1:15 p.m.: LuncMnterest Group & Other Group

Meetings.
=> 1:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.: Concurrent Afternoon Sessions.
~ 5:30 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.: A Conversation with Seymour Sarason
=> 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.: Opportunities for Fellowship. Fun. &

Relaxation
=> 8:00 p.m.: Dinner On Your OwnI"Women's Night Out"

Saturday - June /2, /999
=> 7:00 am - 8: I 5 am : Interest Group MeetingsIMentoring Breakfasls.
=> 8:30 am - 9:45 am: Address by Irwin Sandler. Recipient of the APA

Distinguished Award for Theory. "Person. Environment. and the
Adaptation Process",

=> 10:00 am - 11:30 am: Concurrent Moming Sessions
=> 11:30 em -1:30 p.m.: Lunch "On Your Own"
=> I :30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Concurrent Afternoon SessionslJnformal

Town Meeting &; Conference

About the Keynote Speaken •••
Frances Moore Lappe and Paul Martin DuBois are Cofounden and
Co-Directors of the Center for Living Democracy and the American
News Service in Brattleboro. Vermont. Dr. DuBois is also the National
Direccor of tbe Institute for Racial and Ethnic Relations. Widely
acclaimed for their best-selling book. The Quickening of America:
Rebuilding Our Nation, Remaking Our Lives. their work emphasizes the
use of democratic problem-solving to effect commW'lity change. Each
bas also authored several other highly regarded books. including Diet for
Ibe Small Plan •• (M>, Lappe) and The Hospice Way of Death (Dr.
DuBois). Ms. Lappe and Dr. Dubois will make a joint keynote address
on Thursday morning enlitled: "Bringing Democracy 10 Life."

A Convenadon With Seymour Sarason ••.
Seymour Saruoo. a pion=- iD community psycbology and founder of
the Yale Plyd1o-educatiODal Clinic, is Professor Emeritus at Yale
UDivenity. He wUJ talk about his life and work in a Friday evening

conversation hour.

APA Award for Distinguished Contributions to Theory ••.

The Conference will also featW"e an address from Irwin Sandler as he
accepts the American Psychological Association's Award for
Distinguished Contributions to Theory. Dr. Sandler. Professor of
Psychology at Arizona State University. will speak Saturday morning on
"Person. Environment. and the Adaptation Process."

Conference Registration & Fees ..•

Registration materials. including infom1ation about travel and
accommodations. will be mailed in March and are available on the
following websites: www.apa.org/divisions/div27/; www.commtypsych.
net/bi ennial/: www.info. med.y ale. edu/psych/org/cmhc/consultcl
INDEX.hem. Conference rates are available for all three days of the
conference or for single days. Discounted rates have also been
established for students. Conference registration includes admission to
all conference sessions. refteshments at the poster sessions and during
the conference. continental breakfast each morning. Thursday and Friday
lunch. and Thursday evening dinner and entertainment. The conference
has also negotiated a reduced rate for Yale dormitory accommodations of
$28 per night. and a conference rate at the Omni~New Haven Hotel at
Yale (SI15) and the Holiday Inn - New Haven (S75 siDgie & $79/
double). Registration fees are as follows: $210 for SCRA Members;
$100 for SCRA Student Memben; S245 for non~memben·; Slt8 for
student non-memben: Sioo for non-memben. one-day rate; ar.d. S25
additional charge for Thursday night dinner one-day registrants.

includes new membership in SCRA and subscription to the
American Journal of Communi tv Psvcholo2Y.

A Sample of Some of the Conference Sessions •.•

The conference theme is "Ideas to Action. Action to Ideas." Sessims cover a
wide range of topics in comn1lmity n::seardI and action including:
Collaboration. Empowennent. and Interethnic Relations: Possibilities for
Conununity Inclusion oflndividuals with Disabilities: Building a Conunmity
Collaboration for Economic Development: Changing Mentoring for Women;
\\'hat are the Best Ways to Integrate the Prevention Science and Conununity
CollaborationlParticipa1ion Models?; Enswing our Funue: A Closer Look 81:
Youth Menloring Programs: Employing Social Science Research to Inform
Public Policy: Strategies for Political Action; Emerging Issues in the Lives of
Gay. Lesbian. and Bi"",uaI Youth; ConceptS of Social Justice iD Coounuoily
Psychology; Promoting Family We1Iness and I'm'enting Child ~
The Real Story Behind Multiple Stakeholder Collaboration; Challenges 10
~ling in IUV Preventioo Research: Minority Pipeline & Affinnative
Action Jnitialive; The Conununity Action Research Ccntc:rs Project: lUVl
AIDS Prventioo in the Caribbean: Longitudinal Studies Involving Alternative
High School youth; Corporate PannerWps with Self-Help Groups; Sexual
Minorities. Multiple ldendties. and Cr<ating Cooununity; Entr<preneurial
Training & Conununity-Academic POJ1nerWps: A New Road 10 A1ncan-
American Violence Prevention; Hearing Narratives of Disc:nfnmchised
Communities to Infonn Public Policy: Mutticulturalism, Reoonciliation &
Conununity Psychology in Western Australia; The Puzzling QuesIioo of
Revictimization in Domestic Violence: Fostering Resilient Children. Youth.
Families & Communities: Concepnaalizing Spirituality for Community
Psycbology; The Risk & Protective Functioos of Microsystems Amoog
Urban Adolescents Living in Poveny; Dispatches from a Public/Academic
Partnership to Evaluate Mental Health Systems of Care for Children &
youth; Cootemporary Penpectives 00 Ethnk/RBcialldentity: Devdopmcnt
•••d Relatiooship 10 Wdl Being; Settings and Cootexts for Collaborative
Research: Crealing Dialogues to Understand Conununity Leadership;
Enh.,ciDg Penonal Competence Through Community-Based Spon
Programs; Criticallssuc:s in Development. DisseminaIion. and EvaJuaIioo of
National Prevention Models; Issues of EcologicaVContextuai Assessment;
.,<1 Cr<ating Cootexts for DiveBity Within Conununity Psychology.
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lateraatioaal Conference on Adapting
Tes'" ror Use ID Multiple
Languages aDd Cultures

May 20-22. Washington. DC. Contact:
DoIUl3 Everen. ETS. Rosedale Road MS
06-N. Princelon. New Jersey Og541; fax:
(609) 683-2800; •• mail: deveren@ets.org.

CDltural Divenlly aDd EuropeaD
Intecration: Joint Conference of tbe
lateraadona. Association for Cross~

Cultural Psycbology and the
lateraational Test Commission

June 29-July 2. Graz, Austria. Conlact: Dr.
Norbert K. Tanzer. Psych. Dept .• U. of Graz,
Univa'Sitaet!plalz2. A-80IO. Graz, Austria.

PsycbolollY IDd Law IDteraltloDl1
Conference

July 6-9. Dublin. Ireland. Contact: Ronald
Roesch, P.O. Box 8014-153. Blaine. WA
98231-8014; tel: (604) 291-3370; fax:
(604) 291-3427; e-mail: rrocsch@anssfu.ca;
Website: http://www.50lOn.ac.ukl-lawlbstcd.html

XXVD lateramerlcaa
CODgress or PsycbolollY

June 27-July 2, Caracas. Venezuela. Contact:
Sociedad Interamericana de Psicologia
(lnteramerican Society of Psychology). SIP-
99. Apdo. 47018. Los Chaguanunos. Cara-
cas, 1041-A, Venezuela; Impjlwww.sip-99.~ve.
As this will be our last congress of the
millennia, we want it to ~t a celebra-
tion of American unity and an opportunity to
assess the SI8Ieof psychology in our continent
over the past 100 years. We also want it to
represent a foJUm for discussing new modes
of professional pmctice. new ways of inter-
preting and explaining psychological pheno-
mena. and new areas of appUcation. There-
fore. the scientific program contemplates the
participation of distinguished psychologists
trom the Americas and some outstanding
scholars &om ocher parts oflbe world.

UvlnS"t Ibe Edp... YouUl
People lad SocIal EldusioD

September 9-12. The U. of Stralbclyde.
Glasgow. Contact: Ted Milburn, Director:
Centre for Youth Woti<Studies, U. ofStraIh-
clyde, 76 Southbrae Drive, Glasgow G 13 IPP
Scotland. Phone: 0044-141-95G-3602, Fax:
0044-141-950-3374. email: <r.milbln@slnllh.
ac.uk>.This conference will offer the oppor-

tunity to examine the natW"e of sociaJ exclu-
sion and its effect upon YOW1g people. It will
also explore the philosophies and profes-
sional pmctices in education. health, employ-
ment, politics and sociaJ policy which are
sociaJly inclusive and which lead to positive
outcomes for marginalised YOW1gpeople.

PoUtics, Policy & Social Change

Sponsored by: U. of South Carolina. College
of Social Work & NASW-PACE.ln cooper-
ation with: Assoc. for COITUnwUt)'Organiza-
tion & Social Administration (ACOSA) and
Influencing State Policy (lSP) Dates: June
26-30. 1999. Location: Charleston. Sc. This
major national conference will include
plenary sessions. workshops. presentations
and demonstrations on topics such as local or

-state efforts to influence social policy;
contemponuy social welfare problems and
their resolution; preparing students to pmctice
in the field of policy; examples of policy
practice in socia] welfare agencies; and,
innovative teaching of social welfare policy
and services. For additional infonnation
about Ibe program or to request registration
fonn or Call for Proposals. please write or
call: Policy Conference. College of Social
Work. U. of South Carolina. Columbia. SC
29208. tel: (803) 777-4666. fax: (803) 777-
3498. ernaIl: "'"""'naK"". ACOSA: Build-
ing CommuniI)' Pnictice in the 21st Century.
Invite yor colleagues to join ACOSA now!

TDwlrd I Syotbesls or PreveDlion ScIeDce
PlradlgmJ Over tbe ute Coune: The

SeveDtb ADDUlIConrerence of tbe Society
for PreveDtioD _rcb (SPR)

June 24-26. 1999. Ibe Hyatt Regency in New
Orleans. IA The mission of SPR is to pr0-
mote scientific undentanding of Ibe preven-
tion of major public health and social
problems including: psychiatric disorders;
drug. alcohol. and tobacco abuse and addic-
tion; HlV/AIDS and other sexually trans-
mitted diseases; juvenile delinquency. crime.
and violence; child abuse; suicide; marital
and couple distress; adolescent pregnancy;
and, school and wori<perfonnance. The goal
of !he Annual Conference is to presenl the
latest prevention science derived &om basic
research. etiology. epidemiology. prevention
intervention trials. natunIl experiments, and
policy research. The SPR Conference brings
together the basic and applied prevention
scientists, clinical investigators. and evalua-
tion researchers Ii'om academia, governmen~
and industty. The SPR Conference Program
will include I variety of sessions: invited
addresses by leaders in the fields; state-of-
the-art plenary sessions; scientific symposia;
science dialogues on critical issues; poster

sessions; workshops: round-table discussions;
and demonstrations of technology. A vital
part of the Conference will be a program
track devoted to research advanced by "early
career prevention scientists" which will be
scheduled to permit maximum participation
and exchange between prevention research~
en at all career levels. A5 an additional
benefit to SPR, Drs. Bengl Muthin and Linda
Muthin. UClA will present a 2-<iaymethods
workshop titled: "Analysis of Longitudinal
Data: Growth Modeling Using Latent
Variables." The course will be presented June
22-23. 1999. prior to Ibe SPR annual
conference. Advanced registration is a must!
Please see registration materials for details.
For infonnation on Ibe SPR Conference. SPR
membership. workshop registration. or hotel
accommodations. please contact Ms. Rita
Santicci. SPR Administrative Coordinalor.
St. Francis Medical Center. 10E. 45th S1rCet,
Pittsburgh, PA. 15201, tel: 412-622-6174.
fax: 412-622-6178. SPR v-mail: 412-688-
3502. ernaIl: _~," ••.•••• or __
CIS pIIt edI.>. website: ~ pmaoJn reIaIdI,OIJ>.

ImmlgraDIJ and ImmlgratioD: A SPSSI-
Spoosored Internatlooal ConfereDce

August 12-15. 1999. Toronto. Canada. This
international conference will bring psycho-
logists and other relevant researchers together
10 discuss all aspects of research on immi-
gI1II1tsand immigration. including responses
of members of host countries to immigrants
and immigration. and the experiences of
immigrant groups. Possible topics include:
determinants of policy support, inter-group
attitudes and relations. multiculturalism.
ethnic identity. and acculturation. In holding
this conference. we hope to develop an
integrated agenda for research in this ••.•• and
to create a group of psychologists who can be
called upon to inform pubUc policy debates.
It is anticipated that selected papers &om !he
conference that center aroW1d a coherent
theme could be published in a volume under
SPSSI's auspices. Deadline for submissions
is March 15. 1999. Fax and o-maIl submis-
sions will not be accepted. For information
contact: Victoria Esses, Ph.D., Psychology
Dept.• U. ofWest<m Ontario.London, Ontario.
Canada N6A 5C2. ernaIJ: "" •••@juH••."""""
tel: 516-679-2111. ext.4650. website: <hIIpJl
www.spssi. immipanta1f.hImI>.

Hlte Ctimes: Researcb, Policy,
aad Ac:tIODCoDfereace

October 8-10. 1999. UClA This conference,
sponsored by SPSSI. will be the first oppor-
tuttiI)' for individuals to convene together and
comprehensively Iddress the problems of
hate crimes. The conference will bnng to-
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eludes any scientific publicllions and rd'ereedjoumal desisned to provide an oudet
presenttltions; 3. A brief description of your for cIiscoune on povmy and inequality. The
...- plans; 4. A letter of rocommendation editorial boon! welcomes ID8DII!Criptswhich
&om your dissertation advisor. Applicllion sensiti2Ie social scientists and practitionen to
deadline is April 1'; selection May U. Please the varied forms and pauam of inequa1ities,
submit 4 copies of your proposal and new deve1opmen1S in cu1ttnI div<rsity, and
aocompIIII)'ing .tn.._"" MaD app1ica- inlerventions promotina equa1ity and social
lion to: The Melissa Institute For Violence justice. Submissions should refloc:t the -
PrevaIIion .t TreatmenI, ADo: Don MdcIm- sion of the JoumaL Audxn sbouId submit 4
boIID, Pb.D., 6200 SW 73n1 SI., Miami, FL copies of the III8I1USaiptwhich should be
33143,1rJ: ~mo, Iix: ~m 1. double spaced. Please ineJude an abstract of

no more !ban 100 words. ReferaIces and
format should follow APA Slyle. Manu-
scripts wID be peer reviewed by at least two
consulting editors and returned with com-
ments. For more info, consult the website

To facilitate the teaching of courses on social <http://www.csw.obio-ltaIe.edulJPOV/index.htm>.
issues, SPSSI bas developed. collection of Manuscripts should be sent to: The Editor.;.
syllabi and 0Iber curricular materials on Journal of poverty· Imovalions on Social.
prejudice, intergroup relations, and re1ated Politicsl 8£ Economic 1oeoua1ities. PO Box
topics. To access the Curricu1lDDCollection, 36\3, Columbus, OH 4321G-3613. tel: 614-
send an ••.mail with • blank message to: 292-181. floc 614-292-6940.
spssi...P@fielduor.edu. You wID receive •
list of materials and directions on bow to
request specific files. Contributions are
sought as well Materials including syllabi,
reading lists, assiSDDJCllts,class activities,
simulations, and text or video suggestions Ole
welcome for review and possible addition to
the collection. CoDltibutions, questions, c0m-
ments, or ideas for fiJIure aD'Iiculum projects
should be addressed to Susan Goldstein,
Psychology Dept., U. of Redlands, 1200 East
Colton Avenue, PO Box 3080. Redlands, CA
92373-0999 or o-maiI goldstei@uor.edu.

The 28111AnDuaI ARNOV A CottfereDce,
November 4-6, 19991D WasbIDgIoD, DC

The Assoc. for Research on Nooprofit Or-
jpDIizIIions.t Vohmmry Action (ARNOVA)
invites participation in its 28Ib armuaI c0nfer-
ence. Topics include volunlarism, the IIIIIure
of the tbinllICICIOrand Its place IDooc:iety,the
management of nonprofit organizations, in-
ternational and comparative sIudies of the
tbinI sector and the teaching of nonprofit
studies. SpociaI focus IIIe8SOle: giving ODd
vohmteering in communities of color, !be

PSYCHOTHERAPY wrm cbangina state of anvemment • nonprofit
WOMEN AWARD IICICIOrrelations, the mle of the tbinllICICIOrin

AIIDoIUlOlDatile 1999 ADDuaI PrIze: S250 public policy making. the IIIIIureand impoct
of advoc:a<:yactivities by nonprofits, social

C!IoImI; ManusaipIs on the broad topic of movements as agents of social change, and
psycbotbenopy with women are eligible. the changing size, shape and/or impoct of the
~ Individual and jointly authored tbinI 1ICICIOr.Scbobn &om aU academic dis-
articles I\t'Oeligible. Entries should be of cIpUnes, graduate Sludents, nooprofit orpni-
approximately journal1eogth and 'Mitten in ZIllion executives, foundation SI8fI; consul-
APA style. ~ Send 4 copies of the 18nt8.t policy makers Ole welcomed. To
paper and • self-addressed sIIIIIped pootr:ard porticIpaIe through • paper, panel session,
by May I, 1999 to Undo Forrest, 443A poster session, or as • c:baIrperson or
Flicbon, MichIgan SIBle U., East lAnsing. discussaIt for. session: Send • I page pro-
M148824, o-maiI addreos: _~, posaI including !be requiIed Participation
tel: '17·3"·8'02, tax: '17·3'3-6393. A Cover Form to the ARNOVA Executive
COY« sheet with the autbor's name, address, Office, clo Indiana Uttivenity Center on
and telephone IIIIIDbershould accompany the PhiIanthropy,'~ W. Nor1b Street, Suite 301.
paper. The auIboI's name should not appear Indianapolis, IN 46202, tel: 3171684-2120;
on the paper itseI£ Am;. The winner wID floc 3171684-2128. Proposals wIDbeaccepl·
be announced at the APA ConvetItion in ed by maD or fiIx but not via ••.man. Dead-
1999. A S250 prize will be awarded for the line: Marcb3I,I999.
selected paper. For more info, contact Undo
Forrest, Ph.D. at the address listed above.

gccbor professionals in die fields of IDCIII3I
bealtb, bum8n relations, social science, law
mfurccaIaII. advoc:a<:y,and publi<:policy. If
you have questions obouI the confennce
CDIIIIIcIDr. JCIII!IneCogan II (202) 543-3842
or cmaIllljeamine.cogIII@m8iLbousgov.

IDterDatIouI W_ A JIaIIIa
CoafonDce

European Association for Rtseardt on
W"""", and Health, July 12-14, 1999,
EdiDIu1!b Scotland. This Cootamce aims to
IIimuIatIeoommunicllion and col\abondion
b«we<n resoordIen, clinicians and poli<:y
makas working in die •••• of _ and
1ICIIltb.The kcy 1hcm<sof this confrnnce Ole:
addr=ing inequalities and human rights;
delivering appropriate beabb COleand health
!el'Yices for women; promoting women's
IICIIlth ocross cultures, ages and stages;
developing criticsl theories and methodolo-
gies; and 1ifespon penpectives. For funber
ddaiJs, please see <lmp11www.u'•.•d.••.ukI
.....-JICWH2h1m> or contactlbe Coofrreoce
Secmmialat~ ~uk>.

ne MellsSlllasdtate for VIoIeDce
Preveodoa aad Trea_t DbsertalioD

RaardlAwani

The Meli>sa 1nstiMe is • nOl1plOfi~
oduc:ationa1,training and consultative service
organi7JIIion1bat\MISesl8b1isbed to honor die
memory of Meli>sa Aptman, who \MIS
bruIa1Iyt11III'deredin Sf. Louis on May "
199'. A native of Miami, she \MISjust two
waeks away &om groduating &om Washing-
ton UnMnity. Meli>sa's family and mends
have esl8b1isbed this Institute to bridge the
gap betwe<IIscientific knowledge and publi<:
policy ODdbetween scientific and diJec:t ~
plication, in ord« to reduce violence and to
belp victims of violence. The Melissa Insti·
1UIewID pant sevaoI $1,000 dis1ertation
a'MIIdsannually. This 8WIII'dis open to ••••.
didates &om any discipline who addras
issues of violence prevenlion and _
The8WIII'dmust be U80dto support expenses
d>IItOle directly re1aIed to the disoaIation
••••••••• (e.g., subjoc:t floes, """'P"'<r time,
equlpment~ It may not be used for tuition,
nvel or penonaI expenses. ~ I.
ApplicanlSmust be snxIenIs in • bona fide
doctonI dissertation prognIIII; 2. Candidalos
IDII)'be &om any discipline; and, 3. Appli-
cants must have had their dis1ertation
proposa1 approved by their dis1ertation
ammittee prior to their applicllion to the
Melissa Institute. hAImIx; ApplicanlS must
submit the following: 1. A 1-2 pege COY«
letter describing the proposed research
IX"joc:tODd• brief explanation of proposed
••••of funds (i.e., • budget); 2. A CV 1bat in-

11Ie SPSSI CDnicDIDm CoIleclloD OD
PreJDdIce aad IDterp'ODp RdaIioDS

Now Avallablel

CaD For Papers: Jouraa1 ofPovet1y

The Jomnal of poverty· Innovations on
~III PoIitic::a1 &. F..conomic Ineaualitjes is a

JDSdee StadIeI Aaaodadoa (JSA) Forased

During !be ~ annual meeting of !be
American Society of Criminology in Wash-
ington, OC in November 1998, several
members of the society met to form • new as-
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sociation for the study of all aspects of justice
- aiminal. social. economic. and restorative.
The new association is called the Justice
SlUdies Association (JSA). The association is
intended to serve as a fOJUll1 for scholars.,
activists, and pnlctitioners to share their ideas
and current worl<. Members might come &om
any field of endeavor interested in justice:
anthropology, social work. history, religion,
aimina1 justice, sociology, psychology, law,
among others. Their worl< mighl range &om
broad theories of social justice to specific
restorative justice demonstnttion projects.
The JSA will sponsor a conference each year
during early June. Initially, Saint Anselm's
College in Manchester. NH will serve as the
conference site. For mon: infonnation: write
to JSA, Dept. of Criminal Justice. Saint
Anselm College. 100 Saint Anselm Drive,
Manchester, NH 03102.

Assistant Professor. aJ.aJcaI Psychology.
Valvenity of Soutb Doko". The Ctinical
PsydIoIogy Training Program in the Depallment
ofPsycbology invites applications for a new tenW'e
track _t profeaor position. to begin Fall.
1999. The University and program sock to II!tnIct
an active. cu1tw'aIly and academically diverse
faculty. Candidates with a sham:J conuniunent to
diversity are sIrongIy aloouraged to apply. Dulies
include: teaching undergraduate and graduate
c:ounes in areas of specialization, supervising
studenl ..- and clinical practica. and
developing an active program of research.
Proficiency in one of the following areas is
desirable: serious mental illness. clinical
psychophysiology. and/or services to ethnic
minority or rural populations. Qualifications
include: Ph.D. from APA accredited clinical
psychology ttaining prognun (ABD near
c::cmpletion will be aJruIidered); completion of an
AP A aa:n:ditod internship: and experialce with
ethnic minority/divene populations preferred.
SaJazy conuncnsunte with qualifications and
expericDce. AdditiooaI f\mding is available fur
opplicanb interestod in providing administnIIive
support for our program's in-bouse training clinic.
Review of applicolions to begin January S. 1999.
and will continue until a suitable candidate is
hired. Satd Ieaer of app1iaaioo, currieuhm vita,
gnoduaIe transcripts, and three letters of
~ to: Clinical Search and Screening
Commi-. D<partmeot ofPsydlology, University
oCSouth DakoIa SDU lOS, 414 East CIm1<-.
VermiIioo, SD S71J6C).2390. E-mail: <by1mm
@usd.edu>. The University of South 00'" i. an
Equal Employment OppoI1unity/Aflinnutive ~
tion employer.

VbIdq roeolty Positlo •• Eumooment &.
_r, Vaivenity of VIalL Applic:ont fur 0
••••.•••••••• IImitod tesm (gllS/99.S/14/OO) vi ••
iting appoinIm<nt in the Depallment ofFomiIy and

Consumer Studies. University of Utah is
sought. Teaching load is two courses per
semester. Applicants should have Icaching
interests in two or more of the following areas:
social. psychological. and cultural aspects of
home and commw1ity environments (neighbor·
hoods. transportation. urban planning/design.
meaning of home. crime prevention. environ·
menta] racism); home·school·community rela-
tions; housing and community development:
environment and behavior: commW1ity psych-
ology; environments across the lifespan;
program evaluation. policy analysis. and infor-
mation dissemination. Interdisciplinary and
service-learning perspectives are welcome.
Faculty in the department study the psycho-
social. physical. and economic environment of
families and communities. Application receipt
deadline is February 28. 1999. or until the
position is filled. Submit vita. copies of recent
publications. and three letters of reference to:
Dr. Cathleen Zick. Chair. Depanment of
Family &. Conswner Siudies! AEB. University
of Utah. Sail Lake City. UT 84112-OOS0. Depl.
website: <www.fcs. utah.edu>. If you have any
questions. contact Dr. Zick at 801~S8J~7712;
email: <zick@fcs.utah.edu>. The University of
Utah is an Equal Opportunity/Affinnative
Action Employer and encourages applications
from women &. minorities and provides
reasonable accommodation to the known
disabilities of applicants and employees.

Advaaced Anislaal or Begiaaiq Associale
Professor. Cliaical • Foreasic PS)'dlology,
Uaivenil)' of AJabama (VA). The Department
of Psychology seeks a faculty member with
research and teaching interests at the inlerface
of psychology and law. Starling date. August
16. 1999. At UA. psychologyl1aw is a doctoral
concentration in our APA-accredited clinical
psychology program. We seek a productive
scholar whose programmatic research will
complement existing strengths and who has the
potential 10 attract extramural funding. Such
research areas include forensic evaluations. risk
assessment and prediction. causal Iheory of
criminal and violent behavior. offender treat-
ment efficacy. civil litigation. and mental health
&. law policy. Potential for excellence in
teaching and research mentorship is expected.
Candidates who also can facilitate inter-
disciplinary research and forensic training
opportunities are encouraged to apply. The
Deputmalliul. 22 foculty pi •• ties to the UA's
Applied Gerontology Program. Instilute for
Social Science Research, School of Law. and
the Department of Criminal Justice. The De-
partment operates a Psychological Clinic. a
Child and Family Research Clinic. and is
seeking to establish an interdisciplinary
Violence Study Center. Placements and joint
projects with the nearby state forensic medical
facility. local and state justice agencies. and
advocacy groups are part of the psychologyl1aw

training and research environment. Affiliated
faculty are active in the areas of child and youth
aggression and related studies of violence
prevention and program evaluation. Duties
include graduate and undergraduate teaching
and supervision of research and clinical
practicum. Women and ethnic minority
candidates are encouraged to apply. Ap-
plication should include a letter outlining your
qualifications and potential fit with the
depanment. a current curriculum vita, selected
reprints. and names of three to five references.
At the initial stages, all inquiries and
applications will be treated in confidence. Send
materials or inquiries to Co-chairs or the Search
Comminee: Stanley L. Brodsky and Cor! B.
Clements. Department of Psychology, Box
870348. University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Alaboma 3S4S7-034S. (e·mail: <sbrodsky@
gp.as.ua.edu>; <cclement@gp.as.ua.edu».
Review begins 2J IS and will continue until the
position is filled. The University of Alabama is
an affinnative uctionlequal opportunity employer.

Assisl.at Professor. Social A He,llb
Sciences, Duke Uaivenll)'. The Department of
Psychology seeks an outstanding senior scholar
in the domain of Social and Applied
Development The appointment will be at the
tenured professor level and will commence
with the 1999-2000 academic year. A wide
range of social and applied interests will be
considered including scholars in the domains of
socialization; peer relations: child and family
studies; and. social cognition. The prospective
scholar will join a faculty with strong
representative scholars and programs in clinical
psychology; social and applied development;
and cognitive psychology. The candidate will
also enter into an intellectual environment with
multiple opportunities for interdisciplinary
inquiry and programming. A recent connection
provides an exciting bridge between social
developmental inquiry and child policy
applications with Duke's newly &anted Child
Policy Center for the interested scholar.
Further. our collaboration in Ihe Carolina
Consortium and Center for Developmental
Science embodies another prime source of
broad colleagueship as well. Review of
applications will begin inunediately and will
continue until the position is filled. Interested
applicants should send their vitae. a SIItement
of research goals. representative anic1t:! and
preprints. teaching evaluations when available.
and the names of 3 references 10 Social and
Applied Development Seord1. Dept. of Psych·
otogy: SHS. Duke Vnivenity. Box 9008S,
Durham. NC 2770S-00SS or directly to Nancy
E. Hill. Ph.D .• Assistanl Professor. Deportment
of Psychology. Duke University. Box 90085.
Durham. NC 2770S-QOSS. tel: 919-660-S7SS.
fax: 919-060-S726. emoil: <nancy@duke.edu>.
Duke University is an Equal Opportunityl
Affinnative Action Employer.
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SCRA MEMBERSHIP ApPLICATION
THE SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH AND ACTION

DMSION 27 OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

tel. (217) 333-4941/ fax. (217) 244-5876/ e-mail: jrhodeS@S.psych.uiuc.edu
on the web: http://www.apa.orsidivisionsldiv27

Name:
Institution:
Address:
City:
ZlplPostal code: _
Telephone:
E-mail:

State:
Country: _
FAX: _

I wiDpay the foUowlng due.:

Do you want to be Includ.d In our member.hlp directory? Sure No th.nks

__ 535 (professlon.1 member)
__ 518 (.tudent member)

Pl•••• Indicate .ny Commltt ••• or Intere.t Group. you would Uke to Join:

__ Women's Committee
__ Socl.1 Polley Committee
_ Aging

Chlldr.n & Youtb
Dis.hllitie.

__ Stress & Coping
Rur.1
School Intervention

Are you. member of APA?

Racial and Cultur.1 Arc.lr. Commltt ••
international Committee

__ Community Action
__ Community He.lth
__ Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & TraDsgeDder Conceras
__ Prevention and promotion
__ SelC-help& mutu.1 .upport
__ Undergraduate Awareness

__ no

If ye., .re you? __ • C.Uow 8 member __ associate student

How did you nnd out .bout SCRA? PI••• e t.U u••

(The•• nest two que.tion •• re option.L)

What Is your gender? __ female __ m.l.

Wh.t Is your racei.thnlclty? _

Slgn.ture of AppUc.nt. _

Please enclose a check or money order in US funds payable to "SCRA". Mail this page and
your dues payment to: Jean Rhodes, SCRA Treasurer, Psychology Department, University of
Illinois, 603 East Daniel St., Champaign, IL 61820
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About The ~ Psychologist ...

The Community Psychologist Is published four times a year to provide information to members of the Society for
Community Research and Action (SCRA). A fifth membership issue Is published every two years (odd-numbered years).
Opinions expressed in The Community Psychologist are those of the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect
official positions taken by the Society. Materials that appear in The Community Psychologist may be reproduced for
educational and training purposes. Citation of the source Is appreciated.

To submit copy to The C!•••.••.••.• ~ Psychologist:

Articles, columns, features, leiters to the editor, and announcements should be submilted typed, double-spaced, and
accompanied by IBM double density computer disk. Send to: Shelly P. Harrell, TCP Editor, California School of
Professional Psychology, 1000 South Fremont Ave., Alhambra, CA 91803-1360. Submissions can also be sent via e-mail
to: tcp@mail.cspp.edu. REVISED DEADLINES FOR REMAINING 1999 ISSUES: All submissions (Including SCRA
columns) mu.t be received by May 1,1999 (Summer Issue), and August 1,1999 (Fall Issue).

Subscription Information:

The Community Psychologist and the American Journal of Community Psychology are mailed to all Division 27 members.
Students and affiliates may join the SCRA and receive these publications by sending $18.00 for students and $35.00 for
affiliates and members to Jean Rhodes, Dept. of Psychology, University of illinois, 603 East Daniel St., Champaign, IL
61820. (Dues are per calender year.) The Membership Application Is on the Inside back cover.

Change of Add •••• :

Send addrass changes to Jean Rhodes, Department of Psychology, University of illinois, 603 East Daniel SI., Champaign,
IL 61820. APA members should also send changes to the AlPA Central Office, Data Processing Manager for revision of
the APA mailing lists, 750 First St., N.E., Washington, DC 20002-4242.
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Shelly P. Harrell, Ph.D., Editor
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